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Abstract 
This is an invest igat ion of the buckling characteris tics of short, thin-walled 
cylinders. This study was required as large storage tanks, which were converted 
from Boating roof to fixed roofed tanks, were found to buckle when severe 
atmospheric temperature drops and thus pressure differentials occurred. These 
severe ambient temperature changes a re characteristic of the Highveld in South 
Africa. where the tanks in question are situated . Since this modification js an 
uncommon procedure, codes of practice for storage vessels do not cover this type 
of cylinder. For the same reason, research performed in this field is limited. 
Buckling due to axial loading, lateral external pressure, hydrostatic pressure and 
a combinat ion of axial loading and hydrostatic pressure are explored in this study. 
To compare with and verify theory, exist ing research for each case is examined, 
and the Finite Element Analysis package MSC Nastran used to determine trends. 
In some cases, to the best of the author's knowledge, no research exists and 
numerical analysis is performed to establish the relationships pre:;ent in those 
cases. The study is extended to include the design of imperfec t cylinders, as 
defined in the tank code AD Merkblatter where it is stated as being dependant 
on the major and minor diameters of t he imperfect section . The study is also 
extended to the case of variable wall thickness cylinders, where t he thickness 
variation is symmetrical about the axis of the cylinder. 
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Chapter 1 
THE THEORY OF BUCKLING 
1.1 Stability theory 
The phenomenon of buckling can be illustrated using a simple example of an 
idealised structure, shown in figure 1-1. 
Member AB is a rigid bar that is pinned at the base end and supported by 
a spring at the top, with a stiffness of k. This stiffness is also known as the 
spring constant. An axial force P is centrally applied to the beam such that it 
is perfectly aligned with the axis of t he beam. In this state the spring has no 
force in it. Suppose then that the beam is then disturbed by an external force, 
such that it rotates through an angle B about support A. If the force P is small , 







Figure 1-1: Simple rigid bar. Reproduced from Timoshenko [62]. 
1 
the system will return to its ini tial position when the disturbing external force 
is removed. Thus this system is stable. But if the force P is large, when the 
external disturbing force is removed, the system will continue to rotate and the 
system will collapse. Thus this latter system is unstable. This system can be 
analysed in more detail if its static equilibrium is considered. If t he bar is rotated 
slightly, the spring elongates to a length f)L, where L is t he length of the beam. 
The force in the spring is therefore 
F=kBL (1.1) 
This force creates a moment about A of FL, which is kf)L2 , in t he clockwise 
direction. Because this force is the spring tenSion, the tendency of this moment 
is to return it to its original position. Therefore, kBL2 is known as the restoring 
moment. The force P tends to overturn the bar by creating a moment of pe L. 
Thus this moment is known as the overturning moment. Generally, if the restoring 
moment is larger than the overturning moment, then the system is stable and the 
bar returns to the initial vertical position. The converse is obviously also true. 
Therefore the following conditions exist: 
If PBL < kBL2, or P < kL, the sys tem is stable. 
If PBL > kBL2, or P > kL, the system is unstable. 
The shift from a stable system to an unstable system occurs at P = kL, and t his 
value of loading is known as the critical load. So, one can see that a system is 
stable when P < Perl and unstable when P> Per . Even when P is greater than 
Per l and the beam is in the vertical position (thus in equilibrium), this equilibrium 
is unstable and cannot be maintained. Even the slightest disturbance will cause 
the beam to collapse. At the critical load , the overturning and returning moments 
are equal at small values of B. Thus the beam is in equilibrium at t he critical 
load for small values of e, and this equilibrium is known as neutral equilibrium. 
These equilibrium relationships are shown in figure 1-2, on graphs of P versus 







<f£- Stable equilibrium 
o 0 
Figure 1-2: Figure showing t he bifurcation point. Reproduced from [62] . 
the equilibrium lines branch) is the bifu rcation point. T he neutral equilibrium 
condi tion extends as a horizontal line because the angle () may be clockwise or 
anti-clockwise. One can see that the line only extends a short distance, as our 
ana lysis is based on the assumption that the angle e is smalL This assu mption 
of the angle being small is valid, because t he angle is small when buckling begins 
and the bar departs from the vertical position. 
If we consider a shell carrying a certain load (basic load), it produces a basic 
st ress and basic displacements. A small deformation then disturbs the elastic 
equilibrium, which is produced by certain external forces. When these forces are 
removed, if the disturbance vanishes the equilibrium is stable. When the basic 
load is increased , less force may be required to produce the same disturbance until, 
a point is reached where the disturbance is produced without any external forces. 
In this particular case, the equilibrium is neutraL The smallest basic load at 
which the system is in neutral equilibrium is called the critical or buckling load. 
A disturbance may then occur, which results in the bucking of a shelL When 
the basic load is increased beyond the critical point , the equilibrium becomes 
unstable, and any externa l disturbance causes the shell to entirely leave its initial 
position of equilibrium , hence the shell buckles. 
To fi nd the buckling load the differential equations for the disturbed equilibrium 
3 
are formulated for t he disturbed equilibrium without an external disturbing load. 
These equations contain terms with the additional stresses for the disturbing 
load as well. These terms are very small, since t he disturbance is supposed 
to be very small. One must also remember that the basic load now acts on a 
slightly deformed element. Since the conditions of equilibrium are satisfied and 
Hooke's law exp resses the stress resultants in terms of the dispiacements, a set 
of homogeneous linear differential equations for the displacements u , v and w 
result. Looking at a simple example of a column shown in figure 1-3 force P is 
the basic load and the basic stress system, N, consists only of the axial load . 
Therefore N = - Po If the equilibrium is then disturbed by a lateral deflection 
L 
Figure 1-3: Figure showing the Euler column . Reproduced from Flugge [18}. 
W, the equation of moments is 
M - Pw = O. (1.2) 
Comparing this to a cylinder by using the basic differential equation of the 




and substituting this into equation 1.2 
d'w 





The solution of this equation is a homogeneous linear differential equation of the 
second order with constant coefficients. For convenience, let 
therefore equation 1.4 becomes 
k2 = P 
El 
d"w 
--+k2w = 0 
dX2 
The general solution of this equation is 
w = Al sin kx + A2 coskx 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
where Al and A2 are constants determined by the boundary conditions. It is 
found that no deflection is possible unless 
or 
whereby 
kL = m7r 
m 27r2 EI 
p = ::..::..:;~ 
L2 
m1TX 
w = A sin---y;- . 
1.2 Numerical analysis of buckling 
m = 1,2,3 ... 
(1. 7) 
Classical shell theories can be over complicated for the needs of the designer. 
Therefore analysis of non-simple buckling cases are generally executed by 
numerical methods, which have been found to achieve a good characterisation 
of the shell behaviour. The most versatile and well known is the finite element 
method, or FEM. FEM is a method of analysis whereby three main operations 
are performed. The first step is to divide the shell up into sma.ll finite elements. 
The second step involves computing the stiffness properties of each element and 
putting them into a matrix. The final step is to solve the matrix for a particular 
applied load. The solution gives the displacements at the nodes, which, together 
5 
with the element stiffnesses} is used to calculate the element forces at the nodes 
and thus element stresses. These operat ions are executed by FEM software 
packages} and the package used in this study is MSC Nastran version 4.5.1. 
Prior to performing a stability analysis with any finite element analysis software 
it is necessary to establish that the model contains a mesh density fine enough 
to yield accurate predictions of the buckling load. A convergence study was 
performed and an appropriate mesh selected for use to optimise both accuracy 
and reduced analysis time as a large number of analyses were to be performed. 
Two kinds of buckling analyses are available in MSC Nastran} namely linear and 
non-linear. A linear buckling analysis assumes small deformations and a linear 
material whereas in a non-linear buckling analysis geometric non-linear effects and 
non-lin~ar materials are considered. In the case of thin cylinders} the buckling 
loads obtained from the linear analysis are higher than the true bucking loads 
because the non-linear geometric effects are not included. 
In this study the Nastran software that was available did not have the non-linear 
buckling solution sequence} but only the linear one. Therefore} it will be seen that 
t he buckling results obtained numerically are notably higher than those obtained 
theoretically. Although there are discrepancies} the trends are continuous. 
In 1995, M. H. Schneider, R. J. Feldes, J. R. Halcomb and C. C. Holl 1581 per-
formed numerical analyses on the buckling of cylinders subjected independently to 
axial compression and hydrostatic pressure. In this research} among other FEM 
software packages} MSC Nastran was implemented and the non-linear solution 
sequence used. The results of the numerical analyses where then compared 
to bucking pressures obtained experimentally. Excellent agreement was found 
between the numerical and experimental results. In the case of axial loading the 
maximum deviation was found to be 4.7%} and 10.9% in the case of hydrostatic 
pressure. 
Imperfect cylinders were also included in the study conducted by Schneider et 
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al whereby experimental models were fabricated and then measured USIng a 
scanning measuring system. These imperfect cylinders were then modelled in 
MSC Nastran and non-linear buckling analyses performed. The buckling pressure 
due to asymmetric imperfections was found to be reduced by 1.5% by experiment. 
but increased by 7.3% by numerical analysis. 
Numerical buckling analysis Lakes the effect of the differential st iffness into 
account, which includes relationships that are functions of the geometry. element 
type and applied loads. Physically. the differential stiffness represents a linear 
approximation of the reduction of the stiffness matrix for a compressive load. 
In buckling analysis the eigenvalues calculated are scale factors that multiply 
the applied load in order to produce the buckling load. Usually only the lowest 
eigenvalue is of interest since the cylinder will fail before reaching any of the 
higher-order buckling loads. Therefore, in this study only the lowest eigenvalne 
was computed. 
To expand. the element stiffness and differential stiffness matrices are (k]i and 
(kd] i respectively. The system stiffness and differential stiffness are then 
[K] ~ [i>i] 
• 
[I<d] ~ [i>di] 
• 
(1.8) 
respectively, where j is the number of elements. In order for the system to have 
static equilibrium the total potential energy. PE, must have a stationary value. 
In other words the following relationship should hold true 
8 [PE] 
8u, ~ [K]{u } + [Kd]{U} ~ {a} (1.9) 
• 
where {'U} is the displacement vector and Ui the displacement of the i-th degreee 
of freedom. Equation 1.9 can be rewritten as 
(1.10) 
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where [Kd] = P/l[J<d] and Pa the applied load. In order for equation 1.10 to have 
a non~trivial solution, the following relationship must be t rue 
(Lll ) 
Only particular values of Pa render equation 1. 11 true, these values are the critical 
buckling loads. 
A real st ructure has an infinite number of degrees of freedom. The finite element 
method approximates the system with a finite number of degrees of freedom. 
The number of buckling loads obtainable for the model in question is equal to 
the number of degrees of freedom of the model. In other words 
(1.12) 
Therefore equation 1.11 can be rewritten as 
(1.13) 
This is now in the form of an eigenvalue problem. Once the eigenvalues a re 




PERFECT CYLINDRlCAL SHELLS OF CONSTANT 
WALL THICKNESS 
2.1 Introduction 
The buckling of perfect cylindrical shells due to various forms of loading has been 
thoroughly studied for over a century, beginning with Euler 's initial investigation 
of columns in the 18th century. In past research however, when the theoretical 
trends were compared with experimental data, a discrepancy always resulted. It 
was later found that these discrepancies were due to imperfections arising during 
t he manufacture of the model which will be investigated later. In this chapter I the 
ideal cylinder is considered - one with no imperfections. The basis of the theory 
will be outlined, and equations determining the buckling loads produced. These 
equations are compared to equations obtained from other independent studies. 
Finally, the buckling loads are obtained fo[" a number of cylinders of a limited 
range, namely with the range of ratios 0.923 ~ f ~ 1.626, and 600 < I < 2166.7 
using the FEM analysis package Nastran. The numerical analyses are performed 
where the material is assumed to be carbon steel with a Young's modulus, E of 
200GPa and a Poisson 's Ratio , V, of 0.32. These results are then compared with 
the numerous theoretical models available. 
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2.2 The Energy Method 
When structures consist of elastic materials, ic. the material is assumed to follow 
Hooke's law and the stresses within the structure do not exceed the elastic 
limit} the equations of equilibrium can be replaced partially, or entirely, by 
considerations of elastic strain energy. 
The law of virtual work states that during a small change in dispiacements, the 
work done by the loads (by all the external forces on the body) equals the change 
in elastic strain energy. It should be noted that displacements may be large, but 
the change in them must be small. Therefore, the law of virtual work is a simple 
application of the general law of conservation of energy, limited to mechanical 
work. 
The law of virtual work can also be derived from the equations of equilibrium. 
For example, consider a body replaced by a system of particles interconnected by 
massless elastic springs. On each particle acts part-loads and the forces due to 
the springs. If the displacement of each particle in the x, y and z directions are u, 
v and w respectively, then the change in displacements are du, dv and dw. The 
equations of equi librium are then applied to each particle, multiplied by du, dv 
and dw, and then all the equations added together. In the resulting expression , 
the products of the load components with the displacement components add up 
to the work done by the loads, while corresponding products with forces due to 
springs add up to the negative change in elastic strain energy, the sum of both 
being zero. 
In practice application of the energy methods involves the assumption of a shape 
or mode of displacement, which approximates the actual shape. This assumption 
is based on general experience or experiments, or t he displacements can be 
described by a series of component displacements with unknown magnitudes. 
Taken together the exact displacement can be approached with the component 
magnitudes being determined by the law of virtual work. Theoretically, t his can 
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give exact solutions. This method has been found to be accurate for deflections 
of beams, buckling strengths, and other conditions which depend upon the state 
of the whole structure. 
In the proceeding sections, the above procedure will be outlined. Initially for the 
simple case of thin flat plates and, then extended to thin cylindrical shells. 
2.3 Thin flat plates 
The theory of the bending of plates is similar to the theory of the bending of beams 
but the effect of bending in two directions instead of one. needs to be taken into 
account. Consider a thin flat plate subjected to pure bending as shown in figure 
2·1a below. .. 
M (. __ ~, ____ ~---- ~_== ______~__ _ __ ) M 
" -~// 




Figure 2-1: Bending of a thin flat plate. Reproduced from Benham &. Crawford[64]. 
The element ABGD deforms to A' B'G' D', and the length along the neutral axis 
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in this deformed element is ,·dO. The length of the element E' F' is (R+z)dO. The 
longitudinal strain can be found by using the change in length and the original 
length: 
Therefore, 
and similarly for the y-direction 











Consider a small element of this plate as shown in figure 2-2 with the variables 
as shown. When the plate deflects due to an external load, the plate will bend to 
have radii of curvature in the yz and zx planes. The curvature in the yz plane 
./ 
, z 
Figure 2-2: Small element of a plate. Reproduced from Benham &. Crawford[64} 
changes as the distance from the y-axis increases in t he x-direction; similarly the 
curvature in the xz plane changes with increasing distance from the x-axis in the 
y-direction. Therefore the four corners of the element will each deflect a different 
amount in the z-direction. In order to adopt this shape, the element must twist 
as well as bend. The resistance of the plate to the external loads must therefore 
take into account the twisting of elements, as well as their curvatures. 
There are basic assumptions to be made when using bending analysis: 
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• the deflections are small 
• the middle plane of the plate does not stretch during bending 
• plane sections rotate during bending to remain normal to the neutral surface 
and do not distort 
• the loads are entirely resisted by bending and twisting of the plate element 
• the thickness of the plate is small in comparison with other dimensions. 
Now consider that this element is subj ected to pure bending, where bending 
moments Mx and My per unit length are positive when acting on the middle of 
the pl ate. This plane is the neutral plane as it is unst.ressed, therefore the material 
above it is in compression and in tension below. The stress-strain relationships 
by elastic theory are 
(Jx vay 
€ =----
" E E 
(JlI V(Jx 
Ell = E - E' 
(2.4) 
Using these equations together with equations 2.2 and 2.3 to solve for a x and ay 
yields 
a = -+-Ez (1 v) 
x I-v2 Tx Ty 
(2.5) 
a = -+-Ez (1 v) 
'1J I-v2 Ty T:c' 
The internal moments, due to the bending stresses acting on the edges of the 
element, are in equilibrium with the applied moments M:c and My per unit length. 
This equilibrium can be written as 
1
t/2 








Substituting equations 2.5 and into equations 2.6 in turn yields 
1'/' Ez (1 V) M.dy = , - + - zdydz - t/'l 1 - V T x T Y 
E (1 V) 1'/' .". Mx = 'l - + - z'ldz 
I-v Tx TlI -hl'l 
(2.7) 
Et' (1 v) 
c. M. = 12(1 _ v') r. + ry 
Similarly 
M _ Et' (~+~) 
v - 12(1 _ v') rv r. 
(2.8) 
For simplification ftexural rigidity, denoted as D, is introduced such that equations 
2.7 and 2.8 reduce to 
(2.9) 
where flexural rigidity is defined as 
Et' 
D = 12(1 - v')' (2.10) 
This fiexural rigidity of a plate corresponds to the stiffness, El, of a beam. If w 
is the deflection in the z-direction , the principal curvatures are given by 
1 o'w 





and therefore equations 2.9 become 
(O'w O'w) M. = - D ox' +v {Jy' 
(2.12) 
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The shear strain in the element can be related to the shear stress by using Hooke's 
law in shear, which is 
(2.13) 
where G is the shear modulus of elasticity. This shear modulus of elasticity is 
related to the modulus of elasticity by the following equation 
G= E 
2(1 + v) (2.14) 
To obtain an expression for shear strain, consider the lamina abed shown in figure 
2-3. 
, 
Figure 2-3: Lamina subjected to shear strain . Reproduced from Timoshenko[16J 
During bending the points a, b, c and d experience small disp lacements. The 
components of t he displacement of point a in the x and y directions are U and 
V respect ively. The displacements of points b and c in the x and y directions are 
U + (aU/ax)dx and V + (aU/ay)dy respectively. The shearing strain owing to 
these displacements is 
(2. 15) 
and the corresponding shear stress, using equation 2.13 is 
(
aU aY) 








Figure 2-4: Section of the neutral surface. Reproduced from Timoshenko[16] 
Figure 2-4 represents a section of the neutral surface, with a perpendicular (to 
the neutral surface) pq. One can see that the perpendicular pq has rotated in a 
counterclockwise direction through an angle of - 8wj8x. A point of the element 
at distance z from the neutral axis has a displacement in t he x-direct ion , due to 









Substituting these values into equation 2.16 yields the fo llowing equation for 
strain 
E {)'w 
To =-----z •• 1 + v {)x{)y . (2.19) 
If this is then integrated across the element, and equated to the twisting moments, 
the following expression is obtained 
1' /2 MXJldxdy = TZllzdxdydz -t/2 
which, after solving reduces to 
Et3 {)'w 
M •• = -12(1 + v) {)x{)y (2.20) 
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The twisting moments are illustrated together with the bending moments, on an 
element as in figure 2-2. 
Multiplying through by 
(1 - v') 
(1 - v') 
can further reduce this expression to 
o'w 
M., = - D(l - y) oxoy (2.21) 
By employing the principle of conservation of energy, the strain energy stored in 
the system is equated to the work done by the applied loads. An expression for 
the strain energy, U , can now be derived. The strain energy stored in a plate 
element is the sum of the work done by the bending moments M x , Mll> and by 
the twisting moments M2:JJ and M JJx . The work done by the shear force and by 
the stretching of the middle plane are neglected by beam theory, which states 
that strain energy due to compression or tension along an axis, or due to shear 
distortion is neglected. 
Since the sides of the elements remain plane, the work done by the bending 
moments is ~ x moment x angle between the corresponding sides of the element 
after bending. Since -(o'w/ox') and -(o'w/oy') represent the curvatures in 
the xz and yz planes respectively, the angle is - (82w / 8x2)dx in the xz plane, 
and -(82w/8y2)dy in the yz plane. The angles are negative because there is a 
downward (sagging) curvature. Therefore, the energy stored due to bending, Ub , 
is given by 
1 (O'w o'w) dU, = -"2 M. ox' + My oy' dxdy. (2.22) 
1n deriving the expression for the strain energy due to the twisting moment, 
MzJJdy , we note that the angle of twist is equal to the rate of change of the slope 
8w/ 8y as x varies, multiplied with dx. The same applies to the moment MJJxdx . 
Therefore, the strain energy due to twist , Ut, is given by 
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1 (a'w a'w) dUI = '2 M. ax' + My ay' dxdy. (2.23) 
The couple Myzdx will produce the same amount of energy as MXlldy. The above 
equation therefore reduces to 
a'w dUI = M"a-a dxdy. x y (2.24) 
Since the twist does not affect the strain energy due to bending, the total energy 
can be found by adding Ub and Ut) such that 
(2.25) 
When the expressions for MZI My and Mzy are substituted In, the following 
eq1lation is ohtainf'!rl 
1 [ [a'wa'w (a'w)']] dU = -D ('\7'w)' - 2(1 - v) -- - -- dxdy 
2 ax' ay' axay 
where 
a'w a'w ~, -vW--a'+-a'· x y 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
The expression derived by Bryan in 1891 for the total strain energy stored by a 
plate in pure bending can be found by integrating equation 2.26 over the entire 
surface, and is given by 
1 jr r [ [a'wa'w (a'w )']] dU = '2D ) ('\7'w )' - 2(1 - v) ax' ay' - axay dxdy. 
(2.28) 
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2.4 Thin cylindrical shells 
A small shell element is considered, as in figure 2-5, which is formed by the 
intersection of two pairs of adjacent planes perpendicular to the surface. The x 
and y axes are taken as tangents to the clement at 0 and z is perpendicular to 
the surface. The principle radii of curvature in the xz and yx planes are Tx and 
r" respectively. When the element deforms due to an external load, the radii of 









Figure 2-5: A small shell element. Reproduced from Bulson &. Allenl37J 
that the faces of the element rotate with respect to their lines of intersection with 
the middle surface. In addition to this, the sides of the element are displaced due 
to the middle surface straining in the :r: and y directions. 
The equation for strain energy of a thin shell is derived directly from the 
expression for flat plates (equation 2.28), with the substitution of EJ2wj8x2 , 
82wjfJy2, and 82wj8x8y for the change in curvatures, for example (~ - ~) 
r'~ Tz 
is substituted for EPwj8x2 • So the equation becomes 
Ub = ~DJ.tJ.2"[(~ _ ~ + ~ _ ~)2 _ 2(1- v) 
2 0 0 r'~ T~ TV TII 
((~ -~) (~-~) - (+ - ~)2)ldXdY (2.29) 
T~ Tz Ty TII r~1I TZII 
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where (-.'- - _1_) represents the twist of t he element during bending, and 
r"v r"v 
(+ - _1_)dx is the rotation of the edge B C relative to Oz [451. The change in r"lI r"v 
curvatures will be denoted as {3z. {3y and {3zl1 such that 
D { ' {'WC [ 1 u, = "2 lo l o ({3, + (3.)' - 2(1 - v) ({3. {3. - (3;.) dxdy. 
(2.30) 
In considering the bending of the s hell , it is assumed that linear elements, such 
as AD and BC in figure 2-5 which are normal to the middle su rface of the shell , 
remain straight and normal to the middle plane, even if deformed. This is known 
as the Love-Kirchhoff approxim ation 149]. During bending, the lateral faces of the 
element ABeD rotate with respect to their lines of in tersection with the middle 
surface only. The errors due to this approximation are negligible for thin shells of 
a homogeneous material. A shell is classified as thin when the thickness is sfnall 
in comparison with the radius of curvature and corresponding ' radius of twist', 
Therefore, the unit elongations of a thin lamina at distance z are: 
<x = - 1 ~ -'- ( r~ - ,1 ) 
r z :r; :r; 
(2.31) 
<. = - 1 ~ -'- (r~ -: ) r.. 11 11 
Since we are dealing with thin walled shells , z will be small in comparison with 
Tz and T lI , Therefore the above equations reduce to 
(2.32) 
<y = z{3 •. 
The middle surface is also stretched due to the lateral sides of the element 
displacing parallel to themselves) as seen in figure 2-6, If the length of the curved 
neu tral surface of the element in the x-direction is ds and if we then denote the 
unit elongations of the middle surface in the x and y directions by 1';1 and 1';2 
respectively, the elongation of t he middle surface in the x-direction is: 
I, - 11 
€:r; = (2.33) 
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'. 
Figure 2-6: Figure showing the middle surface. Reproduced from [16] . 
It can be seen that ds = TrdO I and it = dO(rr - z). and by combining these 
expressions one obtains 
I, = d. ( 1 - r:). (2.34) 
Similarly, it can be seen that (d. + <,d. = r~de') and (/, = dO'(d. - z)), and by 
combining these expressions, one obtains 
I, = d.(l + El) (1 - ~). (2.35) 
By subst ituting these expressions for It and l2 into equation 2.33, the following 
equation for strain in the lamina in the x-direction, €x. is obtained 
(2.36) 
A similar expression can be obtained for £y. Again, since we are dealing with 
thin shells where t, and therefore z, is small in comparison with the radii of 
curvature, the quantities z/rr. z/ry, z/r~ and z/r~ can be neglected. The effect 
of the elongations, <, and <" shall also be neglected (it can be shown in [62Jp370 
that this is justifiable if the depth of the cross section is small in comparison with 




By using the equations for stresses [641 which are 
Ez 
0% = 1 2[€% + l/€y] -v 




and substituting m the values for the strains, the following expressions are 
attained: 
Ez 
a. = 1 2 [E, - z(3. + V(E2 - z(3.)] -v 
(2.40) 
E z 
a. = 2 h - z(3. + V(E, - z(3.)]. 
i - v 
Looking at the lamina in figure 2-7, with the edge forces per unit distance 
indicated, the resultant forces per unit length of the normal sections are: 
N. = ['12 a.(l- ~)dZ 
J - t /2 r ll 
N. = ['12 a.(l- ~)dZ 
J - t /2 r x 
N •• = ['12 T •• (l - ~)dZ 
J - t /2 r ll 
(2.41) 
N •• = {'/ 2 Ty. (1 _ ~) dz. 
J - t/2 T% 
But as before, the radius is large in comparison with the wall thickness. If 
the values for O'%! 0y ! and T%II are also then substituted into equations 2.41, the 





Figure 2-7: Figure shO'N'ing a lamina. Reproduced from [16}. 
where 'Y%lf is the shear strain in the middle surface of the shelL The strain energy 
due to t he st retching, U" of the middle surface is given by 1371: 
(2.43) 
If the above expressions for Nz. Nil and N:r;fI J'trp. then subst ituted into this 
equation, the following is obtained: 
Et If [ (1 - v) ,] U, = 2(1 _ v') «, + v<,)<, + «, + v<,)<, + 2 "I •• dA 
Et If [( " (1 - v) , . ] = 2(1 _ v2) El + €z + 2VEI EZ + 2 "frv + 2EIEZ - 2€}E2 dA 
Et If [ , (~.)] (2.44) = 2(1 _ v') «, + <,) - 2(1 - v) <,<, -""4 dA. 
The total strain energy is the sum of the strain energy due to stretching, U$l and 
the strain energy due to bending, Ub- The total strain , U, energy is therefore: 
Et {t {, .. [t' [, , ] 
U = 2(1 - v')}a l a "6 (fl. + fl.) - 2(1- v) (fl.fl. - fl •• ) 
+ [«,+<,)'-2(1 - V)«,<,- "I~') J]dA (2.45) 
This method is generally used for the investigation of the buckling of a thin-walled 
cylinder subjected to axial compression. 
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2.4.1 The differential equations of equilibrium 
The energy method, which did not involve the development of the differential 
equations of equilibrium, can be used in the case of cylinders subjected to axial 
loading. But cylindrical shells subjected to external pressure, or axial loading and 
external pressure, must be examined using differential equations using assumed 
functions for the displacements in the ordinate directions. 
If the equilibrium of a shell element is considered in a similar fashion to that of a 
fl at plate, it is possible to establish relationships between shear forces, edge forces 




a +- '· dy , iJ.J 
___ -.!:B~:;;(" N., + ON, .dy 
N + iN,. .dx N", + ::..: ·dy ay 






Figure 2-8: Bending of a thin fla t plate. Reproduced from [37J. 
The displacements in the x, y and z directions will be denoted by 'U, V and w 
respectively as before. Before deformation, the x and y-axes are tangents to the 
element in an axial direction and circumferential direction respectively. After 
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deformation, which is assumed to be very small , these directions a re altered 
slightl y. The z-axis is then taken to be normal to the middle plane, the x -
axis tangent to the element, and the y-axis perpendicula r to the xz plane. In 
order for the equations of equilib rium for element DABC to be established , the 
angu la r displacements of the sides BC and AB wit h reference to sides DA and 
QC respect ively, need to be established. 
The rotation of sid e BC with respect to OA can be resolved into the three 
components. The displacements v and w cause the rotations of sides OA and 
BC with respect to the x-axis. Since the disp lacement v represents motion of the 
sides OA and BC in the tangential (circumferential) direction (see figure 2-8), 
the corresponding rotation of side OA about the x-axis is v/r. Therefore , the 
rotation of side BC is 
- Y+ - dx . 1 ( 8y) 
r 8x 
(2.46) 
T hus, OWIng to the displacement v , the relative angular rotation of BC with 
respect to 0 A about the x-axis is: 
~8Y dx 
rax . (2.47) 
Similarly, because of the displacement w , the side OA rotates about the x-axis 
through an angle of 8w/(r8B), and side BC through an angle of 
8w 8 (8W) 
r8B + 8x r8B dx. (2.48) 
Therefore, because of displacement w, the relative angular displacement is 
8 (8w ) 8x r8B dx. (2.49) 
Therefore, by combining equations 2.47 and 2.49, the relat ive angular displace-
ment of side B C with respect to side OA about the x-axis is 
1 (8Y 8
2w) 
;: 8x + 8x8B dx. (2.50) 
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The rotation of side BC with respect to the side OA about the y-axis is caused 
by the bending of the axial plane and is equal to 
fJ'w 
- ox,dx. (2.51) 
The rotation of side BC with respect to side OA about the z-axis is caused by 
the bending of the tangential plane and is equal to 
o'v 
ox,dx. (2.52) 
These last three expressions give the three components of rotation of the side BC 
with respect to the side OA. 
The corresponding formulae for the angular displacement of side AB with respect 
to OC now needs to be established. Due to the curvature of the shell, the initia.l 
angle between the axial sides of the element OABC is dO. But, because of the 
displacements v and w, this angle will change. The rotation of the side OC about 
the x-axis can be expressed as 
v ow -+-. 
r rdB 
The corresponding rotation for the other axial side AB is 
v ow d (v ow) - + - + - - + - dO. 
r rdB dO r rdO 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
To calculate the angle of rotation of the side AB with respect to the side OC 
about the y-axis the expression for twist is used, and this gives the required 
angular displacement as 
( o'w Ov) - aoox + ox dO. (2.55) 
Rotation of the side AB with respect to OC about the z-axis is caused by the 
displacements v and w . The angle of rotation of the side OC is {)V/Ox, because 
of the displacement v, and that of side AB is 
OV 0 (Ov) 
ox + roO ox rdB, (2.56) 
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so the relative angular displacement is therefore 
o (OV) 
roO ox rdO. (2.57) 
Due to the displacement w, the side AB rotates in the axial plane by the angle 
8w/fJx. The component of this rotation with respect to the z-axis is 
(2.58) 
By combining these last two expressions, the relative angular displacement of the 
side AB with respect to the side OC about the z-axis is given by 
( o'v Ow) oOox - ox dO. (2.59) 
With these formulae for the angles, the three equations of equi librium of the 
element OABC can be obtained. T his is done by projecting all forces onto the 
x, y and z-axes. The x-components of those forces parallel to the resultant forces 





Due to the angle of rotation, equa tion 2.59, the forces parallel to Nil give a 
component in the x-direction equal to 
( o'v OW) N. {}Box - ox dOdx . (2.61) 
Due to the rotation represented by equation 2.52, the forces parallel to NJIZ has 
an x component of: 
(2.62) 
Finally, due to the angles expressed by equations 2.51 and 2.55, the forces parallel 
to Qx and Q1/ have the following x component: 
(2.63) 
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By summing all the projections calculated above, the first equilibrium equation 
is obtained. Similarly the other equation are obtained and after simplification 
are as follows: 
{IN. {IN,. {J'w {J'v ({JV {J'W) ( {J'v 8w) 
,. ox + aB - rQz {Jx' - r Nz, {Jx' - Q, {Jx + {Jx{JO - N, {Jx{JO - {Jx = 0 
(2.64) 
For long equations such as these, the use of Fltigge's notation of pI"imes and 
dots for derivatives with respect to the axial and circumferential co-ordinates 







Therefore, the preceeding three equations reduce to 
o = rN~ + Ny% - rQxw" - rN'J".1Iv/l - Qy(v' + til') - Ny(i/ - w'} 
(2.65) 
0 = N; + rN~, + rNzv" - Qz(v' + tU') + N •• (i/ - w') - Q,( 1 + ~ + ~) 
o = rQ~ + Q, + Nz.(v' + w') + rNrw" (2.66) 
+ N y (1 + ~ + ~) + Nyz(v' + tU') + qr 
This first set of equations relates edge forces to shears. A second set relates edge 
moments to shears. T he second set of relations is the moment equilibria with 
respect to the X, y and z-axes. Again, the small angular displacements of the 
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sides BC and AB with respect to OA and OC are taken into consideration. The 
equations are: 
o = rM~y - My - rMzv" - MlIx(il - w'} + rQ1I 
0= MlIz + rM~ + rMzll'l/' - MlI(i/ - w') + rQx 
0= Mz(v' + w') + rMx1lw" + Myz (1 + ~ + ~) 
- M.(v' + w') + r(N., - Ny.) 
(2.67) 
These are the general equations for the deformation of a cylindrical shell 
subjected to external pressure. But, note that the displacement v is not involved 
when distortion of the element due to relative rotation of its opposite edges is 
considered. Therefore, eliminating Qz and Qy can reduce the above six equations. 
The axial loading and external preSSllTp. which will be imposed on cylinders in 
this analysis, will be imposed in a manner which is symmetric with respect to 
the axis of the cylinder. Then, in both cases, all points of the middle surface of 
the shell , lying in the same cross section perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, 
will have the same displacement. It is then sufficient to consider an elemental 
strip ab of unit width as shown in figure 2-9, cut out from the shell by two axial 
sections. This width will be considered very small in comparison with the radius. 
Therefore the cross section of this strip can then be considered rectangular. An 
element, dx, of this strip is subjected to the forces Nz and Nydx in the middle 
surface of the shell, and qdx normal to the surface of the shell, where q is the 
intensity of the load acting on the shell. Let us assume that the axial load is 
constant, and therefore Nz is constant. The force N" is dependent on the radial 
displacements, w, of the points of the strip during deformation of the shell . The 
strain of the middle surface of the shell in the circumferential direction is wlr. 
By using equations 2.42, expression for the forces are obtained 
Et (,,_vw) 
1-l/2 r 
N, = :-E_t-;;(_~ + v,,). 
1- v 2 r 
(2.68) 
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y i N,dx 
N.---D-N. 





Figure 2-9: Figure showing an elemental strip. Reproduced from [8J . 
From the above equations, we can see that Nz and Nil are related by the fonowing 
relation 
w 
N" = vNx. - -Et. ,. 
These forces give a component in the radial direction, per unit length, of 
Ny 1 ( w) - = - vNx. - -Et . 
r r r 
(2.69) 
(2.70) 
Due to the curvature of the strip, the longitudinal force, NXl also gives a radial 
component of 
(2.71 ) 
By summing up all these transverse loads, we obtain t he differential equation for 
the deflection of the strip: 
DW"1l = q + '!l...Nx - W,Et + Nxw". r ,. (2.72) 
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2.5 Axial loading of the cylinder 
2.5.1 Literature su rvey 
When a perfect cylinder of uniform wall thickness is subjected to axial loading, 
buckling symmetrical with respect to the axis of t he cylinder can occur at a 
certain value of load in two possible modes. In the first of these two modes, 
radial dispiacements are in the form of longitudinal waves along the length of the 
cylinder, with these displacements being constant around the perimeter at any 
point. This form of buckling is known as symmetric, or ring buckling. In the 
second of t hese two modes, waves form in both the longitudinal and transverse 
directions. This results in a 'chessboard ' effect, where there is a pattern of 
rectangular depressions and bulges a ll over t he surface. If loading is continued 
during th is second mode of buckling, t he cylinder snaps through to another state 
of equilibrium associated with a smaller axial load. The rectangular shaped 
depressions and bulges now become a depressed diamond shape. This is known 
as Yoshimura buckling. An illustrat ion of these forms of buckling can be seen 
in figure 2-10. Due to the well-known difficulties of solving non linear differential 
.,. 
I-, 
-I- L , 
.\ {- I 
I ,- L- J. I 
Ring C hessbOard Diamond 
Figure 2-10: Ring. chessboard and diamond buckling forms. From [371 
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equations, t he critical value of the axial load, PeT , will be found using the energy 
method. As long as the shell remains cylindrical, the total strain energy is the 
energy of axial compression. But, once buckling begins, the strain of the middle 
surface in the circumferential direct ion must also be considered. Therefore, the 
strain energy of the shell is increased. At the critical load value, this increase in 
energy must be equal to the work done by the compressive load as the cylinder 
shortens. As shown in chapter 1.1, equation 1.7, the radial displacement for ring 






The strains €1 and €2, in the axial and circumferential directions respectively are 
found by assumi ng that the axial load remains constant during the buckling. The 
axial strain of the unbuckled cylinder, €o, at the critical load is given by 
(2.73) 
From equation 2.42, the axial strain after buckling is (€1 + 1/€2)/(1 - 1/2), and 
therefore 
<, + 1'<2 = (1 - 1'2)<0. (2. 74) 
The circumferential strain in any section due to radial deflect ion is W/T, and 
there is also a further circumferential strain due to Poisson's ratio. Therefore, 
the circumferential strain is: 
Similarly, the axial st rain is: 
W 




Due to the complete symmetry of the deformation, there is no shear strain, no 
change in curvature in the y-direction, and no twist of an element of the shell 
wall. In terms of their variables: 
(2.77) 
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The change of curvature in the axial plane is 
m 27r2 m7rX 
" "A . fJx = W = ~sln - l -' (2.78) 
When these expressions are substituted into the equation for strain energy due 
to bending and stretching, equation 2.45 , the following is obtained 
7r4 m 4 lt m7rX Et7rlA2 
U = DA27rrl--,- + 1lTlEtc:a - 2-rrtEv(;0 Asin - l - dx + -"'2- -
2l 0 T 
(2.79) 
The strain energy in the cylinder before buckling, UOc , is given by 
Uac ~ J J ~Nx<odA ~ 7rrlEt<~ (2.80) 
and therefore, the change in strain energy during the actual buckling is 
tJ.U ~ U - 7rTlEt<~. (2.81) 
By substituting in equation 2.79, 
(2.82) 
The work done by the external axial load during buckling is equal to the end-load 
on t he cylinder multiplied by the shortening of the axial length due to bending, 
and to the change in axial strain , (;1 - (;0. The work is denoted by f:j.T , and is 
given by 
[
A' m'1f' ] tJ.T ~ a~t· 21fT 4" - l- - «, - <0) 
~ a~t· 21fT [ ~' . m:1f' - (-v;) 1 
[
A2 m27r2 v lt ffi7rX 1 
= uat . 2-rrr -. -- + - A sin --dx . 
4 l T 0 l 
(2.83) 
Equating the increase in strain energy, f:j.U, to the work done by the compressive 
load, !:IT, and substituting in the expression for (;0 yields 
m 27r2 El2 
U er = D -- + -,;.::.;;--;; 
[2t r2m27r2 · 
(2.84) 
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Assuming there are many waves formed along the length of the cylinder during 
buckling, and also considering Per as a continuous function of ni l: 
d(Jcr = 0 
d(m"/l) 
(2.85) 
which occurs at 
m" ,(Et 
- l- = V ?iD (2.86) 
Substituting this into equation 2.84 yields a minimum buckling load of 
2 Et "= = - JEDt = -r.c;i~==iff 
Tt T /3(1 - nu' ) 
(2.87) 
This form of the equation was given in [37], but numerous other references 
([55J ,[65)) quoted this equation as 
Et' 
p= = -r-/'"3"'(I=--v2"') (2.88) 
where Per is the critical buckling load. Clearly, in this form , t he units for the 
load are incorrect. However, in [8], it is stated that this critical load is in fact 
the 'critical value of the compressive force per unit length of the edge of the 
shell .' This was not stated explicitly in [55J and [65J, and some confusion arose. 
Therefore, as given in [24J and [36], the critical value of the buckling load is 
p= = Et'27r 
/3(1 - v') 
This relationship is shown in figure 2-11. 
(2.89) 
The expression for radial displacement in initial chessboard buckling, to take 
account of circumferential as well as longitudinal waves, is assumed as 
A . m"x e w= - sln - -·sinn 
l 
(2.90) 
where w is as shown in figure 2-12. Proceeding as before, it can be shown that if 
rn, and therefore m 21r2r21l2 is a large number, 
,,~ = D [(n2 + (m"T/l)') ' ] + E(m"r/l)' 
t r'(m""/l)' (n' + (m"r/ l)') , . 
(2.91) 
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o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 O.OS 
Figure 2- 11 : Graph showing the relationship betvveen the buckling load and radius to wall 
thickness ratio. 
Figure 2-12: Figure showing the definition of variable w. From [37] 
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To check this expreSSIOn, if n = 0 (ie. no circumferential waves as for ring 
buckling) , this expression coincides with equation 2.84. As before, minimising 
to find the lowest value of Per, yields 
Et 
U a = -r J'3;ci(~1 =_ =Cv'''') (2.92) 
where Per = acr27rrt, and this occurs at 
(2.93) 
These two equations were used in references [37],[8] and [43]. 
Instead of using the energy method as above, it can be shown that the differential 
equations for symmetrical deflection can also be used in calculating the critical 
load. This development can be seen in appendix A. 
Since predictability of initial buckling is sought, postbuckling loads and stresses 
are not investigated. 
2.5.2 Numerical Analysis 
Simulations were run on MSC Nastran for Windows v4.5.1 to compare numerical 
testing with the presented theory. The analyses were conducted on cylinders with 
a mesh of 120 elements along the circumference and 12 elements along the axis. 
Such a model of a cylinder is shown in figure 2-13. Finer meshes were used, but 
the improvement was very limited. This is discussed in chapter 1.2. 
Cylinders of radius 1l.43m (37.5ft) , corresponding to SASOL's F7110 tanks, were 
used with various wall thicknesses for various lengths, and the buckling loads were 
determined. 
The trends of increasing critical pressure with increasing wall thickness to radius 
ratio can be clearly seen in figure 2-14, where numerical results are compared 
with the theoretical curve from equation 2.89. 
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Figure 2- 14: Figure showing the numerical results compared with theory. 
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In 1.1l(' above graph, t hr ('xpcrimcntal valu('::; ar(> comparf'd with tll(' throry 
df'wlopcd , and tlwy co-rf'late fairly closely. A t.able showing th(-' pxact cylindpr 
dimensions used in th(' simulation::; is tihown in appendix B. 






Figure 2-15: Chessboard buckling pattern . 
According to Donnell [7] t lw experimental tetit::; reflect t.hat, except for v(>ry short 
cylinders, the exact degr<'f' to which t. he ends a re fixed has little effect on the 
b1lckling titrcngth. Hiti tCtits indicate that tlw end conditions can he nC'giccted 
even when thf' length to radius ratio is contiiderable less than one, and t his study 
iuclude:s cylinderti down to a length to rad ius ratio of only 0.769. 
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2.6 Lateral external pressure 
2 .6.1 Literature survey 
As stated before , the external pressure and combined loading problems are 
best examined using differential equations, using assumed functions for the 
displacements u , v and w. In order for the equilibrium equations for external 
pressure to be examined, it is assumed that all the edge forces except Nil are 
small , and the products of these terms with the derivatives of displacements may 
be neglected. Equations 2.64 then reduce to 
o = rN~ + N,,:r- - NJ/(il - w') 
o = N. + r N;" - Q. (2.94) 
. (v w) o = rQ~ + Q. + N. 1 + -;: + -;:- + qr 
It is then also assumed that all bending and twisting moments are small and the 
products of these with the derivatives of displacements may also be neglected. 
Since we are dealing with external pressure, which is in the z-direction, Qz and 
Q1I can also be eliminated . Equations 2.67 are then reduced to 
Qz = MlI70 + M' r • 
Q = MY _ M' 
11 r 70 11 
(2.95) 
By substituting equations 2.95 into 2.94, we reduce the initial six differential 
equations to the following three 
. I My I o = Nil + r NZII - - + M 70II 
r 
(2.96) 
O M· , MU M. M· , N ( v w) = 1I7o+r z+-- ZII+ 11 1+-+- +qr 
r r r 
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As for fiat plate analysis, the relationships between Mrd My and M:z;y, and the 
curvature changes ({3z, {3y and {3zll)' are derived from equations 2.12 and 2.21 
M. = -D(fl. + vfl.) 
M. = -D(fl. + vfl.) 
M •• = -My. = -D(1 - v)fl., 
(2.97) 
The middle surface strains and curvature changes are linked to the ordinate 
dispiacements, u v and w, by the following relations: 
, 
e} = u 
v w 










fl., = ,(v' + w') 
r 
(2.98) 
If these are substituted together with the relationships found in equations 2.42, 
through equations 2.97, into equations 2.96, the equations of equilibrium are 
O 
, ,, (l+ v)., , ,(I-v')(., ') (I-v)" =ru+ rv-vrw+qr v-w+ u 
2 Et 2 
0= (1 + v) ru' + (1 - v) rV' + v _ tU + I«v + ill + r'u/' + r'(1 - v)v") 
2 2 
0= rvu' + V - w - K{V' + (2 - V)1,2il' + r 4wflfl + 'if;' + 2r2wlf ) (2.99) 
(1 - v') 
- q' (w+w) 
Et 
Donnell showed that these equilibrium equations could be simplified, with very 
little loss of accuracy. Remembering that raB = ay for cylinders, the equations 
then become: 
O 
" (1 - v) a'u 1 + v av' v, 
=u + +---+-w 
2 ay' 2 ay r 
O 
a'v (I-v)" (l+v)au' law 
=-+ v + -+--
ay' 2 2 iJ1J r ay 
(2.100) 
a'w 
o = D"J'w + qr ay' 
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, . ac ··) 2a'C· ·) 0'( ... ) 
where 'V ( ... ) IS the usual operator of a ' + a 2a 2 + a ' . x x y y 
By manipulation of these equations, a single relationship can be obtained: 
D~8 + Et 1I11+t"'74Q .. 0 v w 2w v -W= . 
r r 
(2.101) 
Therefore, the problem of determining the critical external pressure is reduced to 
solving the above three differential equations, and satisfying boundary conditions. 
If, for example, the ends of the cylinder are simply supported, the boundary 
conditions require that wand f) 2wj8x2 become zero at the ends. Also, if the 
length of the cylinder is 1 and the axes of reference are taken at the middle cross 
section, the following expressions are assumed for u v and w : 




v = B cos nO cos -l-




These expressions show that during buckling, the shell deflects to half a sine curve 
wave while the circumference is subdivided into 2n half waves. When these are 
substituted into equations 2.991 the following equations emerge 
0= A( -X2 - (1; v) n2) + B Cl; v) nX + nX4» + e(v + 4»X 
0= ACl ;V)nx) - BCl; V) x' +n' + n21<+ 1«1- v)x2) 
- e(n + Kn3 + KnX2) 
0 = AvX - B ( n + I<n3 + (2 _ v)l<nx ') (2.103) 
-e( 1 + "X' + Kn'21<n2x2 + 4>(1 - n2)) 
where the variables Xl K, and 4> are defined as 
"r X=-
1 
t2 ,,= --12r2 




Thus, simultaneous equations in A, Band C result, and these yield non-trivial 
solutions if their determinant is zero. In this manner the equation for determining 
the critical load is obtained. This is shown in Timoshenko's work {8}. The small 
terms, which have very little effect on the magnitude of the critical pressure, are 
omitted. The following expression is then obtained for the buckling of a perfect 
cylinder 
E (t)3[ 2 2n
2
- 1 - vl Et[ 1 1 - - n - 1+ +-
q" - 12(1- v2) r (;~)2 -1 ,. (n2 -1)(1 + (nl)' )2 . 
.. (2 .105) 
where n is the number of lobes or waves in a complete circumferential belt at 
collapse. 
This formula was developed by Von Mises in 1914 [2]. The accuracy of this 
formula was confi rmed by Windenburg and Trilling in 1934 !6), where Von Mises' 
formula was compared to other approximat ions and experiments. Thus, it forms 
the theory on which modern literature on buckling of thin cylinders is based. 
Windenburg and Trilling also note that in formulae in which n appears, the 
integral value of n which makes qcr a minimum must be used. The minimising 
of n can be determined by the usual method of differentiation with respect to 
either n or some function of n. The calculated value of n may be fractional, 
thus, the correct value of n should be the closest integer. However, von Mises 
recognised that not all buckling formulae could be treated in this manner, and 
he used an iterative method to develop a chart to determine the number of nodes 
which yields the lowest buckling pressure. An example of this method will be 
illustrated in the next section, where hydrostatic pressure is considered. 
If, as an alternative, Donnell 's equations are used , the solut ion is 
E (t)3[(I +(nll-rrr)2)2 ] Et[ 1 ] 
q~ = 12(1 - v2) ;: ~ + -;:- n2(1 + (nl /1rr)2) 2 . 
• • (2.106) 
Windenburg and Trilling [6] state that the formula developed by Southwell [1] 
was derived as an approximation to von Mises' formula (equation 2.105) and it 
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is ru; follows 
q('r = " [ 1 E I 2 El 1 - 1'1 - I +-12(1 - v2) C·) ( ),. (11[/"7')'(,,2 - 1) . 
(2. 107) 
\lVind('nh1lrg and Tri ll ing ronnd in 1934 [(jJ Ihal, thi:) ronmlia givf'S val ll Cn or 
collapsing prC'$Slll"(' which arC' ahollt six pNc('nl lower than thosC' ohtainC'd hy 
eqnation 2.105. SOHthw{'ll obtain('d his rormula ind€'pf'ndC'lI t.iy, hefore von MiS<':)' 
research pll hlical ion ap peared. Equation 2.107 gives distinctly separate curves ror 
SlIcccs.':>ivC' intrgral val ues of 11, whpl1 qer is plott.ed against. f /7' ror a constant t /L 
SOllthwell lat,f'r showed that a si ugl(> hyperbola could be fOllnd that rf'p resentf'd 
th(' (,l1v<,lop<' of fami ly of CHfV<'S very closely for t he variolls val ues of n wit.h t/r 
constant [3j. Th(' ('qllation of th(' hyp(,rhola h(' fonnd was 
l/er = 
, 
16"v'G E UY 
, ( I) . 27 ( l _v2),; 
(2.108) 
Figur(' 2-16 il llltil ra!C's 1\1(' df'p('nciullC(' or ,!er on tl1(' wall tiJicku('::;s to radills, and 






Figure 2-16: Figure showing the relationships of Southwell's hyperbola 2.108. 
safely to det(>J"lllioe I,h <' bucking prf'SS HrC' of short tubes, as it ('rrs on the side of 
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Figure 2-17: Plot showing Southwell 's hyperbola in equation 2. 108 for various intregral 
values of tlr. 
for various integral values of tfT for carbon ste<>1. Armcnkas and Herrmann [19] 
took the effect o f the change, during deformation, of the magn itudf' and direction 
of the buckling load into account, unlike all the previous invpstigations. Their 
exprpssion fo r the value of the critical buckling external pr~s ll r(> is 
,,' Et [ (nl)' ] ,,' Et' [ "("'!L) '---,+:--,:4 -:0,--=-,-2V ] q _ __ 111" + ---1!1 
~ - /' ,. 1 + (;~)' 12(1 - v')l'r 1 + (;~)2 . 
(2.109) 
Unlike equation 2.105, SO\l thwell'~ formula (equation 2. 107) is differentiable, and 
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the eqnation obtained after difff' rentiatio n is 
6 (u' - I)' 36{1 - "')(T)" 
11 = 
(1I.' - 2/3)' U)' 




T Il(' a uthor wo uld like to note that ~his formula. is incorrt'ct in \Villdpnbllrg and 
Trilling)!:; study [61. WIH' ff'hy the denom inator iTl Ill(' first t<'fm wru:; not sq llarf'd. 
Howrv('f. thf'Y cOIT('('lIy w('nt on to !Show that a good approximat ion fOf the 
minimising of 11 is obtainf'd by Il egif'cti ng unity and 2/3 in comparison with 1'/2 , 
and it i!l givC'1l by 
n= 
• 6){I - v')7I"' 
(l/"J2(t M . (2. 111) 
Again, ,h(' Iwar('8t intrgrai I1nmh<'f shou ld he IIs('d. ThC' diff(,ff'nt throries arC' 
compared in figur(' 2-18. 
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Figure 2-18: Figure showing a comparison of the various theories for lateral external 
pressure. 
The relat ionship between nand L/r and f /1' can be Sf'f'1l as a 3-D plot in fignre 2-19 











Figure 2-19: 3-D Plot of t he relationships in equation 2.111. 
::;('('n III figHr(, 2-20. As the length of ihe cylinder increase::; il1<' Ilumber of lobe::; 
int.o which the cylinder buckles d('crf'fls('s, and as the wall thickllt,:-,s decrea.sf's tlH' 
number of lol)('s inCITases. 
in 1931, SaundC'rs and \,yindC'nburg [5J compared the val1l f'ti of 11 obtainf'd by 
the ahove eqn ation and by equation 2.107, with t he numhf'r of lobes obtained by 
experiment. The respect ive values a re shown as a bar graph in fi gure 2-21. 
2.6.2 Numerical Analysis 
Using t he same variabl('s to reprf'~ent, the results as in Showkati and Ansourian 's 
research 163], t he' [('sui ts of the' lateral f'xtf!rnai prf'Ssure' buckling a na lyses as 
compared with t.he t heoretical curve obtained from Van Mises' eq uat.ion (equation 
2. 105) arc shown in figurc 2-22. The discrcpancy betwPf'n theory a nd the results 
obta ined in Nastran can be mainly attrihlltf'd t o t he linear buckling a nalysi::; mode 
(discllssed in chaptN 1.2). From fi gure 2-23 , onc can se'e that. as the cylind('r 
radius to wall thickness ratio increases t.h is discrepancy increase's too. Therefore 
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Figure 2~20: Figure showing the relationship between the length, thickness and radius ratios 
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Figure 2-21: Graph showing the results of Southwell's investigation of theoretical and 
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Figure 2-23: Figure showing the disprepancy between numerical analysis results and t heory. 
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2.7 External Pressure - Both lateral and axial 
2.7.1 Literature survey 
There are many cases where th in cylindrical shells are s ubjected to an external 
pressure both axially and laterally (hydrostatically) , and th is will be investigated 
in this section. 
The three differential equations of equilibrium for determining the three ordinate 
displacements can be written using equations 2.100 for the case of external 
pressure and equations A- 4 for the case of axial compression. Using the notation 
for the lateral and axial effect respectively 
A. q(l - v') 
0/'=- Et (2.112) 
the differential equations are 
0= r2u" + (1; 11) ri/ _ IIrw' + nth (v' _ w') + (1; /I) ii 
0= (1 + v) ., + 1 - V , "+ .. . ( .. + ... 2 ru -2-rv V-W+K:V W 
+ r 2u/1 + r2(1 - v)v") - r2f/>2v" 
(2.113) 
4>. (w + 1ii) + 4>,r'w" 
By taking the same expressions for dispiacements as for axial compression 





33 I-V,) ] [ 3-v " 0= A - vmx - K. m X - -2-n mx - <PlmX + B n + -2-K.nm X 
- <pIn] + C [1 + ,,(m'x' + 2n'm'x' + n' - 2n' + I) - <PIn' + .p,m'x'] 
As before, the critical value of pressure is obtained by equating the determinant 
to zero, and can be written in the following form [81 
(2.115) 
where t he coefficients are: 
Cl = (1 - v')m'x' 
Cz = (m2X2 + n 2)4 _ 2 [vm6X6 + 3m4x4n2 + (4 _ v)m2;ln4 + n 6] + 2(2 _ v)m2x2n2 + n 4 
C3 = n'(m'x' + n')' - (3n'm'x' + n') 
C4 = m2x2(m2x2 + n 2)2 + m2x2n2 
Equation 2.115 represents a linear relation between the quantities <PI and <P2' If 
m were kept constant , a system of straight lines would result for the different 
integer value pairs of n and m, as shown in figure 2-24. The portions of these 
lines can be used to determine t he critical pressure. The origin represents the 
u nloaded shell. As the shell is gradually loaded , the corresponding diagram point 
moves a long some path (shown by the finely dotted line in figure 2-24). As long 
as it does not meet any of the curves, the shell is in stable equilibrium. But as 
soon as one of the curves is reached, the equilibrium becomes neutral , with the 
buckling mode being defined by the parameters n and rn, 
Any axial pressure makes the critical value of the lateral pressure decrease, and 
any latera l pressure makes the critical value of the axial pressure decrease. 
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From equation 2.115, the critical pressure, as given by Von Mises in 1929 [4] is 
Et ( 1 ) [1 I< 2 2 2] q~ = -;- n2 + ~(7rr/I)2 (n2(x- I)2 + 1)2 + (1 _ v2) (n + X) 
(2.116) 
This equation was found to be very accurate when compared to experimental 
data, and was deemed the best instability formu la for vessels subjected to both 
rad ial and axial pressure by Windenburg and Trilling in 1934 [6]. A graphical 
representation of th is relation can be seen in figure 2-25 for n=15. 
At the US Experimental Model Basin, a formula was developed which is a close 




(2.117) q~ = (1 - v')'/' ( I fi;) - - 0.45 -2r 2r 
A graphical representation of equation 2.117 can be seen in figure 2-26. 
It is a very simple formula, independent of n, but it still coincides closely to 
equation 2.116, the average deviation being about one percent. 
Armenkas and Herrman n [19], as before in the case of lateral external pressure, 
took the effect of the change of the magnitude and direction of the buckling load 
during deformation into account. Their expression for t he value of the critical 
hydrostatic pressure is 
(2.118) 
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Figure 2-26: Figure showing the relation obtained by the US Experimental Model Basin . 
Alien and Gl1lson [37] showC'd this to compare closely with WindC'nbl1rg and 
Trilling 's test results of 1934, except at a low Batdorf parameter, Z, where 
Z ~ (l2/,>t),)1 - v2 > 
In t heir research, Windenburg and Trilling abo devise a chart from which the 
value of 11. m1lst be taken to enSllfC' that. thf' cr itical pressure is a minimnm and 
this chart is shown in fignre 2-27. 
This chart was a lso compaff'd to C'xperimental data and fOHnd to be the best 
known theoretical valne for n. From figure 2-27, it can be seen t hat the namber 
of circumferential lobes into which the cylinder buckles increases as the length 
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Figure 2-27: Chart reproduced as descibed in Windenburg and Trilling 's research [61 . 
2.7.2 Numerical analysis 
As before, experiments were run on a range of cylinders with varying radii, lengths 
and wall thicknesses. The results of the tests as compared with theory of the US 
Model basin (equation 2.117) can be seen in fig 2-28. As N and therefore Z, 
increases the error increases too. 
The number of circumferential lobes into which the cylinder buckled is compared 
with Windenburg and Trilling 's chart and is shown in table 2.1. 
The number of waves into which the cylinder buckles as calculated by Nastran is 
higher than the theoretical values as presented by Windenburg and Trilling. This 
is continuous with the error of the buckling pressure. 
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I r t n Theory n Numerical Analysis 
12 9 0.006 13 16 
12 9 0.007 12 15 
12 9 0.0085 12 15 
12 9 0.01 11 14 
12 9 0.012 11 13 
12 9 0.015 10 12 
12 11.43 0.006 15 19 
12 11.43 0.007 15 18 
12 11.43 0.0085 14 17 
12 11.43 om 13 17 
12 11.43 0.012 13 16 
12 11.43 0.015 12 15 
12 13 0.006 17 21 
12 13 0.007 16 20 
12 13 0.0085 15 19 
12 13 om 15 17 
12 13 0.012 14 17 
12 13 0.015 13 16 
14.63 9 0.006 12 15 
14.63 9 0.007 11 14 
14.63 9 0.0085 12 13 
14.63 9 0.01 10 13 
14.63 9 0.012 10 12 
14.63 9 0.015 9 11 
14.63 11.43 0.006 14 17 
14.63 11.43 0.007 13 17 
14 .63 1\.43 0.0085 13 16 
Table 2.1: Table showing the number of lobes as ca lcu lated from theory and found 
numerically. 
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2.8 Combined hydrostatic pressure and axial loading 
2.8.1 Literature survey 
The loading case of hydrostatic pressure in conjunction with an axial load 
has not been extensively researched, yet it is an important consideration when 
vacuum tanks with a superstructure or holding tanks with an insufficient venting 
system subjected to sudden temperature changes are in question. Hutchinson 
investigated this loading condition for cylinder::; under external pressure [24] and 
internal pressure [23J, and extended his investigation to deal with imperfect 
cylinders, which will be dealt with later. This investigation wi ll be concerned 
with determining the critical external (hydrostatic) pressure while in the presence 
of a. constant axial load . 
Hutchinson [231 showed that the large-deflection DonneU equations yield a simple 
solution for this loading condition. Bifurcation from the pre-buckling solution 
occurs at a certain value of external pressure (for a given axial load). The 1000-
deflection curve falls after bifurcation. Therefore, this bifurcation value is the 
buckling load. 
The eigenvalue equation , modified from [23] for the case of perfect cylinders is 




) 1 P is the total axial load (ie. hydrostatic pressure on the top 
as well as the axial load), '"Y a free parameter chosen such that q is minimised and 
P", is the buckling load of a cylinder subjected to purely axial loading (classical 
buckling load). To find the upper bound estimate of the external pressure for a 
given value of axial load, one must solve equation 2.120 for q and then minimise 
q with respect to "(. 
Differentiating q with respect to 'Y yields ten roots of 1. To obtain the critical 
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buckling pressure, these roots of '"Y would then have to be substituted into the 
equation for q which is 
(2.121) 
and the minimum value of q is calculated selected. These roots, which can be 
seen in appendix D, were found using Mathematica v4.1. 
Tennyson, Booton et al [36] determined an interactive equation for the buckling 
of cylinders subjected to both axial load and hydrostatic pressure. The equation 
they developed in 1978 was 
14 + 1.5/l" - 0.5R; + 14/l" = 1 (2.1 22) 
where 
Buckling pressure qcr 
Rp = ,,--...,.-,,--------''-'-,.,,------,c-;-;----; - -=--
Buckling pressure with no axial load Qda88ical 
/l" = Axial load _ -o:--p--
Buckling load with no pressure PdUS8ical 
(2.123) 
This relationship was confirmed by performing tests on spin-cast plastic cylinders. 
However, this relationship was disproved for steel by Galletly and Pemsing in 
1982 [401. Tennyson, Booton et al equation was found to be inapplicable to steel 
cylinders, while accurate for appropriate epoxy plastics. Sharman [171 found that 
the interaction curve approaches a straight line, and is given by 
/l,,+14=1 (2.124) 
These relations can be seen in figure 2-29. 
Galletly and Pemsing showed that this relation is true, but only for steel cylinders 
witb large values of Z (for Z > 200), as seen in figure 2-30. The cylinders in this 
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Figure 2-28: Figure showing the results of t he tests as compared to the relation obtained 
from the US Experimental Model Basin. 
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Figure 2-30: Experimental interaction curves for various cylinders. Obtained from [40} 
when looking at figure 2-30, can be seen to closely approximate the straight line. 
Substitut ing in the exp ressions for Rz and Rp yields 
,-p_+.:....;q;::a:.." __ r_' qa - +-= 1 
Pa q" 
(2.125) 
Therefore , for a constant axial load, the critical hydrostatic pressure is 
(2.126) 
where the classical buckling axial load and pressure are determined by equations 
2.89 and 2.117 respectively. 
T his relationship is also clearly evident in Shen and Chen [50) in t heir plots for the 
perfect cylinder case, where it is pointed out that for a large Batdorf parameter, 
the interaction curve approaches a straight line. 
2.8.2 Numerical Analysis 
Analyses were performed on the usual range of cylinders. An axial load was 
applied to the cylinder. and the hydrostatic buckling pressure determined. The 
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axial load for SASOL's F7101B tank was used which was reported to be 30000kg. 
This tank is a 75ft (22.86m) diameter tank, which corresponds to the mid-range 
of this study. The axial load comprises of the superstructure as well as the roof 
plating. This axial load forms 0.4% of the classical axial buckling load for the 
cylinder of dimensions l= 12m , r= 11.43m t= O.Olrn. 
The numerical analysis results compared with equation 2.126 can be seen in 
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Figure 2-31: Combined loading buckl ing results for a perfect cylinder. 
is smallest. 
. 
When these buckling results are compared with pure hydrostatic pressure 
buckling, one can see that the axial load reduces the buckling load by a very 
small margin, as seen in figure 2-32. 
If this axial load is then varied, as the axial load increases the critical buckling 
pressure decreases as expected. Various axial loads were tested for a particular 
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Figure 2-32: Comparison of hydrostatic nad combined loading buckling values. 
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Figure 2-33: Graph showing the decrease of pressure bearing ca pability with increasing axial 
load . 
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Plott C'd as in Showkati & Ansollrian [63] and compa ring to hyciroi:i t a tic pr<'SS llrc 
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Figure 2-34 : Graph showing the comparison of hydrostatic loading with varius cases of 
combined loading. 
The buckling results of the t hree form s of loading (namely lat.eral pressure , 
hydrost.atic pressure, and combined loading) can be Sf'en in fi gure 2-35. 
The C'xp0ctf'd trend of decreasing prf'SSllrC' loading capacity is c1e>ariy C'vidf'nt as 
onf' progresses from plln~ lateral ('xtcrnal preSSllre, to pure hydrostatic f'xternal 
pressnre, through to the case of combined loading. 
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Figure 2-35: Graph showing a comparison of all loading conditions for perfect cylinders. 
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Chapter 3 
IMPERFECT CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
3.1 Introduction 
l'hp. st.udy of buckling of real cylinders must take into account the fact that 
all constructions, however carefully made, do have defects suffi ciently large to 
initiate buckling and affect buckling load. The design of vessels subjected to 
external pressure is different to the design of vessels subjected to internal pressure 
because of t he buckling instabili ty external pressure produces. This factor is 
evident in a ll research of buckling of cylinders whereby the correlation of actua l 
bucking tests with theory has been poor with seemingly similar test specimens 
and techniques. These discrepancies were the subject of widespread cont roversy 
but, now it is generally accepted that initial imperfections are the principle cause 
of this disagreement. The imperfection, such as out-of-roundness, grows as the 
external pressure is introduced and increased , whereas it is 'cancelled out' in 
the case of internal pressure. The effect of small local geometric imperfections 
is small in stiff structures such as thick-walled cylinders and it is therefore not 
necessary to take them into account. However in more flexible structures such 
as thin-walled vessels, these imperfect ions can dramatically reduce the buckling 
load. 
Deform at ion curves and critical stresses of the cylindrical shells, taking into 
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account initial imperfections, was first explored by Donnell and Wan in 1950[10] 
However, this analysis assumed that the ini t ial imperfection has the same 
shape as the buckling configuration. Since shape varies duri ng buckling, th is 
assumption of similarity in shape is theoretically wrong. T his was shown in the 
general theory of Koitcr [27] and [20]. Nevertheless, if it were t rue that in t he 
case of an imperfection that has the same shape as the buckled shape was t he 
most oppressive case, then this approach could furnish the critical buckling load 
correctl y. 
One t rend that is obviously prevalent, as is shown in Kollar and Dulacska's 
publication [43] which looks at previous research in this field, is that the 
crit ical loads of imperfect cylinders decrease sharply with the increasing ini t ial 
imperfection. 
In this chapter, available theory will be reviewed. But , as will be shown, the 
nature of the im perfection considered throughout previous research varies greatly. 
T herefore, charts will be presented based almost exclusively on numerical analysis 
results. Since SASO L's interest lies in out-of-round tanks as defined in t he tank 
code AD Merkblatter B6 , out-of-roundness will be expressed as a percentage, and 
is defi ned as : 
(3. 1) 
For t he purposes of the numerical analys is, the imperfect cylinders are assumed 
to have an ellipt ical cross-section at mid-length . Figure 3-1 shows the variables 
used and the characterist ics of the imperfection. Therefore, the imperfection has 
the form around the circumference of e sin (20). For the numerical analyses, the 
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Figure 3-1: Figure shO'Ning the definitions of the variables used in the imperfect cylinder 
study. 
3.2 Axial loading 
3.2.1 Lite rature survey 
The first documented investigation into the buckling of imperfect cylindrical shells 
is reported to have been by Donnell in 1934 [71 and then later by Donnell and 
Wan in 1950 [10] . In these publications an 'unevenness factor" U in the latter 
and et' in the former, are adopted and assumed to depend only on the method 
of fabrication. It is also assumed here that the worst-case scenario is the case 
where the initial deflection has the same general form as the buckled form . The 
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expression for the initial deviation from the perfect cylinder was considered to be 
mnx ny 2mnx 2ny 
Wo = At (cos -- cos - + bcos + ccos - + d) (3.2) 
l' r T r 
where A is the amplitude of the cylinder deviation and is given by A = 
(U/7r2)lxla/t2 , m is the wave shape ratio, n is the number of circumferential 
waves and a, h, c, d are other arbitrary parameters to make this equation true. 
This expression for the initial amplitude of deviation is derived in the paper [7] 
from the case of actual columns. The variables lx and la are the half wave lengths 
of the deviations in the axial and circumferential directions of the cylinder wall 
respectively. It was then shown that because most thin-walled cylinders in tests 
and applications are made by bending flat sheets and this bending into a cylinder 
tends to flatten out waves which are long in the circumferential direction (see 
figure 3-2a) more than those which Me long in the axial direction (figure 3-2b), 
the initial amplitude becomes A = (UJ1T2)1~·bl~·b/t2 = Ur2J{ml.bn 2t2). 
Donnell and Wan also went on to show that the value of the unevenness coefficient, 
U I which is found to explain most experimental cylinder strengths can be given as 
0.00015. In figure 3-3, the results obtained by Donnell and Wan for U = 0.00015 
c ) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3-2: Figu re showing the effect of bending on the initial defects. From 1101 
are superimposed on their test results. The theoretical curve fits the average of 
the test group quite well. Unfortunately, this paper identifies the fact that these 
curves are true for a specific value of bl Cl and d, and that the initial deviation 
from true is assumed to be idealised. It is apparent that in order to predict 
the influence of the actual initial imperfections that occur in practice, one must 
consider these real imperfections. 
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Theory (for U -0.00015)- -
Tu. point. i. regions ________ _ 
\ _-Th_~ fOl yielding of celluloid 
"".'T,.". on celluloid specimens 
' __ · Th,~,. for elastic 
of mild steel 
Figure 3-3: Donnell's results for U = 0.00015. Obtained from [101 
In a move towards a more generalised curve, in 1965 Weingarten and Seide[21] 
proposed an equation for a lower bound to the data obtained from experiments. 
This method was introduced to overcome the increasingly sophisticated analyses 
that were being developed. It was found that a good representation of a lower 
bound curve for cylinders in the range 100 < f < 4000, 0.031 < ~ < 5 is given by 
21r~t2 = 0.606 - 0.546[1- e-r.R] + 09(T) 2 U) (3.3) 
In 1969, Arbocz and 8abcockl28] reported on buckling tests which for the first 
time were based on manufactured cylinders. The imperfections were measu red 
by means of an automated scanning mechanism. These imperfect ions were 
then harmonically analysed and represented mathematically by Fourier series. 
This study also showed that asymmetric imperfections made the cylinder more 
sensitive to axial loading, therefore asymmetry had to be considered as well as 
modes other than buckling modes had to be considered. This immediately reduces 
the amoll.ot of viable research performed in this field, as numerous researchers 
based their research enti rely on axisymmetric imperfections. Arbocz then went 
on to publish an Imperfection Data Bank in 1982 [39] which reviews imperfections 
surveys performed for various different fabricat ion methods. This publication 
proves useful for weight critical, low margin of safety applications such as the 
aerospace industry where the high cost of such an analysis can be absorbed. 
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This was then refined in 1995 by Arbocz and Hol[59], where they attempted to 
develop an 'im proved shell design criteria' for cylinders subjected to axial loading. 
T he improvements with respect to the existing shell design procedure was sought 
by the definition of a 'knock-down' (reduction) factor, applicable to a particular 
fabrication method. A full-scale model was produced to accurately ascertain 
the imperfections particular to that fabrication method. A stochast ic Ca random 
var iable having a probability distribution) stabi li ty analysis was also performed to 
develop a method for checking the reliab ility of shells using statistical measures of 
the imperfections involved. Arbocz and Hol then concluded that in order for this 
approach to work, the companies involved in the production of shell structures 
must carry out complete imperfection surveys on a small representative sample 
of their shells. Again, this is viable in industries where the high cost of this can 
be absorhed. 
Jamal, Midani et a1[65] found analytically that the reduction in critical load due 
to a localised imperfection was proportional to A2/3 where A is the amplit ude of 
the imperfection. They also went on to propose formulae to predict the reduction 
in the critical load, as well as a correction of this formula once it was found to 
underestimate the reduction. The formula they proposed (simplified) was 
Pa ~ 1 _« Et , 9(0.14(1 - (J2)'(6~ +~) + 0.8(1 + (J2)~) (A)'/3 
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and C is the width of the imperfection . 
For practi cal purposes, Croll [60] proposed in 1995 that the reduced stilfness 
method for the analysis of shell buckling could be used. Croll theorised that this 
method had reached the stage where it could be profitably adopted as a basis for 
improved shell buckling design methodology. This method was first introduced 
by Weingarten and Seide, and is outlined on page 69. 
In 1999, Yamada and Croll [66] theoretically demonstrated the physically b...,ed 
theory of the reduced stiffness method. It was shown that the reduced stiffness 
was relevant even for initial imperfections having very different wave lengths. 
Therefore, the modified expression for the reduced stiffness lower bound to elastic 
buckling is given by 
Per 1_//2 





and is shown in figure 3-4. The dominant buckling mode having a single axial 
half-wave and a characteristic circumferential half wave number, was shown to 
conform closely with that predicted from a reduced stiffness analysis. The lowest 
recorded non-linear buckling loads were shown to be accurately predicted by the 
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Figure 3-4: Plot showing the relationships in equation 3.5. 
modified form of the reduced sti ffness critical load. The authors concluded that 
the modified form of the reduced stiffness method provides a simple yet safe 
basis ror the de:sigu or a.xially compressed cylinders, particularly for the design of 
cylinders where weight is not an issue. 
A very useful contri bution according to AlIen and BulsoD [37L has come from 
Koiter who examined the peak stress in cylinders with initial displacements. He 
showed t hat the following relat ion existed between the reduction in buckling load 
and the cylinder parameters: 
(3.6) 
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Figure 3-5: Plot showing Koiter's relationship for the reduction of buckling load . 
3.2.2 Numerical analysis 
Cylinders of the same basic dimensions as those simulated for the case of perfect 
cylinders were analysed bere, but with a mid-length elliptic cross-section instead 
of a circular one. An exaggerated view of an imperfect cylinder can be seen in 
figures 3-6 to 3-8. 
Figure 3-6: Top view of exaggerated imperfect cylinder. 
Imperfections III the range 0.5%-2% were analysed) and the results recorded. 
Imperfections in this range were considered because in the appendix to AD-
Merkblatt 86 : Cylindrical shells subjected to external overpressure, it is stated 
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Figure 3-7: Side view of exaggerated im perfect cyli nder. 
Figu re 3-8: Side view of exaggerated imperfect cylinder rotated 90Q to figure 3-7. 
that: "According to AD-Mekblatt HPI Table I , out-of-roundness may not 
usually exceed 1.5% in the presence of external pressure stresses and where the 
(t/2r) ratio does not exceed 0.1." Numerical testing was then performed in MSC 
Nastran as before. 
The buckling pattern was found to be asymmetric, with pronounced waves along 
tbe minor axis of the ellipse. The buckling pattern can be seen in figure 3-9. 
The results of the numerical analysis under axial loading for various degrees of 
imperfection for the cylinders examined are shown in figure 3-10. 
The decrease in load carrying capability due to the increase in imperfection can 
be clearly seen. It is also important to note that the effect of the imperfection 
becomes more pronounced as the thickness decreases. 
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Figure 3-9: Buckled imperfect cylinder l=14.63m, r = 11 .43m. f= O.015m and n=2% 
T lw dt'pendencf' of the buckling load on t lw f'ccf'ntr icity can a lso he seen in figure 
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Figure 3-11: Plot showing the reduction in buckling load for varying eccentricity ratios. 
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3.3 Lateral external pressure 
3.3.1 Literature ~urvey 
No pr('viow:i rc:sC'arch was fonnd that conc('ntrat<'<.i soldy on pUfe iatf'ral (>xternal 
loadin g of imp('rfC'Ct circular cylindrical :she lls. Sinc(', in practice, prffiSUfe IS 
f'xertf'd on all faces, only hydrostatic prf'SSl1rt' load ing of imp<"rf('ct cylindrical 
sli('ll::; wrus considert'd. TIlt' survey of t his form of loading is considered in the 
Il('xt s{'ction. 
3.3.2 Numerical a nalysis 
An ('xaggerate<i view of t1w huckling patlf'rn can 1)(-' SE'f'1l in figure 3-12. which is 
s(,f'n 1o bf' nOI1-axisYllllUf'trical. The [PSuIts for the numerous buckling analyses 
181D47211 
.,,""" 
Figure 3-12: Deformed cylinder l= 14 .63m , 1'= 11.43m, f= O.15m and 1/,=2% 
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pNfornwd an' plotted in fignre 3-13. It can he se('n that the buckling preSSnff' 
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Figure 3-13: Results of numerica l testing for various values of imperfection . 
Howevrr, as the out-of-ro11ndness inCf(,USf'S 1,0 2%, it can bc sc('n that at low 
valups of N, the buckling pressure does not decrease s ignificantly from that. of 
out-o f-roundness of 1%. Tt was act llally found t hat bcyond some critical oll t-of-
ronnducSti th(' st rength of t.he cylinder tends t.o increru>e again. This behaviour 
of dpcrC'asing ~nsitivity for increasing ont-or-roundness beyond a cr itical level of 
imperfection was also found by GuggenhergN in 1995 [61}, and his rcsults a rc 
rf'procillcf'd in fign ff' 3-14. 
This trf'nd in the r('sul ts ean be more clearly S('(' II in figllre 3-15 wher<' t he' 
rf'duction in external buckling presslll"c is plotted v('rSllS th(' eccent.ricity t.o wall-
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Figure 3-14: Results of Guggenberger's tests. Reproduced from [61] . 
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Figure 3-15: Behaviour of the reduction in buckling load as compared with the eccentricity 
to wall thickness ratio. 
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3.4 External hydrostatic pressure 
3.4.1 Literature survey 
In 1952, Hol t [l1J developed a procedure for computing the allowable ollt-of-
roundness of a circular cylindrical shell subjected to external pressure. In this 
paper it was reported that the equation for computing the strength of an out-of-
round cylinder is 
(3.7) 
where fi is the number of lobes in the initial out-of-roundness pattern , which can 
be seen in figure 3-1. He lt also developed an equation for the maximum ampl itude 
which is applicable to conditions with elevated temperatures but, this will not be 
explored in this study. 
Along with Holt's equation, another simpler equation was proposed for the 
reduced buckling load in [261, where the reduced buckling load is found to be 
and is shown in figure 3-16. 
Su! 
qcr = -~.-.':"c-,=" 1 + 1.5u(I - O.4j) 
sol • 
(3.8) 
Galletly and Bart [13J derived an equation for the reduction in buckling pressure 
for the case of external hydrostatic pressure in 1956. It was assumed that the 
initial imperfection in the cylinders were similar to one of the modes of buckling. 
But, actual shells never satisfy this condition. The equation they derived which 
expressed the initial pressure was 
~_(1_q~)(-3+J9 4(1-13 +132) H) 
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Figure 3-16: Plot showing the relationships in Holt's equation . 




Yield strength of the material. 
In the derivation of this expr essIOn, it was also aSSllITlf'd that. the initial 
imperfection is small (wit.h an ordN of magnitude of the shell wall thickrlf'ss) , 
which is limi ted in the context of t his st1ldy. 
When Donnell [14] initially explored the effects of impcrf('ctions of cylinders 
s1lbjected to external hydrostatic pressure in 1956, he assumed the same 
unevenness factor as in his pn"violls collaborated study [10] of cylinders su bjected 
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to axial compression in 1950 with Wan, outlined in chapter (3.2) on page 67. But 
this study was inconclusive in respect of the fact that a reduction formula was 
not found. 
Lunchick and Short [l5J focllssed their research on the buckling of imperfect 
shells with an 'accordion' initial deflection in 1957. This nature of imperfection 
occurs in stiffened cylinders and is caused by shrinkage of frame weld-joints. The 
imperfection equation t hey used was 
Wo = ~e(x _ ~2) (3.10) 
This expression for the initial imperfect ion does not hold true for the present 
study, as the im perfection is considered to be axisymmetric. 
Abdelmoula et al [51} studied the buckling of imperfect cylinders due to external 
hydrostatic loading in great detail in 1992. Distrihuted imperfections, localised 
imperfections and combinations thereof where considered and reduction formulae 
for each case obtained. They even considered the separate cases of a local ised 
imperfection and distributed imperfections being in phase and out of phase. This 
study was limited to applications where the Batdorf parameter {Z) was large 
(Z > 500). The reduction formula they calculated for the case of distributed 
imperfections is 
q~ = 1 _ 4.7511 ?'1 - ", V(A)' 
qcl ifZ t (3.11) 
and is shown in figure 3-17. Thus the reduction formulae for both axial loading 
and hydrostatic pressure are proportional to (1)2/3 using the same method. 
Yamada and Croll analysed imperfection sensitivity in cylindrical panels in 1989 
[46J and cylinders in 1993 [54J. In both cases the equations of equilibrium 
were formulated using the principle of total potential energy. The imperfection 
distribution was represented by the harmonic expression 
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Figure 3-17: Graph showing Abdelmoula et al [511 relation for the case of distributed 
imperfections. 
where the origin of the co-ordinate system was taken to be on the surface of 
the cylinder at mid-length. The 1989 study concluded that the complexity 
of the buckling behaviour displayed by this shape of shell was shown by the 
use of numerical experiments using various levels of geometric imperfection. 
Both studies noted that classical buckling analysis provided an unreliable upper 
bound to buckling pressures due to imperfections and that the reduced stiffness 
analysis provided a close lower bound to cases where imperfection sensitive loads 
are applied. Although no conclusive relation between the reduced buckling 
load, cylinder parameters and imperfection parameters was acquired in either 
study, these papers aided to enhance the understanding of buckling of cylinders 
subjected to imperfection sensitive loading case of external pressure. 
eroll [601 later reviewed the developments of the reduced stiffness method for 
both axial loading and external pressure, from its early developments onward 
in 1995. By comparing numerical experiments and experiments performed by 
others, Croll concluded that this method is shown to provide a safe prediction of 






















The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code UG-80(b)(l) 138] requires that the 
difference between the minimum and maximum diameters does not exceed 1% of 
the nominal diameter. Also, in code UG-80(b)(2), in order to detect fiat spots 
and bulging caused by fabrication, a second requirement is that the maximum 
deviation from a true circle does not exceed that given in figure 3-18 when 
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Figure 3-18: Figure obtained from 1980 ASM E code [38J. 
measured over twice the arc length given in figure 3-19. 
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Figure :1-19: Figure obtained from 1980 ASME code [38] . 
e 0.018 
- = ( t ) + 0. 015n . 
t n-2, 
(3. 13) 
This formula is based on an analogy between a cylindrical pressure vessel and a 
column by considering the cylinder to be made up of a series of columns. Harvey 
[44] then went on to show how this formula was derived, and showed that the 
equation for intermediate length cylinders was 
constant 
-= nU,) . 
e (3. 14) 
t 
It was noted that it was found by experiment that a certain eccentricity has less 
effect OD the collapse pressure of a long cylinder than on a shorter one, of the same 
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thickness and diameter. This means that the allowable out-of-roundness decreases 
with decreasing length until a certain limit is reached and the eft curve flattens 
out and continues parallel to the i/ Do axis, where here Do is the nominal diameter. 
Likewise, the allowable out-of-roundness increases with increasing length until a 
critical length is reached and the eft curve flattens and continues parallel to the 
i/ Do axis. Therefore, the basic equation 3.14 is modified to reflect this behaviour 
e a 
-= (,)+bn t n-2, 
(3. 15) 
The values of a and b are then obtained such that the equation satisfies 
experimental results. 
The control of imperfection , including eccentricity, ovality. bulges. dents and fiat 
spots is vital if buckling under external pressure is to be avoided. It has been 
shown that collapse finally occurs at the location where the initial deviation from 
perfect is the greatest. Therefore, safety codes and regulations have established 
allowable deviations in overall out-of-roundness and local eccentricities. It is also 
required that these be verified by measurernents taken around the circumference 
and at intervals along the length, which is the purpose of figure 3-18. 
3.4.2 Numerical analysis 
Cylinders were simulated in MSC Nastran as before and the buckling pressures 
noted. The buckled form of a cylinder subjected to hydrostatic external pressure 
is shown in figure 3-20. 
As expected, since the axial load is quite low, the buckled forrn similar to that of 
lateral pressure. 
When the reduction of buckling load is plotted versus the eccentricity to wall-
thickness ratio as in figure 3-21, a similar trend to that shown in figure 3-15 for 
the case of lateral external pressure where the strength of the cylinder eventually 
increases with increasing eccentricity. 
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Figure 3-20: Deformed cylinder which is subjected to hydrostatic pressure, l= 12m, 
r = 11.43m, f= O.Olm and '11=2%. 
Th~ reduction in buckling load for increasing ollt-of-roundnfflS is clearly !:!eell III 
figmc 3-22. 
3.5 Combined loading 
3 .5.1 Literature survey 
V('ry little rese-a.reh ha.') heen pllbli::;hf'd on the topic of buckling of impE:'rff'cl 
cylinders subjectf'd to combined loading, Hulchinson considf'rf'd the !:!imultanf'olls 
action of internal pr~llrf' and axial loading [23] and then modifiNi this ::;tlldy to 
inclndp E'xtl'fIl;t1 pr<'SSllrl' and axial loading [24]. Unfortunat('iy for till' purposes 
of this study, tlw initial impf'rfE:'ction was considered to be in the form of thf' 
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Figure 3-21: Hydrostatic pressure buckling results for imperfect cylinders. 
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Figure 3·22: Plot of Q versus N showing the reduction of hydrostatic buckling load for 
increasing imperfection. 
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conducted for combined loading, it will be explored. The imperfection was 
considered to have the form 
- x 
Wo = At cosqo -
r 
(3.16) 
where A is the magnitude of the imperfection relative to the shell thickness (At 
is therefore the amplitude of the imperfection) and 
q~ = 12(1 - v2) (~)'. 
As explained by Hutchinson [24], bifurcation from the pre.-buckling solu t ion 
occurs at a certain value of external pressure (for a given axial load). The 
load-deflection curve falls subsequent to bifurcation, and th is bifurcation value is 
therefore the buckling load. 
The eigenvalue equation obtained in [23] which was shown to be applicable to the 
case of external pressure is 
- 2 2 2 -
( P) [(1 + "/ ) 4 - 2 2P]..; 2) 2 -1 - - + - 2Q'Y - - - 3(1 - v "/ A P" 4 (1 + ,,/2)2 P" 
- - 2 
(1- ~)[~ + (1+\2)2] +4[";3(I-V2h2A] 
[ 1 1] 0 (1 + ,,/2)2 + (9 + ,,/2)2 = (3.17) 
where 'Y is a free parameter to be chosen such that the upper bound value is 
minimised, P is the total axial load P + q7rr2, and if = ";3(1 v2)qr2 / Et'. 
This equation for a perfect cylinder (ie. A = 0) was identified in section 2.8.1. 
Solving for q using the software Mathematica yields 
(3.18) 
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Minimising f with respect to "if yields 
[ 
,( 1 4p3 16-y' 8 P'( - 33 - 99-y' - 50-y' - 14-y6 + 3-y' + -y1O) 
Pcl - 2+ P" - (1 + -y')3 (1 + -y')' + 2P';'(1 + -y')3 
96A'-y6(365 + 123-y' + 15-y' + -y6)( - 1 + 1/') 
+ (1 + -y')3(9 + -y')3 
4 (1 32A'/3 3//' 48A'(41 + 10-y' + -y')( - 1 + 1/')) 
+ -y 2 + (-1 + -y')3 - (1 + -y')'(9 + -y' )' 
P(5 + 32,' + 16 + '( _ l _32A~))) ] + (1+1")' (1+")~cl -y (-i+Yl /( 2(P - pcl )'-y3) = 0 
(3. 19) 
Solving for "t yields 21 roots for "t , which are shown in appendix E. By substituting 
the values of "Y obtained. from equation 3.19 into the expression for 'if in equation 
3.18 and the lowest value of q selected, the value for the buckling pressure of 
imperfect cylinders subjected to simultaneous extern al pressure and a constant 
axial load can be obtained. 
Hutchinson pointed out that the assumed imperfection patte rn has essentially no 
effect on the buckling load, so th is equation is still valid for other harmonic initial 
imperfection distribution assumed , as is the case in this study. 
3.5.2 Numerical analysis 
The results of the numerical analyses performed can be seen plotted in figure 3-
23. As before, the buckling pressure decreases as the out-of-roundness increases. 
As in the other imperfect cylinders examined, beyond a critical eccentricity to 
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Figure 3~23: Plot of Q versus N showing the reduction of hydrostatic buckling pressure 
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VARIABLE WALL THICKNESS CYLINDERS 
4.1 Introduction 
Storage vessels are often made of expensive materials and therefore it is desired 
that the amount of material used in the construction of the vessel is minimised. 
One method of decreasing the structural weight of these vessels is to vary the 
wall thickness such that more material is present where the stresses are highest. 
Alternatively, a fixed roof storage vessel may have been converted from a floating 
roof tank where the walls are tapered. In this case, under drastic changes of 
atmospheric conditions, the tapered wall tank could be subjected to a negative 
pressure if the venting system is insufficient. 
In this study cylinders with a taper, et, of the range 0.002° to 0.04° are considered, 
where the wall thickness at mid length, t m , is considered to have similar values 
equal to those considered in the study of constant wall thickness cylinders. Figure 
4.1 shows the assignment of the various variables used in this section. 
Hardly any research has been conducted on the buckling of variable wall thickness 
cylinders and even less on axisymmetric t hickness variations in particula.r. 
The influence of thickness variation on the buckling load has gained little 
attention thus far from researchers of this field. This specific form of buckling 
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Figure 4--1: Exaggerated view showing the variables used in the study of tapered cylinders. 
will be investigated here, whereby the limited available research is reviewed 
and numerical tests performed in order to establish trends between selected 
parameters. As before unly carbon steel will be considp.red. 
4.2 Axial loading 
4.2.1 Literature survey 
Koiter, Elishakoff et al {55] explored axial loading of inconsistent cyl inders, but 
limited the thickness variation to an axisymmteric periodic variation. This 
research paper later goes on to derive reduction formulae based on parameters 
defined in the thickness variation formula. 
The thickness is assumed to vary according to the relationship 
[ 2Pxl t = tm 1 - eCos -,-.- (4.1) 
where tm is the nominal thickness of the shell, E and p are non-dimensional 
parameters indicating the magnitude and wave of the thickness variation. Since 
the reduction formulae depend on E, the parameter indicating the magnitude of 
the variation, one could assume a value of E that is applicable to a tapered wall, 
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such that a relation similar to 4.1 holds. The following is such a relation 
(4. 2) 
where E = - 2,lm tan et, and tm is the thickness at mid-length of the cylinder. 
Koiter et al [55] finally determined the reduction factor due to thickness variation 
by the use of a hybrid perturbation-weighted residuals method , and was found to 
be 
Pcr 1 832 + 464v - 23v2 2 
- = 1 - - vc - E 
Pd 2 512 
(4.3) 
in the case of buckling with equal wave numbers in the axial and circumferential 
directions (Case A) and 
P cr 25 2 
-= l -c--e 
Pcl 32 
(4.4) 
in the case ofaxisymmetric buckling (Case B). The theoretical relationship 
between the reduction in buckling load and the magnitude parameter can be 
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Figure 4-2: Plots of case A and case 6. 
T herefore, for case A, the buckling load is 
p. = (1 _ ~ve _ 832 + 464v - 23y2 e2) 21fEtm (4.5) 
cr 2 512 }3(1 _ y2) 
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and fo r Cfu;C' B is 
p. = (1 _, _ 25 <2) hEI", 
~ 32 J3{1 - v 2 ) 
(4. 6) 
Howf'vC'r , nf'ith('l" o f t.h<'::)~ relationships Wf're confirmf'd by f'xpC"rimC"ll tal data. 
4.2.2 Numerical analysis 
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Figure 4-3: Numerical results for axial laoding for various t apers. 
The rcdllction of t hC' huckling load was fOHnd to hC'havC' in a IHf'dictahlC' ma nner , 
wherehy it decrcru;cs for increasing taper. 
A comparison bC'tw('e ll numerical resll lt~ and the t heoret ical curve from equation 
4.5 is shown in figure 4-4 . 
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4.3 Lateral external pressure 
4.3 .1 Literature s urvey 
No prf'ViOHS research wa..., found that invcstigat£'d t 11(' buckling of tapC'rf'ci cylinciE'fs 
loaclf'd by lateral extC'fual preti~ur('. 
4.3.2 Numerical ana lysis 
A t rend that runs through all the tPSts concillclC'd with perff'Ct variablt' wall 
cylinders is how th(' buckling pattern moves IIp the cylinder as tbC' tapC'r increases. 
This is shown in figures 4-5 and 4-6 where the tapers differ. 
""". 
Figure 4-5: Buckled cylinder with Cl taper of 0: = 0.0020 
During the numerical analyses of tapered. cylinders subjected to iatrrai external 
pressure, it was found that as the taper was introduced and increased , the strength 
of thr cylinder decrrased from that of a constant wall. This trend is shown in 
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Figure 4-6: Buckled cylinder wi th a taper of 0: = 0.04 Q 
fignre 4-7, when> tlw bltckling pre&:iures for a constant wall thickneij,S cylinder is 
compared to cylinders with var ious tapel's. 
Another t rend is shown in figure 4-8 wiwre tilt' red uction of buckling load for 
cylinders of vario1\s Datdorf parametC'fs arC' cornparf'd. It can be seen t.hat as thC' 
llatdorf paranwtcr increases, t he scnsit,ivity to t,aper increases too. 
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4.4 External hydrostatic pressure 
4.4.1 Literature survey 
Pioneers in the investigation of buckling of variable wall thickness cylinders, 
Biezeno and Koch [91 explored this for cylinders subjected to hydrostatic external 
pressure in as early as 1938. But, they considered the general case of varying 
thickness too complicated a nd decided to replace the tapered wall cylinder with 
a cylinder built up of a finite number of rings, each of constant thickness. They 
then deduced that buckling of a cylinder of this form is similar to the buckling 
of a bar composed of a finite number of segments, as long as ~ « 1 and the 
radius and length of the cylinder were of the same order of magnitude. They 
then solved for the buckling of the bar. Although inconclusive for cylinders, this 
paper identifies the need for further study in this field. 
4.4.2 Numerical analysis 
As expected, similar trends to that found in lateral external pressure loading is 
exhibi ted in hydrostatic pressure loading. Figure 4-9 shows that as the Batdorf 
parameter increases, the effect of the increased taper is more pronounced. 
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Figure 4-9: Graph showing the reduction in buckling load versus taper for various cylinders, 
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Figure 4-10: Graph of buckling pressure versus the radius to mean wall thickness ratio . 
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4.5 Combined loading 
4.5.1 Literature survey 
No l'('sC'urch wat> fmlnd that cQvcr{'d t.ht" tiH'off'tical buckling of taperpd cylincirt's 
suhject.ed to comhined loading. 
4.5.2 Numerical analysis 
Thf' reduction in the bllckling load is shown in fignre 4-11, wherr the buckling 
loads for cylinder of variolls tapers arc compared. It is evident that as the tupf'r 
increases, the iwhaviour of the cylindE'r d('viatC's 11101"(' and marf' from that of tlw 
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Figure 4-11: Q versus N for various tapers for the case of combined loading. 
The interact ion between the axial load and the hydrostatic buckling pressure is 
- - , 
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Figure 4-12: Q versus the load parameter for combined loading. 
It is f>vident that as thf> cylinder radills to mean wall thickness ratio increases 
(and thf'fpfofC' P increaSC's) . th(' C'ff<"Ct of the taper hecomes asym ptotic. ThC' 
in tial dir('ct relatiom;hip is pvident in figure 4-11. 
Blit anothrf t,frnd is ('vicicnt whf'O the' [('suits arr plottod as a reduction of 
buckling load versus P in figure 4-13. It was found that for small tapers, as 
an axial load is applied , t he reduction of buckling preSSIlf<' actnally decreases. 
The redu ction in buckling pressure as a function of tapf'f is shown in t his figllff' , 
for a cylinder of Batdorf parameter, Z , of 2600. 
Buckling dllP to hydros tatic pressnre' was fonnd to he morC' sensitive to taper than 
iat('ral preSSlII'(' ru; shown in figure' 4-14. How('vf'l' , combi n<'d loading was fonnd 
to be no mol'(, sr l1sitivf' to taper than tllf' casr of hydrostatic prf'SSnrr. It can also 
bp seen t,hat this diffprence in sensitivity to taper reduces as tllf' t.appr increasps. 
For a specific ta per of 0.01°, the buckling loads for the various loading conditions 
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Figure 4-14: Reduction in buckling load versus taper for various loading conditions. 
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arC' shown in fi gnr(' 4-15. It is ('vid('ut that ru:; the radius to wall thickn('~ ratio 
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Figure 4-15 : Buckling load versus rlt for various loading conditions for cylinder with taper 
0: = 0.01°. 
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Chapter 5 
IMPERFECT VARIABLE WALL THICKNESS 
CYLINDERS 
5.1 Introduction 
A great deal of literature spanning the last century has been devoted to the 
buckling of cylinders of constant wall thickness, and the buckling of cylinders with 
geometric imperfections has been explored for the past half-century. Even the 
buckling of cylinders with thickness variations has been briefly explored. However, 
no similar research seems to be available for the combined effect of thickness 
variations and geometric imperfections on the buckling of cylinders subjected to 
exteral pressure. It was found that in 1994, Koiter et al [561 studied the combined 
effect for cylinders subjected to axial loading. 
In this study, the above-mentioned previous research will be reviewed and 
numerical analyses performed on the various cylinders for the various loading 
conditions. Geometric imperfections of the range 0.5% :5 u :5 2% and tapers of 
the range 0.002° .:5 Cl: :5 0.04° will be considered for the cylinders of dimensions 
used in the previous studies. The analyses are performed using carbon steel as 
before. 
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5.2 Axial loading 
5.2.1 Literature survey 
The only published research, to best of the author's knowledge, that covers 
buckling of imperfect, variable wall thickness cylinders is that published by Koiter, 
Elishakolf, Li and Starnes [56[. They focused on axial loading of shells with small 
periodic axisymmetric thickness variations described by 
and axisymmetric initial geometric imperfections described by 
where 
- POX wo = -Acos-
r 
Po = 




Unfortunately for the purposes of this study, these imperfections are considered to 
be axisymmteric but, as this is the only research available, it will still be reviewed 
due to its similarity. 
Koiter et at derived asymptotic formulae by means of the energy criteria and 
found a simple equation that related the reduction in buckling load, imperfection 
amplitude and mean wall thickness tm , which is as follows 
(
Pc,) ( 1 P~) 3 P~ A v' 2) 1 - - 1 - -vc - - - --- 3(1 - v = 0 
P", 2 P", 2 P", tm 
(5.3) 
The relationship between these parameters can be seen in figure 5-1 as a 3-D plot, 
and in figure 5-2 ror integral values or £. 
Koiter et al then compared these results to those obtained in a combined 
analytical-numerical technique and they were found to co-relate closely. They 
then introduced a thickness variation parameter, 0, in order to assess the effect 
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Figure 5-1 : 3-D plot showing Koiter's aysmptotic formula for the reduction 10 buckling 
load . 
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Figure 5-2: Plot of reduction va lues for integral values of E. 
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of the t hickness var iation on the huckling load f('duclion. Th~y (i<'fi n('d it as 
follows 
n = P" - PH.'. X 100% 
P" 
(5.4 ) 
where ~, is the buckling load of an imperfect shell of constant wall t hicknp:-:;s, and 
P",t is ttif' buckl ing load of a shr ll of t hp. same irnperfC'ct ion hilt, of variable wall 




Figure 5-3: 3-D plot of the dependance of n on the imperfection amplitude and taper . 
fig llrf' 5-4 shows the depf"ndence of n on thl' impcrfC'ction amplitude for various 
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Figure 5--4: Plot showing the dependance of n on the imperfection amplitude for integral 
values of taper. 
5.2.2 Numerical analysis 
Plots showing how the reduction in buckling pressure depends on the degree of 
taper and imperfection are shown in figures 5-5 and 5-6. 
The effect of the thickness variation on the buckling load reduction is shown using 
a plot of the thicknesss variation parameter versus imperfection for ·various values 
of taper. This is shown in figure 5-7. It is evident that the thickness variation 
parameter is fairly constant for increasing imperfection. 
The effect of the individual imperfection and taper values were investigated and 
















Figure 5-5: Plot showing the relationship between the reduction in buckling load and 
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Figure 5-6: Plot showing the relationship between the reduction in buckling load and taper 

















Figure 5-7: Plot showi ng the relationship betvveen the thickness va ri ation parameter and 
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Figure 5-8: Various loading conditions for cylinder of parameters l= 12m. r= 11 .43m, and 
t= O.0085m 
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5.3 Late ral external pressure 
5 .3.1 Literature s urvey 
No r(>s{'arch that covC'rrd th(-' t heoretical buckling pressures for impprfrct tapC'[ed 
cyl indE'rs sllbjPct<>d to la1 eral ex ternal pressurf> was fOHlld . 
5.3.2 Numerical analysis 
ThE' buckled form of the imperfect tapE'red wall is found to be a comhination of 
the case of purely impC'rfect cylinders, and the case of pnrely tapeff'd cyiindf'rs. 
wherE'hy the buckling waves are concentrated on th(' minor radius and higher on 




Figu re 5-9: Isometri c view of a buckled cylinder with parameters l= 12m , r = 11.43m, 
t=O.006m. u = l% and a = O.Olo 
The effect of t he impf'rfection and taper on t he reduction in buckling load is 
shown in fignre 5-12. It is evident t hat axial loading is far morf' imperfection 
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Figure 5-10: Top view of a buckled cylinder with parameters l= 12m, r=11.43m, t= 0.006m , 
tt= 1% and 0 = 0.01° 
• -.: -






Figure 5-11: Side view of a buckled cylinder with parameters l= 12m, r=11.43m, 1= 0.006m, 
1t= 1% and 0 = 0.01° 
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sensit iv(' than lateral external prf'ssure, where in the ca::;(' of axial load ing the 
huckling load it> f('duced hy almot>t 80% for a taper of 0.004° and 2% impf'rfpction 
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Figure 5-12: Gra ph showing the effect of ta per and imperfection on the reduction of t he 
buckling load of a cylinder subjected to latera l external pressure. 
The t hickness variation parameter in the case of lateral external pressu re is fa irly 
constant for a ll values of t aper analysed as shown in figure 5-13, and was found 
to be far less t han the case of axia l pressure. 
As in t he case of axial loading, the effect of the individ 1lal imprrfection and taper 
values analysed red uce the buckling load in the same manner. 
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Figure 5- 13: For l= 12m, T= 11.43m and t= O.0085m 
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5.4 Hydrostatic external pressure 
5.4.1 Literature survey 
No research that covered the theoretical analysis of buckling of imperfect tapered 
cylinders subjected to external hydrostatic pressure was found. 
5.4.2 Numerical a nalysis 
The effect of the imperfection and taper on the reduction of buckling load for 
the case of hydrostatic pressure is shown in figures 5-14 and 5-15. Hydrostatic 
pressure is also found to reduce the buckling load for increasing imperfection to a 
lesser degree than axial loading. The reduction in buckling load with increasing 
taper is also found to be more pronounced when subjected to axial loading than 
to hydros tatic pressure loading. 
As before in the case of lateral external pressure, t he thickness variation parameter 
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Figure 5-14: Plot showing the reduction in buckling load for cylinder l= 12m, r = lL43m 
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Figure 5-15: Plot showing the reduction in buckling load versus taper for cylinder l= 12m, 











Figure 5-16: Plot showing the thickness variation parameter versus imperfection for the 
case of hydrostatic pressure for cylinder 1= 12m, r = 1l.43m and f= O.0085m 
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5.5 Combined loading 
5.5.1 Literature survey 
No f('scarch that thf'oretically inv('stigatf'd the' b1lckling of imperfect tapered 
cyiindt'fS dllf' to comhinf'd axial loading and external hydrol:itatic prf'SSllre was 
found. 
5.5.2 Numerical analysis 
The reduction in buckling load vcsus impcrfE'ction and taper can bf' s('en in figlll'es 
5-17 and 5-18. It is evident that the buckling load reduction i~ greater in the case 
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Figure 5-17: Plot showing the reduction in buckling load for increasi ng imperfection for 
cylinder l= 12m, r= 11 .43m and f= O.008Sm 
As for hydrostatic and lateral pressure, th(' th ickness variat ion parameter 
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Figure 5-18: Plot showing the relationship between the reduction in buckling load, taper 
and imperfection for the case of combined loading for cylinder l= 12m, r = 1l.43m and 
f~O.0085m 
imperfection. 
For the case of taper being 0.010 and imperfection 1%, the buckling loads are 
compared for the various loading conditions in figure 5-20. 
A'S in the previous chapters, there is a decreasing difference between the buckling 
loads for the various loading conditions as the radius to wall thickness ratio 













Figure 5-19: Plot showing the trends of the thickness varation parameter for cy linder l= 12m. 
r = 11 .43m and t= O.0085m 
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Figure 5-20: Plot showing a comparison of the reduction in buckling load for the various 




Perfect cylinders have been thoroughly researched over the past century and 
present researchers in this field regard this research as complete in terms of 
buckling under static loads. When this research W~ reviewetl a.nd numerical 
analyses performed , it was found that although the trends arc consistent with 
theory, the values of which are higher than that predicted theoretically. This 
behaviour was found to be constant across all loading conditions, the reason was 
discussed in chapter 1 where previous research using MSC Nastran for numerical 
analysis was reviewed. In the buckling of perfect cylinders subjected to axial 
loading, buckling equations were definitive and it was found that as the radius of 
the cylinder was increased or wall thickness decreased , the load carrying capability 
decreased. When lateral and hydrostatic external pressures were considered, it 
was found that a number of theories existed, some depending on the number of 
lobes into which the cylinder buckles and other theories were more simplified. It 
was found that the trends in lateral pressure buckling and hydrostatic pressure 
buckling were very similar but, as expected, cylinders subjected to hydrostatic 
pressure yielded lower buckling values than those subjected to lateral pressure. 
In the study of buckling under external pressure, it was found that as the length 
to radius ra tio increases, the buckling load decreases. Furthermore, as the radius 
increases or wall thickness decreases, the buckling load also decreases. It was also 
found that as the radius increases, wall thickness decreases or length decreases, the 
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number of lobes into which the cylinder buckles increases almost exponentially. 
The prediction of the number of lobes was found to be good between theory and 
experiments conducted by other researchers of this field but, numerical analysis 
over-predicts the number of lobes at buckling. When the error between buckling 
pressure found by numerical analysis and theory was investigated , it was found 
that as the wall thickness decreases, this error increased slightly. This is due to 
the fact that as the cylinder becomes thinner the problem becomes more non-
linear. The consequence of this is discussed in chapter 1 where it was shown that 
the version of the finite element package used in this study only had the linear 
buckling solution set available. The full version of the finite element method 
package also has a non-linear buckling solution set available, which has been 
shown by other researchers to be very accura te when compared to theory and 
experiments. Buckling of very thin shells is a non-lillf~a.r problem. 
When combined hydrostatic pressure and axial loading were considered, SInce 
a small axial load represent ing the roof, superstructure and live load (to 
accommodate a person walking on the roof) of SASOL's F7101b tank was used, 
the buckling load decreased by a small margin from the case of pure hydrostatic 
loading. When an investigation of the effect of varying axial loads was performed 
numerically, it was found that the pressure bearing capability of the cylinder 
decreased with an increasing axia l load. It was a lso found that as the axial 
load increased , the bucking pressure decreased at a decreasing rate for increasing 
radius. This is best seen in figure 2-33 on page 62. 
When imperfect cylinders were reviewed it was found that past research varied 
in their definit ions of 'imperfect'. It was decided that the out-of-round defini t ion 
of 'imperfect' were em ployed , as that is the measure of imperfection of SASOL's 
storage tanks. Therefore , tanks of a mid-length elliptical cross-section were used . 
Theory predicted that for increasing Batdorf parameter, Z, the buckling load 
would be reduced by a greater degree for a certain imperfection. In the case 
of axial loa.ding it was seen that, as expected, the buckling load decreases for 
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increasing amplit ude of imperfection and for a fixed imperfection the buckling 
load decreases for increasing Batdorf parameter. However, when numerical 
analysis was performed for lateral and hydrostatic pressure, it was found that 
as t he imperfection was introduced, the reduction of the buckling load increases. 
Beyond some critical ratio of parameters, the reduction of the bucking load starts 
to decrease (ie. the ratio of buckling load to the classical buckling load begins 
to approach unity.) This trend was also prevalent in a previous study of bucking 
of imperfect cylinders executed by Guggenberger [61]. Numerical analysis also 
showed that the buckling lobes formed a long the minor axis of the ellipse only. 
Research on the buckling of variable wall thickness cylinders subjected to varying 
loading conditions proved to be elusive. As with imperfect cylinders, past research 
varied in their definition of ' variable '. Thickness imperfect ion definitions varied 
from sinusoidal to localised. Thit> ::;t.udy considered a linearly tapered wall , where 
it was t hickest at the base. The review of previous research showed that as 
the taper increases, the reduction in buckling load increased. When numerical 
analysis was executed, it was found that as the taper increased, the buckling 
lobes moved higher on the cylinder. In other words, as the gradie~t of the taper 
inc reased , the buckling waves shifted to where the cylinder is thinner. Numerical 
ana lysis confirmed the trend of decreasing buckling load for increased taper. 
Numerical analysis also showed that as t he Batdorf parameter increased the effect 
of the taper on the buckling load increased , and vice versa. This was evident for 
both form s of external pressure. In a plot of the parameters Q and N, it can be 
seen that as the taper increases the buckling trend deviates increasingly from that 
of a perfect cylinder, until some critical imperfection, where the trend deviates 
completely. This behaviour is also seen in a plot of Q and the load parameter 
for the case of combined loading. When the reduction in buckling pressure for 
a specific size cylinder for increasing taper was considered, it was found that as 
the taper increased, tbe difference between the reduction in buckling load for 
external pressure and hydrostatic pressure were the same. At lower tapers the 
cylinder subjected to lateral external pressure was less effected by taper than the 
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hydrostatic case. 
Existing research on the buckling of imperfect variable wall cylinders is virtually 
non-existent. This is because conversion from floating roof tanks to fixed roof 
tanks is not commonly undertaken. Therefore codes of practice do not cover 
this type of tank. The only research that was found considered axial loading 
exclusively. Their theoretical investigation concluded that the reduction in 
buckling load was inversely proportional to both imperfection and taper and 
derived a formula describing this relationship. They also introduced a thickness 
variation parameteI' in order to access the effect of the thickness variation on the 
buckling load reduction. Upon exploration of this parameter, it was found that as 
an imperfection is introduced, for a given taper, the thickness variation parameter 
increases, and then remains constant for increasing imperfection. In other words, 
as t he imperfection increasel:l , Lhe specific taper has a constant effect. It was 
also found that for a given imperfection, increasing taper resulted in a higher 
thickness variation parameter as expected. Plots of numerical analysis results 
demonstrated that for a given taper, the reduction of buckling load decreases 
exponentially for increasing imperfection , and for a given imperfection decreases 
logarithmically for increasing taper. Numerical analysis confirmed the trends 
found theoretically of the thickness variation parameter. The buckled form of 
the variable wall thickness imperfect cylinder wa.s found to be a combination of 
the two individual cases whereby the buckled waves were higher on the cylinder 
than mid-length (towards the thinner wall) and restricted to the minor axis of 
the ellipse. 
Across all loading conditions and cylinder parameters a common result was that 
axial loading was far more sensitive to both imperfections and wall thickness 
variations where the bucking load was reduced to a greater degree than the 





The investigation of buckling of cyl inder!:) was undertaken because SASOL ban the 
need to predict t he behaviour of cylinders that were converted from Hoating roof 
storage tanks to fixed roof tanks. The original floating roof tanks have tapered 
walls, and it is expected that tanks of large dimensions are impossible to construct 
perfectly. These tanks would also often be subjected to vacuums due to drastic 
ambient tempertature changes, which is cha racterist ic of the extreme weather 
condi tions experienced on the Highveld. Therefore, the buckling of variable wall 
imperfect cylinders due to combined loading had to be investigated. 
The method of investigation was to review exist ing t hoery and then to eend uet 
numerical ana lyses on cylinders of a range of dimensions applicable to the 
tanks. The loading conditions considered were pure axial loading, lateral external 
pressure , hydrostatic external pressure, then finally the loading applicable to 
storage tanks : a combination of axial loading and hydrostatic external pressure. 
These loading conditions were considered for the case of perfect cylinders, 
imperfect (out-oC-round) cylinders, tapered cylinders, and then finally the case in 
question: imperfect tapered cylinders. Due to the fact that little and sometimes 
no research has been conducted in the field of imperfect, tapered and imperfect 
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tapered cylinders, some of the relationships presented are based ent irely on 
numerical a nalysis. The numerical analysis was performed using the fini te element 
analysis so ftware MSC Nastran for Windows. 
The numer ical analyses performed in th is study is shown to be accurate in terms 
of trends, but over-predicted in terms of absolute values. This was found to be 
due to the fact that the MSC Nastran software implemented did not have the 
non- linear buckling solut ion set necessary to predict bucking of such thin-walled 
shells. It is therefore recognised that this study is merely a preliminary study 
from which definitive research in t his field can be conducted in t he future. 
7.2 Recommendation for further work 
Research in this field of imperfect variable wall thickness cylinders subjected to 
external pressure has just begun . T he scope for work in this field is vast . 
The next step in this research would be to perform numerical analyses of cylinders 
of various parameters using the non-linear buckling solution set. T his wou ld 
yield highly accurate results judging from the past research in buckling using th is 
solu t ion set of Nastran. From these curves, equations descri bing the behaviour 
of the cylinders could be determined for the imperfections and wall variations 
specific to SASOL's storage tanks. 
Thereafter , this research could be extended to cover st iffened cylinders, which 
would then be of practical use to the designer of cylinders of SASOL's order of 
magnit ude. Research would also have to cover the buckling of cones such that 
the roofs o f these storage tanks are also taken into considera tion . 
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Appendix A : Differential equations of a perfect cylindrical 
shell 
This appendix shows how the differential equations of a perfect cylindrical shell 
can be used to derive the axial buckling load of a cylinder. 
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A general study of the buckling of a perfect cylinder under axial compression can 
be executed using equations 2.66 and 2.67. 
In this case we will assume that all resultant forces, except Nz in figure 2-8, 
a re very small. Therefore all the products of these forces with the derivatives 
of the displacements are also small, and can be neglected. Hence, the following 
equations result from equations 2.66 and 2.67 
O=rN;+Ny,,"-
0 = Ny + rN;y + rNzvfl - Q'/I 
o = rQ~ + Q'/I + r Nxw" + Ny 
(A- I) 
When the products of the moments and derivatives of the displacernents arc 
neglected, equations 2.67 become 
Qx = M' + My,,"-
• r 
Q =M'_M' 
Y l' zy 
(A- 2) 
By combining these equations, the three equations of equilibrium for buckling of 
an axially compressed cylinder become 
0= rN; + Nyx 
. M 
0= N + rN' + rN v" - +M' --' y xy x zY
r 
M" 
O N " N M" M" • M" = r zW + 11 + r z + IIZ + - - •• r 
(A- 3) 
If the values for forces and moments are then substituted into equations A- 3 the 
following equations are obtained 
11 1 + v ./ v, 1 - v U 
Q=u +--v --w +---
2r r 2 r2 
= --u + v + - - - + K. - + - + ww + r 1 - v v O l+v., r(l-v)" v w [v w ." ( ) ,,] 
2 2 r T r r 
N.r(1 - v') " 
- Et v 
(A-4) 
O 
Nzr(l - v 2 )" ,v w 
=- w+vu+---
Et r r 
- K[~' + (2 - v)rv" + r3w 'lII + .~. + 2rw"] 
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The general solu t ion of these equations is taken as 
m7rX 












which assumes that during buckling under axia l loading, the length divides into 
m half waves, and the circumference in to 2n half waves. At the ends w = 0 
and w" = 0, which a re the conditions for simply supported edges. The results 
obtained in this manner can also be used for other edge conditions, since the effect 
of the edge conditions remain small for short cylinders too. Tests performed by 
DonneJl in 1934 [7J showed that this is t rue for cylinders where the length-radius 
ratio is considerably less than unity. 
If equat ions A- 5 arc substituted into equations A- 4, the following expressions 
result 
( 
1 - v) 11.{1 + v)mx o ~ A m'x' + - 2-11.' + B 2 + CvmX 
o ~ A 11.{1 + v)mx + B [(I - v)m'x' + 11.' + I<{1 _ v)m'x' + 1<11.' _ m'x' N.{l - V') ] 
2 2 Et 
+ C[n + I<11.{11.' + m'x')] 
o ~ AvmX + Bn [1 + 1<[11.' + {2 - v)m'x'J] (A-1J) 
where X and K, are defined as for equation 2.103 on page 41. 
Numerous experiments show that t hin cylindrical shells under axia l compression 
usually buckle in to short longitudinal waves. Therefore m 2 and m2X2 are large 
numbers, and as in the section of the theoretical study of perfect cylinders 
subjected to lateral external pressure (see section 2.6 .1, page 42), if the 
determinant is equated to zero , t hen the following is obtained 
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(A- 7) 
This occurs at 
(A- 8) 
By substituting equation A~8 into equation A- 7, an expression for the buckling 
load can be found as follows 
(A- g) 
T his is the same as equation 2.89 on page 34, where the buckling load was found 
by energy methods. 
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Appendix B Cylinder parameters used in testing. 
The cylinder parameters considered in this study are shown in the table overleaf. 
The material considered was carbon steel, and the mechanical properties of carbon 
steel were taken to be as follows : E = 200G Pa v = O. 32 Sy = 350M Pa 
Su = 450MPa 
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l r t " u 
12 9 0.006 0.002 0.5 





Table 8-1 : Table showing the cyl inder parameters considered in numerical analysis. 
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Appendix C Numerical results. 
In the following tables all the numerical analysis results for the buckling of 
cylinders are shown for the various cylinders subjected to various loading 
conditions are recorded. 
The imperfections and tapers are denoted as follows: 
ul ~ 0.5% 
u2 ~ 1% 
u3 ~ 2% 
al ~ " ~ 0.002° 
a2 ~" ~ 0.01° 
a3 ~ " ~ 0.04° 
Axial loading ................ .. ............. . .. .... .. ..... .. .. . ..... . ..... p137 
Lateral external pressure ................ . ..........• •....... • ............ p140 
Hydrostatic external pressure . . . .. .. . . ...................... . ............. p143 
Combined axial and hydrostatic pressure loading ......................... p146 
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C-l : Axial loading 
I , ,n ", Pax er TH Pax er NAS Pax er NAS 
erfect u1 u2 
12 9 0.006 1500.0 1.333 2.76E+07 3.67E+07 2.82E·07 2.06E+07 
12 9 0.007 1285.7 1.333 3.7SE+07 4.91E+07 3.91E+07 2.92E+07 
12 9 0.0065 1058.6 1.333 5.53Et07 7.09E+07 S.86E+07 -4 .51E+07 
12 9 001 900. 1.333 7.66E+07 9.6SE+07 8.20E+07 6.-48E+07 
12 9 0.012 750.0 1.333 1.10e-+Oa 1.J7E+08 1.19EtOe 9.68E+07 
12 9 0.015 600.0 1.333 1.72E+08 2.05E+08 1.87E+08 1.S7E+08 
~ - ~ -, .y"","',._- . .. ~ .... -.~. ,-". -..., --, >~ ---, -, .... .,...- ,,,, ••• --. ~T""""'-"" .. -..... ---:----..".. -.. ~ ~ 
12 11 .43 0.006 1905.0 1.050 2.76E+07 3.67E+07 2.S3E+07 1.69E+07 
12 11 .43 0.007 1632.9 1.050 3.7SE+07 4.91E+07 3.S4E+07 2.41E+07 
12 11 .43 0.0085 1344.7 1.050 5.S3E+07 7.09E+07 5.38E+07 3.77E+07 
12 11 .4 0.01 1143. 1.050 7.66e.07 9.65E-t07 7.61E+07 5.46E+07 
12 11 .04 0.012 952.S 1.050 1.10E+08 1.37E+08 1.12E+08 8.26E+07 
12 11.043 0.015 762.0 1.050 1.72E+Oa 2.05E+Oa 1.7aE+Oa 1.36E+O 
- . .. . . . .- --~. _.- .. _._- .' 
12 13 0.006 2166.7 0.923 2.76E+07 3.67E+07 2.35E+07 1.52E+07 
12 13 0.00 1857.1 0.923 3.75E+07 4.91E+07 3.30E+07 2.17E+0 
12 13 o.ooa 1529.04 0.923 5.53E+07 7.09E+07 5.05E+07 3.39E+O 
12 13 0.01 1300.0 0.923 7.66E+07 9.65E+07 7.18E+07 4.92E+0 
12 13 0.012 1083.3 0.923 1.10E+08 1.37E+08 1.06E+08 7.47E+0 
12 13 0.015 866.7 0.923 1.72E+08 2.05E+08 1.71E+08 1.24E+08 .. _. . .. _. _._ ..... - ", -~ , . . - . , 
104.6 9 0.006 1500.0 1.626 2.76E+07 3.67E+07 2.93E+07 2.26E+07 
104.6 9 0.00 1285.7 1.626 3.75E+07 4.91E+07 4.03E+07 3.18E+07 
104.6 9 0.0085 1058.8 1.626 5.53E+07 7.09E+07 6.01E+07 4.88E+07 
104.63 9 0.01 900.0 1.626 7.66E+07 9.65E+07 3.36E+07 6.96E+07 
104.63 9 0.012 750.0 1.626 1.10E+08 1.37E+08 1.21E+Oa 1.03E+Oa 
104 .63 • 0.01 5 600.0 1.626 1.72E+08 2.0SE+08 1.89E+08 1.66E+08 .. _. -.-----~.- - -_. ~ -.- . .. - . , -
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I , Pax er HAS 
,3 ., .2 .3 u1a1 u1a2 
12 o.oosI 1.32E+07 2.72E+07 2.11E+07 1.42E+07 2.77E+07 2.49E+07 
12 0.007 1.89E+07 3.73E+O 2.92E+07 2.30E+07 3.83E+07 3.50E+07 
1 0.008 2.98E+07 S.S2E+07 4.46E+07 3.94E.07 5.77E+07 5.34E.07 
12 0.01 4.3SE+07 7.67E+07 6.41E+07 5.97E+07 8.07E+07 7.49E+07 
1 0.012 6.6SE+07 1.11E+08 9.S9E+07 9.2SE+07 1.18E+08 1.10E+OB 
12 0.015 1.12E+08 1.73E+08 1. SE+08 5 1.54E+08 1.8SE+06 1.76E+08 
- .. - .. - -'-'", - .-.. . . " .. ~~- .. . ~ ..--." ~,~. - .,. f-_~'-"'-" .- ~- . .;", ........ ~ 
12 11 .4 0.006 1.12E+07 2.72E+07 2.11E+07 1.42E+07 2.49E+07 2.28E+07 
12 11 .4 0.007 1.59E+07 3.73E+07 2.92E+07 2.30E+07 3.48E+07 3.23E+07 
12 11 .4 0.0085 2.46E+07 S.S2E+07 4.46E+07 3.94E+07 5.30E+07 4.97E+07 
12 11 .4 0.01 3.56E+07 7.67E+07 6.41E+07 S.97E+07 7.S0E+07 7.03E"'07 
12 11 .• 0.012 5 .• 1E"'07 1.11E ... 08 9.59E"'07 9.25E"'07 1.11E"'0 1.05E"'08 
12 11 .• 0 .015 9.06E+07 1.73E+08 1.SSE+08 1.ME+08 1.77E ... 08 1.69E"'08 
- , - - .... - - . -- . . - -- .- ,. -. .. . ~~- -~. , 
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I , Pax crNAS 
u1a3 u2a1 u2a2 u2a3 u3a1 u3a2 ula3 
12 0.006 1.14E+07 2.02E+07 1.8SE+07 S.90E+06 1.30E+07 1.20E+07 5.98E+06 
12 0.007 1.89E+07 2.87E+07 2.66E+07 1.51E+07 1.86E+07 1.74E+07 1.0JE+07 
12 0.0085 3.33E+07 4 .4SE+07 " .17E+07 2.71E+07 2.94E+07 2.77E+07 1.89E+07 
12 0.01 5.15E+07 6.38E+07 5.98E+07 " .27E+07 " .29E+07 4.04E+07 3.02E+07 
12 0.012 8.16E+07 9.56E+07 9.03E+07 6.90E+07 6.57E+07 6.26E+07 4.97E+07 
12 0.015 1.39E+08 1.56E+O 1.49E+08 1.20E+08 1.11E+08 1.06E+08 8.90E+07 
.-.-- .. _- - .. - - ..... -.- ._-_. __ . - .- - - -- - "'---" - ... ~.---, .~~-' ............ -
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C-2 : Lateral external pressure 
I " 
, lat er TH lat er NAS 
erfect 1 2 
1 a.OOE 1500. 1.33 1634.7 2160. 2061 . 1932. 
1 0.00 1285. 1.33 2-408.21 3180. 3040. 2860. 
1 0.008 1058. 1.33 3923.8 6352 .1 4956. 469 
1 0.01 900. 1.33 5905.9 7659. 7452. 7089. 
1 0.01 750. 1.33 93-46.0 12121. 11803. 11237. 
1 0.01 600. 1.33 16398.4 21021 . 2066 19861 




C-3 : Hydrostatic pressure 
qhyd er ~.hyd e, 
I , ,It 1/, TH NAS 
perfect ul u2 
12 9 0.006 1500.0 1.333 1616.99 2113.3 1989.5 1844.8 
12 9 0.007 1285.7 1.333 2379.62 3071 2883 2673.4 
12 9 0.0085 1058.8 1.333 3871 .76 4859 4540.8 4201 .3 
1 9 0.01 900.0 1.333 5819.80 7009 6520.8 6012.4 
1 9 0.012 750.0 1.333 9194.59 10391 .8 9492.2 8699.E 
12 9 0.015 600.0 1.333 16095.98 15952.1 14073.3 1273 . -.~ . .... ~ - .. -". . -- - ~.- . -_ .. - - . 
- . . , - ,- ..,. ... -.. -- ~ . ... '-'- ,.",....... .. 
12 11.43 0.006 1905.0 1.050 1131 .59 1526.1 1369.8 125U 
12 11.4 0.007 1632.9 1.050 1665.51 2213.3 1977.1 1801 
12 11.43 0.0085 1344.7 1.050 2710.34 351 3089.2 2787.E 
12 11.43 0.01 1143.0 1.050 4074.69 5116.8 4395.5 3923 
12 11 .43 0.012 952.5 1.050 6438.81 7646.7 6302.4 5543. 
12 11 .4 O.OlE 762.0 1.050 11274.80 12016.7 9105.3 7825.E 
- -_._---- .- - - .. - - - . . . .. -. _ .. - . - .. - -. ,- - .-" , '~~.. ~ . . .. . . . .. . ,- .. -.' , .. 
1 0.923 
1.626 131 1 1 . ~ "- _. - , . .. 
. _. . - .. - ~ -'.- . ... 
1 1.125 7602. 
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I r hVd crNAS 
u3 .1 .2 83 u1a1 u1a2 
12 9 0.006 1737.6 2089.4 2005.7 1308.7 1973.4 1892. 
12 9 0.007 2473.9 3026.1 2930.4 2229.1 2863.9 2798.9 
12 9 0.0085 3803.5 4786.6 4638.2 3891 .6 4517.9 4404.3 
12 9 0.01 5336.5 6836.3 6695.9 5893.6 6480 6295.1 
12 9 0.012 7533.4 9974.5 9641 .7 8989.4 9447.7 9247.2 
12 9 0.01 10703.5 14908.5 14777 13971.3 14029.3 13830 
_. - - . . . . . . - .- - - -- - , . . - . . . . .. - .. . .. . . 
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I r qhyd er NAS 
u1a3 u2a1 u2a2 U233 u3a1 u3a2 u3a3 
12 9 0.006 1231 .8 1829.2 1752.4 1149.6 1722.1 1647.9 1059.1 
12 9 0.007 2082.5 2654.9 2564.8 1933.8 2455.9 2370.3 1778.1 
12 9 0.0085 3652.3 4179.3 4072.7 3380.1 3782.5 3683.9 3063.3 
12 9 0.01 5557.1 5975.1 5805.4 5125.3 5303.4 5155.2 4564.' 
12 9 0.012 8474.8 8653.6 8472.1 7766.2 7499.8 7348.4 6761 . 
12 9 0.015 1304! 12698.7 12523 11826.3 10673 10534.7 9994 
- . - . . . - . . . - - . - _ . · .. · . . . .. . . . ,.-~ . · . · - . . 
12 11.43 0.006 893.1 1263.9 1212.3 824.2 1318 1261 .3 78! 
12 11.43 0.007 1480.3 1831 .1 1770.2 1360.9 1838.4 1774.3 1309.5 
12 11.43 0.0085 2580.3 2883.2 2810.7 2356.2 2761 2688.8 223 
12 11.43 0.01 3935.4 4132.7 4016.6 3569.4 3804.9 3699.4 3284. 
12 11.43 0.012 6053.6 6026.7 5901 .8 5435.2 5304.2 5197.8 4798.6 
12 11.43 0.015 9514.1 8980.9 8858.9 8403.4 7485.6 7390.3 7036.2 _.- --- . . -~ -- - . .. --_ ...• -_.- . . . 
-~"'-'-'-. · - ..,.,- · . . , 
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C-4 : Combined loading 
,ft If, 
~~omb er "comb er 
I , NAS 
perfect u1 u2 
12 9 0.006 1500.0 1.333 1591.47 2089.4 1958.3 1805.4 
12 9 0.007 1285.7 1.333 2339.96 3032.1 2835.7 2615.1 
12 9 0.0085 1058.8 1.333 3801 .95 4799.3 4462.4 4108.1 
12 9 0.01 900.0 1.333 5707.15 6915.7 6406 5878.8 
12 9 0.012 750.0 1.333 9001 .10 10248.6 9321.9 8510 
12 9 0.015 600.0 1.333 15719.50 15755.4 13827.5 12481 .1 
~ - . .. . . . - ~ . -?----" - 1 . '. . ... . " . ---- '-.-'- .. - -" 
14 11 001 762 1 9011 10245 8075 7187 . . . . - ~--~ . . ., .. - .," , - ." 
14.6 13 0.006 2166.7 1.125 751 .97 1027.3 920.0 840.3 
14.63 13 0.007 1857.1 1.125 1105.63 1493.7 1331 .6 1210.9 
14.63 13 0.0085 1529.4 1.125 1796.43 2384.5 2092.3 1889.1 
14.63 13 0.01 1300.0 1.125 2696.65 3503.8 3000.2 2684.6 
14.63 13 0.012 1083.3 1.125 4253.07 5326.0 4355.9 3851 .6 
14.63 13 0.015 866.7 1.125 7427.59 8679.3 6430.4 5569.5 
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I r qcomber NAS 
u3 01 02 03 u1a1 u1a2 
12 9 0.006 1682 2061 .1 1981 .2 1290 1942.3 1862. 
12 9 0.007 2394.4 2986.2 2895.4 2196.4 2816.8 2751 .8 
12 9 0.0085 3682.6 4705. 4577 3833.6 4439.6 4327.9 
12 9 0.01 5172 6731 .8 6598.7 5802.2 6365.7 6182.8 
12 9 0.012 7315.8 9820.6 9687.2 8844.1 9277.8 9078.8 
12 9 0.015 10435.8 14672.4 14539.5 13786.5 13783.5 13584.4 
.. . . . . .. . . . . . "' . .~ '" -" . - " ... . . . . . . . . ~ "- ~ .. - . . . . . . . 
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8251 
_ r _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ 
_ .. - '" - ~ ... - ., - ,. ,.- .. _-----.. -. --,- .. - ... " 
7078 . . 
- ~ - ... - ~--' _. - --. -- '.- ~ -, - . .. 
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Appendix D Values of 'Y for perfect cylinders. 
This appendix shows the roots of i for the purpose of finding the buckling 
equation of a perfect cylinder subjected to both axial loading and external 
hydrostatic pressure. 
Note that because ' E' is a protected variable in Mathematica, 'E' is denoted as 
le' in the following calculations. 
There are some equations for which it is mathematically impossible to find explicit 
formul ae for the solutions. Mathematica uses Root objects to represent the 
solutions in this case. The first argument (#1) of Root is an irreducible polynomial 
expressed as a pure function and the second argument identifies t he choice of root . 
Although it cannot find explicit formulae, Mathematica can still find the solutions 
numerically once the values for the numerous variables are chosen. 
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So lve [Numerator [% 31] ::: 0 , y J 
([Y~O), 
{y....,-YRoot(-30eJTt2 +SPY3-3 y 2 -17Pc1..)3-3 y 2 +8eJTt2 111+24P..)3_3 y 2 i1-
51 Pcl..)3 3 '112 111 + 12 en t 2 1112 + 2 4 P..)3 _ 3 '112 II1Z_ 
2Pcl..)3-3 y2 ,12 + SeJTt2.13.8PY3_3y21113.2Pcl..)3 3y211ll+ 
2eJTt2 U 4 +3Pcl..)3 3'112 1I1 4 +Pcl..)3_3 y 2 US" Ill, 
{Y"'" yRoot[-30eJTt2 + 8 P..)3 _ 3 '112 -17 Pc1Y3 3 '112 • Serr t Z U. 
24P..)3 3'112 '1-51Pcl..)3-3YZIl1.12eJTt2*12.24PVr-3~---'3-v~,C U2_ 
2PC1Y3-3y2 U 2 +8elTeU3 +8P..)3 3'112 U l +2Pc1..)3-3 y 2 III + 
2ent2 111'+3Pcl..)3_3 y2 U 4 +PclY3 3'112 u S &, Ill, 
{Y"'" -..)Root[-30 errt2 • 8 P..J3 - 3 '112 -17 Pcl..J3 3 '112 +8 errt2 111 + 
2 4 P ..)3 - 3 '112 III - 51 Pc1 ..J3 - 3 '112 Ill. 12 e IT t 2 11'< + 24 P Vr-3c-~3~v~,CII12 -
2Pcl..)3_3 y 2 U 2 .8elTt2 113 .8P..)3 3y2nl.2Pcl..)3 3'112 U l + 
2errt2 n 4 .3Pcl.J3_3 y 2 U 4 +Pcl..J3 3'112 U 5 " 2l}, 
{y"",..JRoot[-30errt2+8P..J3-3y2 -17Pc1..J3 3'112 +8elTt211l+ 
24 P."f3 - 3 '112 U - 51 Pcl."f3 - 3'112 IH. 12elft2 112 + 24 P..)r-3'_'3~v",CI12_ 
2Pcl."f3 3'112 i12 +8errt2 .1)+8p."f3_3 y 2 #1 3 +2Pcl."f3-3 y 2 111 3 + 
2errt2 U'+3Pcl...J3_3 y 2 1Il4 +Pcl."f3 3'112 U 5 " 2]l , 
{Y"'" -..JRoot[-30elft2 + 8 P ..)3 3 '112 -17 pc1."f3 - 3y2 + 8 elft2 i1 + 
24 P."f3 - 3 '112 n - 51 Pcl."f3 - 3 '112 U + 12 e rr t 2 1112 + 24 P ."fr-3c-~3~v~,CII12_ 
2 Pc! ..J3 - 3 '112 #1 2 + 8 e If t 2 1113 + 8 P ."f3 _ 3 '112 "1 3 • 2 Pcl ..)3 _ 3 '112 i1). 
2 elft2 ut + 3 pcl..J3 - 3 '112 Ill' + pcl..)3 - 3 '112 US &, 3]}, 
{Y"'" ."fRoot[-30 ent2 + 8 P."f3 - 3 '112 -17 Pcl"';3 - 3 '112 + 8 elft2 41 + 
24 P"';3 - 3 '112 Jl1 - 51 Pc! ..)) _ 3 '112 .1 + 12 e n t Z .12 + 2 4 P "';"3-_-30"::v"-2 U 2 _ 
2 pcl"';) - 3 '112 i12 + 8 ent2 .13 + 8 P..J3 -3 '112 .13 +2 Pcl..)3 _ 3 '112 '13 + 
2errt2 U 4 +3Pcl"';3_3 y 2 U·+Pc1..)3-3 y 2 US" 3]l, 
{Y"'" --..jRoot[-30 ent2 + 8 P"';3 _ 3 '112 -17 Pcl"';3 _ 3 '112 + 8elTt2 111 + 
24 p..)) -) '112 U - 51 pc1"';3 _ 3'112 U. 12eJrt2 n 2 • 24 P."f"3---3""v'z /11 2 _ 
2Pcl"';3-3 y 2 f1 2 +8elTt2 . 13 .8P-..j3_3 y 2 11 13 +2 pcl"';3 3'112 Ill). 
2ent2 U 4 .3Pcl"';3 3 y2U4 +Pc1"';3 )'112 U S &, 4]}, 
{Y"'" ..)Root[-30elTt2 -+ 8 P."f3 - 3 '11 2 -17 Pc1"';3 - 3 '112 -+ 8 elTt2 U. 
24P"';3-3 y 2 111-51Pcl..)3 3'112 Jl l -+12ent2 U 2 +24Py"3-_-30"::v"-Z U 2 _ 
2Pc1..J3 )'112 U 2 .8ent2 11l3 +SP."f3 )'112 U 3 +2Pc1"';3 3y2U3 + 
2elft2 U 4 +3Pcl-..j3 3'112 111 4 • Pc 1 ..)3-3'112 US" 'Ill, 
{Y"'" -..JRoot[-30 elTt2 + 8 P..)3 - 3 '112 -17 pcl..)3 3 '112 + 8 elTt2 111 + 
24 P"';3 3 '112 U - 51 Pcl"';3 - 3'112 U + 12 ene 1112 .24 P Vr.3C-_~3~v~';-U2_ 
2Pcl..)3_3 y 2 U 2 .8ent2 U 3 .8P..)3 3y21113.2Pcl"';3 3'112 113 + 
2 err t 2 U 4 + 3 Pcl "3 _ 3 '112 #1 4 • Pcl"';3 _ 3 '112 illS &, 5]} , 
{Y"'" "Root[-30 elTt2 + 8 P..)3 - 3 '112 -17 Pcl"';3 3'112 .8 en t 2 11. 
2 4 P..)3 3 '112 111- 51 pcl..)3 - 3 '112 t1 + 12 ent2 U 2 +24 P...Jr.3'---~3'v";-U2_ 
2Pcl"3-3 y 2 U 2 +8ent2 1l3 .8P..)3_3y2 1Il3 .2Pcl"3 3'112 n l • 
2 e IT t 2 n 4 + 3 Pc! "';3 3 '112 11'. Pcl "';3 _ 3 '112 U 5 &, 5]} 1 
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Appendix E Values of 'Y for imperfect cylinders. 
This appendix shows the roots of '"'I for the purpose of finding the buckling 
equation of an imperfect cylinder subjected to both axial loading and external 
hydrostatic presSl1 re. 
Note that because 'E' is a protected variable in Mathematica, 'E' is denoted as 
le' in the following calculations. 
There are some equations for which it is mathematically impossible to find explicit 
formulae for the solutions. Mathematica uses Root objects to' represent the 
solutions in this case. The first argument (#1) of Root is an irreducible polynomial 
expressed as a pure function and the second argument identifies the choice of root . 
Although it cannot find explicit formulae, Mathematica can still find the solutions 
numerically once the values for the numerous variables are chosen. 
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Solve [ %, y ] 
({Y ~ 
-";Root [-5932 PbarJ + 24057 Pbar2 Pel - 30619 pbar pe12 + 12393 Pe1l -1944 Pbarl In + 8019 
Pbar2 Pel U -10206 Pbar Pel2 U + 4131 Pel l U + 17290 Pbarl U 2 -107001 Pbar2 Pe1 
#1 2 + 162162 Pbar Pc12 n 2 -72 441 Pe1l 1112 _ 3542 4 ;..2 Pc13 U 2 + 35424;..2 pcl J y2 n2_ 
46656;..Pbar Pel2 ";3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 46656;"Pcl) ..)3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 5824 Pbarl U l + 
57381 Pbar2 Pc1 #1 l _ 132234 Pbar Pcl2 Ill) + 69029 pe1 l ftll + 128352;..2 Pel l III -
129352 ;..2 Pel3 y2 111.3 _ 155520;.. Pbar Pel2 ";3 _ 3 y2 n) + 155520 A Pel l ";3 _ 3 y 2 1I1l_ 
16848 Pbarl 1114 + 31482 Pbar2 Pe1 U 4 _ 12420 Pbar Pe12 114 _ 2214 Pcll In 4 -
163296 A2 Pcl3 1114 + 163296 A2 Pe1l y2 1114 _ 188352;.. Pbar Pc12 ..)3 _ 3 y2 1114 + 
188352 A PC1l ";3 - 3 y2 #1 4 _ 5808 Pbarl 115 + 4766 Pbar2 Pcl 1115 + 
7892 Pbar Pe1 2 U 5 _ 6850 pcl] U 5 + 74976;..2 pe1] U 5 _ 74976;..2 pc1) y2 111 5 _ 
98560A PbarPel2 .. ./3 - 3 y2 U 5 + 98560APcll ..)3 3y2 U 5 +5184 Pbarl U'-
14290 Pbar2 Pcl 111 6 + 13028 Pbar pe1 2 116 _ 3922 Pcl) ill' + 2784;..2 Pe1l In 6_ 
2784 A2 Pel l yl U' -20928APbar Pel2 ..)3 _ 3 y2 U~ + 20928A Pel l ..)3 3 y2 In' + 
1920 Pbarl 117 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pc1 111 + 3948 Pbar Pe1 2 111 -1014 Pe1l U 1 _ 
6624 A2 Pc1) *11 + 6624 A2 Pe1) y2 11' -1920 A Pbar Pe12 ..)3 _ 3 y 2 11' + 
1nOA Pel l ..)3 - 3 y2 u' + 216 Pbar3 U 8 + 189 Pbar2 PelU8 -1026 Pbar Pel2 US + 
621 Pcl l *18 _ 672 A2 Pe1 l fl1 B + 672A2 Pcl l y2 111 8 _ 64 A Pbar Pe1 2 ..)3 _ 3y2 118 + 
64 A Pcl l ..)3 _ 3 y2 US + 8 Pbarl il1 9 + 223 Pbar2 Pe1 11 9 _ 470 Pbar Pel2 119 + 
239 Pc1l 111 9 _ 96;..2 Pc1l fl1 9 + 96;..2 Pcl l y2 111 9 + 27 Pbar2 Pe1111 10 _ 
54 Pbar Pe1l 11110 + 27 Pe1l 11110 + Pbar2 Pcl tIll - 2 Pbar Pe12 11111 + pell 11111 &, l]}, 
{Y -jo ")Root[ -5832 Pbar3 + 24057 Pbar2 Pcl- 30618 Pbar Pcl2 + 12393 Pcl3 - 1944 PbarJ U + 
8019 Pbar2 Pcl U -10206 Pbar Pe1 2 11 + 4131 Pell 111 + 17280 Pbatl 1112_ 
107001 Pbar2 Pe1U2 + 162162 Pbar Pc12 U l -72441 pcl l lll2 _ 35424;..2 PelJ 1112 + 
35424;..2pel]ylIl2_46656APbarpe12..)3 3y21l2+46656;"Pe1J..)3 3y2 #12+ 
5824 Pbarl 111 3 + 57381 Pbar2 Pc1 U 3 -132234 Pbar Pcl2 il11 + 69029 pelllll l + 
128352;..2 pcll 111 3 _ 128352 A2 pcl] y2 U J _ 155520 A Pbar Pc12 ..)3 3 y 2 Ill) + 
155520 A Pel J "';3 _ 3 y2 U 1 _ 16848 Pbar3 1114 + 31482 Pbar2 pellll4 -
12420 Pbar Pe1 2 U 4 _ 2214 Pe13 In 4 _ 163296 A2 pel l #1 4 + 163296;..2 Pell y2 *14 _ 
188352 A Pbar Pe12 .. ,,/3 _ 3 y2 f14 + 188352 A Pel l .../3 _ 3 y 2 U' _ 5808 Pbarl 111 5 + 
4766 Pbar2 Pellll s + 7892 Pbar Pe12 115 - 6850 Pel3 115 + 74976;..2 Pcll U 5 _ 
74976A2 Pcl l y2 U 5 _ 98560APbarPel2 ..)3 _ 3 y 2 1115 + 98560APel) ..)3 3 y2 US + 
5184 Pbarl 111 6 -14290 Pbar2 pelll1' + 13028 Pbar pcl2 In' - 3922 pel l 11' + 
2784;..2 Pcl] U 6 _ 2784 A2 pc1] y2 11' _ 20928;.. Pbar pcl2 .../3 _ 3 y2 116 + 
20918 A PelJ .../3 _ 3 y2 U 6 + 1920 Pbar) U' _ 4854 Pbar2 Pcl U' + 3948 Pbar Pcll U l -
1014 Pcl3 III _ 6624 A2 Pc11 III + 6624;..2 PelJ y2 U 1 -1920 A Pbar Pe1 2 .../3 _ 3 y2 U' + 
1920 A Pel l ..)3 _ 3 y2 1111 + 216 Pbarl In B + 189 Pbar2 Pcl In B _ 1026 Pbar pc1 2 118 + 
621 pel3 1118 _ 672A2 Pel) n S + 672A2 Pell y2 U 8 _ 64 APbar pcl2 ..)3 3 y2 U 8 + 
64;" Pc1 l .../3 _ 3 y2 n S + 8 Pbar3 119 + 223 Pbar2 Pe1 U 9 _ 470 Pbar Pel2 111 9 + 
239 Pe1J U 9 _ 96 A2 Pe1 3 #1 9 + 96A2 pel) y2 #1 9 + 27 Pbar2 Pe11111o _ 
54 Pbar Pe1 2 111 10 +27 Pe1l 11110 + Pbar2 Pe1 #1 11 - 2 Pbar pel2 1111 + pc1) ill11 &, 1]} , 
{Y~ -.../Root[-5832 Pbar) + 24057 Pbar2 Pel- 30618 Pbar Pe1 2 + 12393 Pe13 -1944 PbarlU + 
8019 Pbar2 Pcl #1-10206 Pbar Pel2 U + 4131 Pe1l n + 17280 Pbarl n 2 _ 
107001 Pbar2 Pel1112 + 162162 Pbar Pe1 2 1112 -72 441 Pe13 1112 _ 35424 A2 Pc1l *12 + 
35424A2Pe13y2n2_46656APbarPcI2 ... /3_3y2 1112 + 46656APe1l ...j3 3y21112+ 
5824 Pbar) 111 3 + 57381 Pbar2 Pelll13 _ 132234 Pbar Pe1 2 111 3 + 69029 PC1l ill + 
128352 A2 Pel3 111 3 _ 128352 A2 Pel3 y2 Ill) _ 155520 A Pbar Pel2 ..)3 _ 3 y2 1113 + 
155520;.. Pc1 l ..)3 3 y2 II1l -168 48 Pbarl U 4 + 31482 Pbar2 Pe1 n4_ 
12420 Pbar pe12 1114 _ 2214 Pe11 1114 _ 163296 A2 Pc1l '14 + 163296 A2 Pc1l y2 1114 _ 
152 
188352APbarpell .)3-3 y 2 U'+188352APeI J .)3-3 y 2 11'_5808Pbar3 U s + 
4766 Pbar2 Pel U 5 + 7892 Pbar pe1 2 U 5 _ 6850 Pell U 5 + 74976A2 pell U 5 _ 
74976A2 pel] y2 US _ 98560APbarPell .)3 _ 3 y2 U 5 + 98560APell .)3 3 y2 US + 
5184 Pbar] U 6 _ 14290 Pbar2 Pelll16 + 13028 Pbar Pel2 U 6 _ 3922 Pell U 6 + 
2784 A2 Pel] 111 6 _ 2784 A2 pel] y2 nE _ 20928 A Pbar pe12 ";3 _ 3 y2 #1 6 + 
20928 A Pc 1] -V3 - 3 y2 U 6 + 1920 Pbar3 1111 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pelll11 + 3948 Pbar pe1 2 1111 -
1014 Pel3 1111 _ 6624 A2 Pel3 U 1 + 6624 A2 Pel] y2 1111 -1920APbar Pell -V3 3 y2 1111 + 
1920 A pel] "';3 - 3 y2 U 1 + 216 Pbarl 111 8 + 189 Pbar2 Pcl n 8 _ 1026 Pbar Pell 111 8 + 
621 pe13 111 B _ 672A2 Pel3 n B + 672A2 Pel3 y2 111 8 _ 64 APbar Pel l ,,)3 3 y2 US + 
64 A Pe1 3 ,,)3 - 3 y2 US + 8 Pbarllll~ + 223 Pbar2 Pelll19 _ 470 Pbar Pel2 111 9 + 
239 Pcll #1 9 _ 96 A2 Pc13 in9 + 96A2 Pcl l y2 111 9 + 27 Pbar2 Pcl *1 10 _ 
54 Pbar Pel2 111 10 +27 Pe1 3 1n10 + Pbar2 Pelllll _ 2 Pbar Pe12 In u + Pcl l Itlll &, 2]}, 
{y -t -VRoot [ - 5832 Pbarl + 24057 Pbar2 Pel - 30618 Pbar Pe1 2 + 12393 Pell -
1944 Pbar3 #1 + 8019 Pbar2 Pelltl-10206 Pbar Pe12 U + 4131 pe13 U + 17280 Pbar] U 2 _ 
107001 Pbar2 Pcl n 2 + 162162 Pbar Pel2 #1 2 _ 72441 Pel l U:2 _ 35424 A2 Pell 1112 + 
35424 A2 Pell y2 U 2 _ 46656A Pbar pelz -V3 _ 3 y2 112 + 46656A Pcll ,,)3 _ 3 y2 U 2 + 
5824 Pbarl U l + 57381 Pbar2 Pe1 n:l -132234 Pbar pe1 2 nl + 69029 Pel l #1 l + 
128352 A2 Pell U:I _ 128352 A2 Pel l y2 n 3 _ 155520 A Pbar Pel2 ,,)3 3 y2 II1l + 
155520 A Pe1] ,,)3 _ 3 y2 1t13 _ 16848 Pbar] 1114 + 31482 Pbar2 Pel n 4 -
12420 Pbar Pe12 Itl' - 2214 Pe1 J #1' _ 163296 A2 Pell U' + 163296 A2 Pell y2 U' -
188352 A Pbar pe12 ,,)3 _ 3 y2 U 4 + 188352 A Pell ,,)3 3 y2 Itl' - 5808 Pbar3 U 5 + 
4766 Pbar2 Pc1 n5 + 7892 Pbar pe12 n S _ 6850 Pcl l 111 5 + 74976A2 Pel l U s _ 
74976A2 Pel] y2 U 5 _ 98560APbarpe12 ,,)3 3y2 US + 98560A Pel J -V3 3 y2 U 5 + 
5184 Pbarl .16 _ 14290 Pbar2 Pel n 6 + 13028 Pbar Pe1 2 n 6 _ 3922 Pel l n 6 + 
2784A2pc13U6_2784A2pe13y2U6_20928APbarpc12-V3 3y2 1t16 + 
20928 A Pel3 .,)3 _ 3 y2 U 6 + 1920 Pbar3 111 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pe1 iIl1 + 3948 Pbar Pel2 n 1 -
1014 pel3 U 7 _ 6624 A2 pcll U 7 + 6624 A2 Pcll y2 111 _ 1920A Pbar Pe12 -V3 _ 3 y2 111 + 
1920APe1]-V3 3y2 u 1 +216Pbar3 US + 189Pbar2 PclflB-1026Pbarpe12 IIIB+ 
621 Pel l n 9 _ 672A2 pe1 3 US + 672A2 Pe1 3 y2 U 9 _ 64 A pbar pe12 -V3 _ 3 y2 n 8 + 
64 A Pe1 3 -V3 3 y2 111 8 + 8 Pbarl Ill" + 223 Pbar2 peI1l19 - 470 Pbar Pe1 2 in" + 
239 Pell n 9 _ 96 A2 Pel] 119 + 96 A2 Pel l y2 U 9 + 27 Pbar2 Pel U LO -
54 Pbar Pe12 .1 10 + 27 Pel3 U 10 + Pbar2 pe1111 11 _ 2 Pbar Pe12 11111 + Pell nll .s, 2]}, 
{)' -t --VRoot [ - 5832 PbarJ + 24057 Pbar2 Pel - 30618 Pbar Pel2 + 12393 Pel J - 1944 Pbar3 11 + 
8019 Pbar2 Pel U - 10206 Pbar Pel2 In + 4131 Pe1 3 #l + 17280 Pbar3 U 2 -
107001 Pbar2 Pel U 2 + 162162 Pbar Pe12 112 - 72441 pe13 U 2 _ 35424 A2 Pell 1112 + 
35424 A2 pel) y2 n2 _ 46656APbar pe1 2 .,)3- 3 y2 U 2 + 46656APe1l "';3 -3 y2 U 2 + 
5824 PbarJ U 3 + 57381 Pbar2 Pel #ll -13223 4 Pbar pe12 111 3 + 69029 Pel] #ll + 
128352 A2 Pel3 113 _ 128352 A2 Pell y2 U l _ 155520 A Pbar Pel2 .)3 _ 3 y2 Ill] + 
155520 A Pell .,)3 _ 3 y2 111 3 -16848 Pbarl U' + 31482 Pbar2 Pel U 4_ 
12420 Pbar Pe12 U 4 _ 2214 Pel] U 4 _ 163296 A2 Pc 1] U 4 + 163296 A2 Pell y2 1114 -
188352 A Pbar Pe12 -V3 - 3 y2 1114 + 188352 A pcl) ";3 - 3 y 2 U' - 5808 Pbarl 1115 + 
4766 Pbar2 Pel US + 7892 Pbar Pe12 US _ 6850 Pel l US + 74976A2 Pel l 115 _ 
74976A2PeI3y21l5_98560APbarpe12-v3-3y2 115 + 98560APcll -V3 3y21115 + 
5184 Pba r 3 11 6 _ 14 290 Pbar2 Pel 111 6 + 13028 Pbar pe12 In 6 _ 3922 Pel3 111 6 + 
2784 A2 Pe13 111 6 _ 2784 A2 Pe1] y2 U 6 _ 20928 A Pbar Pe12 .../3 3 y2 111 6 + 
20928 A Pcll ,,)3 _ 3 y2 It 6 + 1920 Pbarl 1117 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pel U 1 + 3948 Pbar Pe12 1111 -
I014Pc13U7_6624A2peI3U1+6624A2PeI3y21117_1920APbarPel2.,)3 3y2 U 7 + 
1920 A Pe13 -V3 3 y2 1111 + 216 Pbar3 U 8 + 189 Pbar2 Pelll e -1026 Pbar pe1 2 U 8 + 
621 Pel] 1118 _ 672 A2 Pcl3 118 + 672 A2 Pell y2 111 9 _ 64 A Pbar Pel2 ,,)3 _ 3 y2 1119 + 
64 A Pc1 3 ,,)3 _ 3 y2 111 8 + 8 Pbar] n" + 223 Pbar2 Pcl 11 9 - 470 Pbar Pe l 2 111 9 + 
239 pe1 3 81 9 _ 96A2 Pcl l U 9 + 96A2 Pe1 3 ,,2 111 9 +27 Pbar2 PeIU 10 _ 
153 
54 PharPe12 #1 10 + 27 Pel l 11 10 + Pbar2 Pel #1 11 _ 2 Pbar Pe12 tIll + pell #1 11 &, 3]}, 
{y~ vRoot[ -S832 Pbar3 + 24057 Pbar2 Pcl - 30618 Phar Pe12 + 12393 Pell _ 
1944 Pbarl 111 + 8019 Pbar2 Pclll1-10206 Pbar Fe1 2 111 + 4131 Pe1 l 111 + 
17280 Pbarl 1112 _ 107001 Phar2 Pel #1 2 + 162162 Pbar Pe1 l U 2 _ 72441 pel l 1112 _ 
35424 A2 Pel l 1112 + 35424 A2 Pell y2 1112 _ 46656 A Pbar Pe1 2 ..../3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 
46656A Pel l ..)3 _ 3 y2 U l + 5824 Pbarl U l + 57381 Pbarl Pel 113 _ 
132234 Pbar Pel2 U l + 69029 Pel l II1l + 128352 A2 Pel l II1l _ 128352 A2 pcl) y2 U l _ 
155520 A Pbar Pel2 ..)3 - 3 y2 II1l + 155520 A Pel l ..)3 3 y2 U l_ 
16848 PbarJ 1114 + 31482 Pbar2 pelU4 -12420 Pbar Pel2 U 4 _ 2214 Pel J #1 4 _ 
163296 A2 Pel l 1114 + 163296 A2 Pe1 J y2 '14 _ 188352 A Pbar Pel2 ..)3 _ 3 y2 114 + 
188352 A Pell Y3 _ 3 y2 U 4 _ 5808 Pbarl U 5 + 4766 Pbar2 PelU 5 + 
7892 Pbar Pel2 111 5 _ 6850 PelJ US + 749761'.2 Pell US _ 74976 A2 Pe1 J y2 Itl 5 _ 
98560 A Pbar Pel2 ..)3 - 3 y2 111 5 + 98560 A Pcl l ..)3 _ 3 y2 US + 5184 Pbarl n 6 _ 
14290 Pbar2 Pel U 6 + 13028 Pbar PeI2 U 6 _ 3922 Pell 111 6 + 2784 A2 Pel l n 6 _ 
27841'.2 pcll y2 116 _ 20928A Pbar Fe12 ..)3 _ 3 y2 116 + 20928 A Pell ..)3 _ 3 y2 *16 + 
1920 Pbarl Ill? - 4854 Pbar2 Pel.JIl? + 3948 Pbar pe1 2 .J1l' -1014 Pcl l 111'-
6624 ",2 Pell 111 + 6624 A2 Pel l y2 1117 _ 1920 A Pbar Pe1 2 ..)3 3 y2 1111 + 
1920APcll ..)3 - 3 y2 n' +216 PbarJ U 8 + 189 Pbar2 Pe1 lIB -1026 Pbar Pe1 2 111 8 + 
621 Pel l fIB _ 672A2 Pell U 9 + 6721\2 Pcl l y2 U B _ 64 APbar Pel2 v3 3 y2 U B + 
64 A Pcll Y3 - 3 y2 lIB + 8 Pbarl f1 9 + 223 Pbar2 pelll19 _ 470 Pbar Pel2 111 9 + 
239 pel l U 9 _ 96A2 Pel3 U 9 + 96A2 Pcll y2 #1~ + 27 Pbar2 Pel1110 _ 
54 Pbar Pel" 111 10 + 27 pcl l ll1 10 + Pbar2 Pcll1 11 _ 2 Pbar Pell 11111 + Pell 1111 /0, 3J}, 
{Y ~ -..)Root [-5832 Pbarl + 24057 Pbar2 PcI - 30618 Pbar Pel2 + 12393 Pc1l - 1944 Pbarl n + 
8019 Pbar2 Pe1 U - 10206 Pbar Pel2 U + 4131 Pc1 l 11 + 17280 Pbarl n 2 -
107001 Pbar2 Pel n2 + 162162 PbarPel2 U 2 -72 441 Pel l le _ 35424 A2 Pc1l U 2 + 
35424A2pelly2112 _ 46656APbarPe12y3 3y2 lI12 +46656APell v3_3 y 2 112+ 
5824 Pbarl U l + 57381 Pbar2 Pel 41l -132234 Pbar pel2 #1 l + 69029 Pe1 l .Jlll + 
128352 A2 pcl l III l _ 128352 A2 Pel l y2 III _ 155520 A Pbar pel2 Y3 _ 3 y2 11 3 + 
155520 A Pel l ..)3 - 3 y2 .JIll _ 16848 Pbarl 114 + 31482 Pbar2 Pcl n 4 _ 
12420 Pbar Pe12 U 4 _ 2214 Pell n 4 -163296 A2 Pell n 4 + 163296 A2 Pell '0'2 n 4 _ 
188352 APbar Pe1 2 Y3 3 y2 f14 + 188352 A Pel l Y3 3 y2 ut - 5808 Pbarl ll1 5 + 
4766 Pbar2 Pel n 5 + 7892 Pbar Pe1 z US _ 6850 Pell US + 74976 A2 Pe1l US _ 
74976A2 Pel l '0'2 US _ 98560A Pbar pe12 ..J3 _ 3 y2 U s + 98560APell V3 _ 3 '0'2 US + 
5184 Pbar) U 6 _ 14290 Pbar2 Pe1 116 + 13028 Pbar Pe12 U 6 _ 3922 pel l U 6 + 
2784 A2 Pcl) #1 6 _ 2784 A2 Pell '0'2 U 6 _ 20928 A Pbar pel2 ..)3 _ 3 y2 U 6 + 
20928 A Pell ..)3 - 3 y2 U 6 + 1920 Pbarl 117 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pe1 il7 + 3948 Pbar Pel2 1111 _ 
1014 Pell U 7 _ 6624 A2 Pel l n 7 + 6624 A2 Pell y2 1117 _ 1920 A Pbar Pel2 ..../3 _ 3 '0'2 1117 + 
1920 A pel) ..)3 - 3 y 2 117 + 216 Pbarl fI:l B + 189 Pbar2 Pel U 8 _ 1026 Pbar Pe1 2 fI:l e + 
621 Pe1 3 U 8 _ 672A2 PcI l ll19 + 672 A2 Pell y2 U 8 _ 64 A PbarPe12 ..)3 _ 3 y2 #19 + 
64 A Pel) ..)3 - 3 y2 U 8 + 8 Pbar3 n 9 + 223 Pbarl Pell1" - 470 Pbar Pe1l U 9 + 
239 pel l ll1 9 _ 96A2 Pel l J1 9 + 96A2 Pe13 '0'211 9 +27 Pbar2 Pel U 10 _ 
54 Pbar Pe12 ,110 + 27 Pcll 111 10 + Pbar2 Pe1 'Ill _ 2 Pbar Pe12 *1 11 + Pe1l illl /0, 4]}, 
{y-+ yRoot[ -5832 PbarJ + 24057 Pbar2 Pcl- 30618 Pbar Pel2 + 12393 pell _ 
1944 Pbarl U + 6019 Pbar2 Pel U - 10206 Pbar Pe12 U + 4131 Pel l III + 
17280 Pbar) U 2 -107001 Pbar2 Pel f:12 + 162162 Pbar Pe12 U 2 -72441 Pc 1) U 2 _ 
35424 A2 Pe1l 1112 + 35424 A2 PCIl y2 1112 _ 46656APbar Pel2 v3 _ 3 y2 U 2 + 
46656A Pel l v3 _ 3 y2 U 2 + 5824 Pbarl 111 3 + 57381 Pbar2 pell113 _ 
132234 Phar Pel2 1113 + 69029 Pcll U l + 128352 A2 Pe1l U l _ 128352 A2 Pell '0'2 II1l _ 
155520 A Pbar Pel2 ..)3 _ 3 y2 U l + 155520 A Pell ..../3 _ 3 y2 U l _ 
16848 Pbarl U 4 + 31482 Pbar2 Pe1n4 -12 420 Phar Pel2 n 4 _ 2214 Pel) n 4 _ 
163296 A2 Pe1) 1114 + 163296A2 Pcl) y2 1114 - 188352 A Pbar Fe12 ..)3 _ 3 '0'2 1114 + 
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1883521\ pel l .J3 - 3 y2 U 4 - 5808 Pbarl U ~ + 4766 Pbar2 PelU $ + 
7892 Pbar pel2 U 5 _ 6850 pell U 5 + 7 4976 A2 Pell n 5 _ 74976 1\2 Pel l y2 U 5 _ 
985601\ Pbar pel2 --./3 3 y 2 U 5 + 98S60APel l .J3 _ 3 y2 115 +5184 Pbarl U '-
14290 Pbar2 Pel U 6 + 13028 Pbar pel2 U' _ 3922 pell 11' + 278 4 A2 pell U 6_ 
2784A.2 Pell y2 n'-20928APbarPcI2 --'/3 3y2 n'+20928A.Pc l l --'/3 - 3 y 2 n'+ 
1920 Pbarl 117 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pc! U 7 + 3948 Pbar pel2 U 7 _ 1014 pel l 117 _ 
6624A2pell'17+6624A2pelly2U'-1920APbarPe12--./3 3y2 '17 + 
1920 A Pell .J3 _ 3 y2 11' + 216 Pbarl 118 + 189 Pbar2 Pell1 a _ 1026 Pbar Pe12 118 + 
621 Pel l l18 _ 672A2 Pe1 3 U 8 + 672A2 Pel l y2118 _ 64A Pbar Pel2 .J3 _ 3 y2 n a + 
64APell .J3 3y21l8+8 Pbarl Il9+223 Pbar2PclUg- 470PbarPe12U9 + 
239 Pel l 119 _ 9611.2 Pel1 1l9 + 9611.2 pell y2119 +27 Pbar2 Pell110 _ 
54 Pbar Pe1 2 111 10 + 27 Pell ,1 10 + Pbar2 pel.111 -2 Pbar pe12 1111 + Pel l tIll &, 4]), 
{y ~ - .JRoot[ -5832 Pbarl + 24057 Pbar2 Pel- 30618 Pbar pell + 12393 Pell - 1944 Pbar1 11 + 
8019 Pbar2 Pel U -102 06 Pbar Pe1 2 111 + 4131 pe1 3 U + 17280 Pbarl #1 2 _ 
107001 Pba r 2 Pe1 112 + 162162 Pbar Pe12 1112 _ 72441 Pell 112 _ 35424 11.2 Pel3 U 2 + 
35424A2PeI3y2n2_46656A.PbarPe12.J3 3y2112+46656APe13--./3 3y2 112+ 
5824 Pbarl 11] + 57381 Pbar2 Pe1.l1 -13223 4 PbarPel2 III + 69029 pcll l1 l + 
128352 11.2 Pel] III _ 12835211.2 Pel 1 y2 Il] _ 155520 A. Pba r Pel2 .J3 _ 3 y2 n 1 + 
155520 A. Pell .J3 _ 3 y2 11] -16848 Pbarl U 4 + 31482 Pbar1 Pe1U4 _ 
12420 Pbar Pel1 U 4 _ 2214 pell U· -163296 A2 Pell l1 4 + 163296A2 Pell y 2 1l 4 _ 
188352APbarpe1 2 ..J3 3y2 U 4 +18835 2 A.PeIJ ..J3 3y2 fl4_5808Pbarl U 5 + 
4766 Pbar2 Pel U 5 + 7892 Pbar pe1 2 U 5 _ 6850 Pel l U S + 74976A2 Pel l U 5 _ 
7497611.2 Pell y 2 U 5 _ 98560 A Pbar Pel2 --./3 _ 3y2 111 5 + 9856011. pell --./3 _ 3 y 2 U 5 + 
5184 Pbar l 11 ' - 14290 Pbar2 Pel 11' + 13028 Pbar Pe12 11' _ 3922 Pel l 11' + 
2784 A2 pc!l 11' _ 2784 11.1 Pell y2 U' _ 20928 A. Pbar Pel2 .J3 3 y 2 11' + 
20928 A Pell V3 _ 3 y2 11' + 1920 Pmcl 11' - 4854 Pbar2 Pel 11' + 3948 Pbar Pe12 11' -
1014 pe11 n' _ 6624 1\2 Pell 11' + 6624 A2 pel l y2 11' - 1920A Pbar pe 12 .J3 _ 3 y2 n' + 
192 0 A Pel l --./3 _ 3 y2 117 + 2 16 Pbarl n a + 189 Pbar2 Pelll a _ 1026 Pbar Pe12 n 8 + 
621pe llI18-672 A2 pellI18+672 A2 pell y2nB-64APbarpeI2v3 3y2 118 + 
64APel]V3 3y2 118+8Pbarl Il9+223 Pbar2PeIU' - 470PbarPcI2 U'+ 
239 Pel l 11' - 96 1\2 Pel l Ill' + 961\2 pel l y2 119 + 27 Pbar2 pelU lo -
54 Pbar Pe12 .1 10 + 27 pel l 11110 + Pbar2 Pel .111 - 2 Pbar Pe12 fIll + Pcl] 111 11 &, sJ}, 
{y~ ";Root[ -5832 Pbarl + 24057 Pbar2 Pel - 30618 Pbar Pell. + 12393 pel]-
1944 Pbarlll + 8019 Pbar Pelll-l0206 Pbar Pe1 2 11 + 4131 Pel J 11 + 
17280 Pbar] n 2 _ 107001 Pbar2 Pel 112 + 162162 Pbar Pel2 112 _ 72441 Pell 112 _ 
35424 A2 Pel J 112 ... 35424A2 pell y2 112 _ 46656APbar pe12 .../3 -3 y2 fl 2 + 
46656 A pel l .../3 - 3 y2 112 + 5824 Pbarl II I + 57381 Pbar2 PelU3 _ 
132234 Pbar Pel2 II I + 69029 Pel ] 11] ... 128352 A2 Pel] 113 _ 128352 A2 Pel l y2 u ] -
155520 A Pbar pe12 ";3 - 3 y2 11 J + 155520 A Pell .J3 3 y2 U 1_ 
16848 PbarJ U 4 ... 31482 Pbar2 Pc! '14 _ 12 4 20 Pbar pel2 81 4 _ 2214 pel l n 4 _ 
16329611.2 PelJ n 4 + 163296 A2 pel l y2 114 _ 188352 A Pbar pel2 ";3 _ 3 y2 U 4 + 
188352APelJ .J3 3y2 114 -5808 Pbarl U 5 + 4766 Pbar2 Pe1US + 
7892 Pbar pel2 115 _ 6850 pel l U 5 ... 74976A2 Pel l ll5 _74976A2 pell y211~_ 
98560A PbarPcl2 .../3 3y2 U 5 + 98560APelJ .J3 _3y2 11$ + 5184 Pbar3 .1' -
14290 Pbar2 PelU ti + 13028 Pbar Pel2 n' - 3922 Pel l U ' + 2784 A2 Pel ] 11 '-
2784 A2 Pel l y 2 U' -20928APbarPe12 .J3 3y2 U' +20928A Pell ";3 3 y2 U' + 
1920 Pbarl 117 _ 4854 Pbar2 PelU' + 3948 Pbar Pel2 U ' _ 1014 Pel l 11' -
662411.2 Pel l 117 ... 6624 A2 Pel] y 2 41' -1920 A Pbar Pe12 .J3 _ 3 y 2 n ' + 
1920 A pell --./3 - 3 y2 11' + 216 Pbar J ne + 189 Pbar2 Pel U 8 _ 1026 Pbar Pel2 n 8 + 
621 Pe l ] .18 _ 672 A2 Pe 13 U 8 + 672 A2 Pel] y2 ne _ 64 A Pba r Pel2 .J3 _ 3 y 2 ne + 
64 A pcl l ..J3 _ 3 y2 n 8 + 8 Pbarl 11' + 223 PblIr2 Pel.l' - 470 Pbar pe12 119 + 
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239 Pell U' - 96 A2 Pel] 11' + 96 A2 pel l y2 11' + 27 Pbar2 Pel 1110 -
54 Pbar Pe12 11 10 + 27 pell U 10 + Pbar2 Pel Ull _ 2 Pbar Pe12 1111 + Pel l U 11 &. 5]}. 
{y -+ -..JRoot[ -5832 Pbarl + 24057 Pbar2 Pel- 30618 Pbar Pe12 + 12393 pel] -1944 Pbarl fl + 
8019 Pbar2 Pel U-10206 Pbar pe12 UT 4131 Pell n + 17280 Pbarl ll1 2 _ 
107001 Pbar2 Pel U 2 + 162162 Pbar Pel z U 2 _ 72 4 41 pel J U 2 _ 35424 A2 Pel J U 2 + 
35424 A2 pel l y2 1112 _ 46656A Pbar pel2 .../3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 46656A pcll ..J3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 
5824 PbarJ III + 57381 Pbar2 Pel113 _ 132234 Pbar Pel2 n 1 + 69029 Pel l III + 
128352 A2 Pe11 U l _ 128352 A2 pel] y2 III _ 155520 A Pbar pel2 ..J3 _ 3 y2 III + 
155520 A pell ..J3 - 3 y2 III - 16848 Pbarl n ~ + 31482 Pbar2 Pel U 4 _ 
12420 Pbar Pe12 n ~ _ 2214 pcl l 114 _ 163296A2 pel l 114 + 163296 A2 Pe11 y2 114 _ 
188352 A Pbar Fel2 ..J3 - 3 y2 114 + 188352 A Fell .../3 _ 3 y2 114 _ 5808 Fbarl n $ T 
4 766 Pbar2 PelU $ + 7892 I?bar Pe12 f1 $ _ 6850 Pel l 11 $ T 74976 A2 Pel l 11 $-
74976A2 Pel l y2 U$ _ 98560A Pbar pel2 ..J3 _ 3 y2 U$ + 98560APcl l .../3 _ 3 y2 1115 T 
5184 PbarJ 111 6 _ 14 290 Pbar2 Pel U 6 T 13028 Pbar Pe1 2 U 6 _ 3922 Pe1l It! 6 + 
2784 A2 pell n 6 _ 278 4 A2 Pell y2 n 6 _ 20928 A Pbar Pe12 .../3 _ 3 y2 n 6 + 
20928 A pel l .../3 _ 3 y2 n 6 + 1920 Pbar l n' _ 4854 Pbar2 pelU' T 3948 Pbar Pe12 11' _ 
1014 pell 11' _ 6624 A2 Pel l 11' + 6624A2 Pel] y211' -1920APbar Fell .../3 _ 3 y2 11' + 
1920 A Fell .../3 3 y2 11' + 216 Pbarl 11 eT 189 Pbar2 Pelll e _ 1026 Pbar Fe1 2 U 8 T 
621 pell U 8 _ 672 A2 Pel l 118 -+ 672 A2 pell y2 118 _ 64 A pbar pe1 2 .../3 _ 3 y2 118 -+ 
64 A Pel] .../3 - 3 y2 U 8 + 8 Pbarl U' + 223 Pbar2 PelU' - 470 Pbar Pe1 2 U' T 
239 pell 11' _ 96A2 Pe11 11' -+ 96 A2 Pell y2 11' -+ 27 Pbar2 pel11 10 _ 
54 Pbar Pell 1110 + 27 Pell 11 10 + Pbar2 pell111 _ 2 Pbar pe1l In 11 T Pe11 1111 & . 6]} . 
{Y -+ .../Root [ - 5832 Pbarl -+ 2 4 057 Pbar2 Pel - 30618 Pbar Pel2 T 12393 Pell _ 
1944 Pbarl U + 8019 Pbar2 Pel U -10206 Pbar Pell 11 -+ 4131 Pel l U-+ 
17280 Pbarl 112 -107001 Pbar2 Pel 112 -+ 162162 Pbar pel2 112 -72441 Pel l 112_ 
35424 A2 Pel l 112 + 35424 A,2 Pe11 y2 112 _ 46656A Pbar Pe1 l .../3 _ 3 v2 n 2 T 
46656APel3 ..J3 3y2112-+5824PbarlI11+57381Pbar2pellll_ 
13223 4 Pbar Pe1 2 III -+ 69029 pell III -+ 128352 A2 Pell III -128352 A2 Pe13 y2 U l _ 
155520A,Pbar pe12 ..J3 _ 3 y2 113 + 155520APe13 ..J3 3 y2 U l _ 
16848 Pbarl 114 -+ 31482 Pbar2 pelU4 - 12420 Pbar Pe12 U 4 - 2214 Pel1 U 4 _ 
163296 A,2 Pcll 114 + 163296 A2 Pel J y2 U 4 _ 188352 A Pbar Pel2 .../3 3 y2 U 4 -+ 
188352 A Pel J .../3 _ 3 y2 114 _ 5808 Pbarl U 5 -+ 4766 Pbar2 Pe1 US + 
7892 PbarPe12 115 _ 6850 Pe1 3 11$+ 74976A2 pe1 3 US _7 4 976A,2 Pel] y2 U s _ 
98560 A Pbar Fe1 2 .../3 - 3 y2 US + 98560 A Pe1 3 ..J3 _ 3 y2 US + 5184 Pbarl U 6 _ 
14290 Pbar2 PelU6 + 13028 Pbar Pe12 U 6 _ 3922 Pel l u 6 + 2784 A,2 Pell 11 6 _ 
2784 A2 Pel l y2 116 -20928APbarPe12 ..J3 _ 3 y2 116 +20928APe13 "';3 -3 y2 116 • 
1920 Pbar3 11' _ 4854 Pbar2 PclUl + 394 8 Pbar pel2 III _ 1014 Pe l ] U' -
6624 A2 pel l 117 + 6624 A2 Pe1 3 y2 III -1920A Pbarpe12 .../3 _ 3 y2 U l + 
19201\ pel J ..J3 _ 3 y2 U' + 216 Pbarl U 8 + 189 Pbar2 Pel .18 _ 1026 Pbar Pel2 118 • 
621 PellllB _ 672A2 Pe1J ne + 6721\2 Pel l y2 n8 _ 64 APbar Pe12 .../3 3 y2 ne + 
64 A Pell .../3 _ 3 y2 ne + 8 Pbarl 11 9 + 223 Pbar2 Pe1 u 9 - 470 Pbar pe12 n'. 
239 pell l19 _ 96A2 PelJ u' + 96A2 pell y2 119 + 27 Pbar2 pelUIO _ 
54 Pbar Pe12 11 10 -+ 27 Pel J n 10 -+ Pbar2 Pe111 11 -2 PbarPe12 1111 + Pe13 'l11 6 . 6]} , 
{y -+ -..JRoot[ -5832 Pbar3 • 24057 Pbar2 Pel - 30618 Pbar Pe12 + 12393 Pel l -1944 Pbar3 11 + 
8019 Pbar2 Pell1- 10206 Pbar Pe12 11. 4131 Pell 11 + 17280 Pbar3 U 2 _ 
107001 Pbar2 PelU2 + 162162 Pbar Pe1 2 112 -72441 Pell 112 _ 35424 A2 Pell 112 + 
35424 A,2 Pell y2 U 2 _ 466561\ Pbar Pel2 .../3 _ 3 y 2 112 -+ 4 6656 A Pell .../3 _ 3 y2 112 + 
5824 Pbar) II1J + 57381 Pba r 2 Pel1l13 -132234 Pbar pe12 U 3 -+ 69029 Pel l I1 J + 
1283521\2 Pel) III _ 128352 A2 pe13 y2 U 1 _ 155520 A, Pbar pe12 ..J3 3 y2 113 + 
155520 A Pell .../3 - 3 y2 113 - 16848 Pbarl U 4 + 31482 Pbar2 PelU 4 _ 
12420 Pbar Pe1 2 U 4 _ 2214 Pell 114 -163296A2 pe13 1l4 + 163296A2 pel l y2 114_ 
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188352 A Pbar pell ";3 - 3 y 2 U' + 188352 A Pel l ";3 _ 3 y2 U' _ 5808 Pbarl US + 
4766Pbar2 Pcl U 5 + 7892 Pbar Pcll U 5 _ 6850 Pc1 3 115 + 74976A2 Pel l #1 5 _ 
74976A2 pell y2 U 5 _ 98560A Phar Pel2 ";3 _ 3 y2 U 5 + 98560A pcl) ";3 _ 3 y2 115 + 
5184 PbarJ H 6 _ 14290 Pbar2 pellt1 6 -+- 13028 Pbar Pel2 111 6 _ 3922 Pel l 111 6 + 
2784 A2 Pel l n 6 -2784 A2 pel l y2 U 6 -20928 A Pbar Pe12 -..j3 -3 y2 U 6 + 
20928 A Pell ";3 - 3 y2 11 6 -+- 1920 Pbarl 1117 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pcl U 7 + 3948 Pbar pel2 117 _ 
1014 Pel l #1 7 _ 6624 A2 Pe11 U 7 + 6624 A2 pell y2 1117 -1920A PbarPe12 -..j3 _ 3 y 2 U 7 + 
1920 A Pell .../3 - 3 y2 1I17 +216 Pbarl U 8 + 189 Pbar2 Pel #1 8 -1026 PbarPe12 #1 9 + 
621 Pc1 l II1B _ 672A2 pe1 3 1lS + 672A2 pcl l y2 U 8 _ 64 A pbar Pc1 2 .../3 _3 y 2 US + 
64 A Pel l -..j3 - 3 y2 U 8 + 8 Pbarl l19 + 223 Pbar2 Pel 119 - 470 pbar Pe1 2 U 9 + 
239 Pell n9 _ 96A2 pell ll1 9 + 96A2 Pcll y2 U 9 + 27 Pbar2 Pe1 U 10 _ 
54 Pbar Pc12 ,110 + 27 Pel l 11 10 + Pbar2 Pcl tIll _ 2 Pbar Pc12 'I ll + Pcll i111 &, 7]}, 
{Y -+ yRoot [-5832 Pbarl + 24057 Pbar2 Pcl- 30618 Pbar pe12 + 12393 pell _ 
1944 Pbarl U + 8019 Pbar2 Pel U -10206 Pbar Pel2 111 + 4131 Pel l 111+ 
17280 Pbarl U 2 -107001 Pbar2 Pel U 2 + 162162 Pbar Pe1 2 U 2 -72 441 Pel l 112_ 
35424 A2 Pel l 1112 + 35424 A2 pc1 l y2 n 2 _ 46656A Pbar pe12 .../3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 
46656 A Pel l v3 _ 3 y2 U 2 + 5824 Pbarl nl + 57381 Pbar2 PclUl _ 
132234 Pbar Pel2 U 3 + 69029 Pc11 n 1 + 128352 A2 Pell 1111 _ 128352 A2 Pe11 y 2 111_ 
155520 A Pbar Pel2 V3 _ 3 y2 U l + 155520 A Pel l -../3 3 y 2 1111_ 
16848 Pbarl U 4 + 31482 Pbar2 Pell!' -12420 Pbar Pe12 1114 _ 2214 pelllll'_ 
163296 A2 Pcl] U' + 163296 A2 Pel l y2 '14 _ 188352 A Pbar pe12 V3 3 y2 III 4 + 
188152 A Pcl l ..}3 _ 3 y2 III 4 _ 5808 Pbarl 111 5 + 4766 Pbar2 Pcl i15 + 
7892 Pbar Pe12 US _ 6850 Pel l '15 + 74976 A2 pcl) .15 _ 74976 A2 Pcll y 2 '15 _ 
98560APbarPe12 -..j3-3 y 2 U 5 +98560APcll v3_3 y2 115 +5184Pbarl U 6 _ 
14290 Pbar2 Pel 111 6 + 13028 Pbar pc1 2 116 _ 3922 Pel) U 6 -+- 2784 A,2 pel l U 6_ 
2784 A2 Pell y2 116 _ 20928]1.. Pbar Pel2 ..}3 3 y2 U 6 + 20928 A Pell .../3 _ 3 y2 U 6 + 
1920 Pbarl 117 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pel 11" + 3948 Pbar Pel2 U., -1014 Pel] 117_ 
6624 A2 pell U ' + 6624 A2 Pel l y2 U 7 -1920A Pbar pe1 2 ..}3 _ 3 y2 Ill' + 
1920APell v3 - 3y2 111 + 216 Pbarl U 8 + 189 Pbar2 Pel U 8 -1026 PbarPcl2 U 9 + 
621PellI19_672A2pellll19+672A2Pelly2U8_64APbarPel2.../3 3y2 U 8 + 
64 A Pel3 v3 - 3 y2 119 + 8 Pbar3 U' + 223 Pbar2 Pel t1 9 _ 470 pbar Pe12 U' + 
239 Pell U 9 _ 96A2 Pel) 119 + 96 p,2 Pe1 l y2 111 9 + 27 Pbar2 Pel U IO _ 
54 PbarPc12 t1 10 +27 Pel] ,1 10 + Pbar2 Pel i111 _ 2 Pbar pe12 tIll + pe1 3 1111 &, 7J}, 
{Y -+ -..}Root[ -5832 Pbarl + 24057 Pbar2 Pe1- 30618 Pbar Pel2 + 12393 Pel] -1944 Pbarl U + 
8019 Pbar2 pelll - 10206 Pbar Pe12 U + 4131 pell III + 17280 Pbarl U 2 _ 
107001 Pbar2 Pel U 2 + 162162 Pbar Pel2 112 _ 72441 Pe1l 112 _ 35424 A2 Pell 1112 + 
35424 A2 Pell y2 #12 - 46656A Pbar Pe12 ..}3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 46656A Pel l v3 _ 3 y2 112 + 
5824 Pbarl 1t1] + 57381 Pbar2 Pe1 U 1 _ 132234 Pbar Pe12 U) + 69029 Pel ] U ] + 
128352 A2 Pel l U l _ 128352 A2 Pel l y2 U) _ 155520 A Pbar Pe12 -..j3 _ 3 y2 U l + 
155520 A Pell .../3 _ 3 y2 U l _ 16848 Pbarl 1114 + 31482 Pbar2 Pc1 U' -
12420 Pbar Pel2 1114 _ 2214 Pell U 4 _ 163296 A2 Pell It 4 + 163296 A2 Pe11 y2 U 4 _ 
188352 A Pbar Pel2 v3 _ 3 y2 U' + 188352 A Pe11 -../3 _ 3 y 2 #1 4 - 5808 Pbarl 1115 + 
4766 Pbar2 Pel n 5 + 7892 Pbar Pel2 #1 5 _ 6850 Pell 115 + 74976 A2 Pel l US _ 
74976A2 Pel3 y 2 U 5 _ 98560p'PbarPe12 -..j3- 3 y2 U 5 + 98560A Pell -..j3 _ 3 y2 U 5 + 
5184 PbarJ 111 6 -14290 Pbar2 Pel11l6 + 13028 Pbar Pel2 111 6 _ 3922 pe1 3 111 6 + 
2784 A2 Pel3 11 6 -278 4 A2 Pel l y21116 -20928A PbarPel2 v3 3 y2 U 6 + 
20928 A Pell -../3 - 3 y2 116 + 1920 Pbarl U 7 - 4854 Pbar2 PelU1 -+- 3948 Pbar Pe12 U' _ 
1014Pelll1'-6624A2Pe111l1'+6624A2Pelly2U'_1920APbarpe12"'/3 3y2117+ 
1920 A pell v3 - 3 v2 1111 +216 Pbarl #1 9 + 189 Pbar2 Pel U B -1026 PbarPe12 U B + 
621 PellllB _672 A2 Pe11 U B + 672A2 Pe1l y2 U B _ 64 A PbarPe12 .../3 _3y2 .1B + 
64 A Pell .../3 - 3 y2 U a + 8 PbarJ 111 9 + 223 Pbar2 Pel U 9 _ 470 Pbar Pel2 U 9 + 
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239 Pell U 9 _ 96A2 Pel) #1 9 + 96A2 Pell y2 U 9 + 27 Pbar2 Pellll lo _ 
54 Pbar Pe12 11110 +27 Pel l lll 10 + Pbar2 Pellll11 _ 2 PbarPe12 11111 + Pel) 11111 &, 8]} , 
er -+ VRoot[ -5832 PbarJ + 24057 Pbar2 Pel- 30618 Pbar Pe12 + 12393 Pell _ 
1 944 Pbarl U + 8019 Pbar2 Pelll1 - 10206 Pbar Pel2 U + 4131 Pell i1 + 
17280 Pbarl U 2 _ 107001 Pbar2 Pel U 2 .. 162162 Pbar Pel2 1112 _ 72441 Pcll i12 _ 
35 4 24 A2 Pcll 1112 + 35 424 A2 pel l y2 1112 _ 46656 A Pbar Pel2 V3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 
46656 A Pe1 3 V3 _ 3 y2 1112 + 5824 Pbarl 111 3 + 57381 Pbar2 Pel U l _ 
132234 Pbar pe1 2 113 + 69029 pel l 1I1l + 128352 A2 Pel l U 3 _ 128352 A2 Pel3 y2 1I1l_ 
155520 A Pbar Pe12 V3 - 3 y2 111 3 + 155520APell V3 _ 3 y2 111 3 _ 
16848 Pbarl 1114 -t- 31482 Pbar2 Pellll4 _ 12 4 20 Pbar pell U 4 _ 2214 PelJ u· _ 
163296A2 Pell U 4 + 163296A2 Pell y2 U. -188352A Pbar Pe1 2 V3 _ 3 y2 U 4 -+-
188352 A pell "";3 - 3 y2 U· - 5808 Pbar] US -+- 4766 Pbar2 Pel Us-+-
7892 Pbar Pe12 n 5 _ 6850 pell #1 5 -+- 74976 A2 pel l 115 _ 74976 A2 Pell y2 #15 _ 
98560APbarPc12 "";3 3 y2 US .. 98560APc13 "";3 _ 3 y2 US -+- 518 4 Pbarl U 6 _ 
14290 Pbar2 Pcl U 6 + 13028 Pbar pe12 111 6 _ 3922 Pc 1] U 6 -t- 2784 A2 Pcl l U 6 _ 
2784 A2 Pc 1) y2 111 6 - 20928 A Pbar Pe12 ";3 _ 3 y2 U 6 + 20928 A Pel3 V3 _ J y2 U 6 -+-
1920 Pbar3 U 7 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pel U 7 -+- 3948 Pbar Pe1 2 1111 -1014 Pcl l 1111_ 
6624 A2 Pell 1117 -+- 6624 A2 Pel l y 2 1117 -1920APbar Pe12 ";3 3 y2 iIl7-+-
1920APcll V3 3y2 117 +216Pbar3 111 8 +189Pbar2 Pel I n B-1026PbarPc12 111 8 + 
621 Pc1 3 US _ 672A2 Pe1 3 US + 672A2 Pc 1] y2 111 8 _ 64 APbar Pe12 ..,)3 _ 3 y2 1I 18 -+-
64 A Pell V3 3 y2 111 9 -t- 8 Pbar3 11l9 + 223 Pbar2 Pel "19 _ 470 Pbar Pel2 "19 + 
239 Pel l 11111 _ 96A2 Pel l 111 9 + 96A2 Pell y2 11111 + 27 Pbar2 Pe l lll lo _ 
54 Pbar Pe12 #1 10 + 27 Pell 1110 -+ Pbar2 Pel U ll -2 Pbar Pel2 1111 -+ Pel l 1111 &, 8]} , 
{Y -+ -..JRoot[ -5832 Pbar] + 24057 Pbar2 Pel - 30618 Pbar pel2 -+ 12393 pell -1944 Pbarl *1 + 
8019 Pbar2 Pel #1 - 10206 Pbar Pel2 111 -+ 4131 pcll n + 17280 Pb~ rl 1112 -
107001 Pbar2 Pel 1112 + 162162 Pbar pe12 "12 _ 72441 Pe1 3 1112 _ 35424 A2 pcl) 1112 + 
35424A2Pclly2U2-46656APbarpe12V3-3y211l2+46656APe13V3 3y2 U 2 -+ 
5824 Pbar) 113 + 57381 Pbar2 Pell1) -132234 Pbar Pe12 II1l + 69029 pel) 113 + 
128352 A2 Pe1 3 U) _ 128352 A2 Pell y2 U 3 _ 155520 A Phar pel2 "";3 _ 3 y2 Ill) + 
155520 A Pc 1) -./3 - 3 y2 U l -16848 Pbar3 U 4 -+ 31482 Pbar2 Pel H 4 -
12 4 20 Pbar Pel2 114 _ 2214 Pel l 1114 _ 163296 A2 Pell U 4 + l63296A2 Pell y2 1114 _ 
188352 A Pbar Pe1 2 -./3 - 3 y2 1114 -+ 188352 A Pel l V3 - 3 y2 U 4 - 5808 Pbar) 115 + 
4 766 Pbar2 Pel U 5 + 7892 Pbar Pe1 2 115 _ 6850 Pell US -+ 74976A2 Pel) U 5 _ 
74976A2 Pel l y2 US _ 98560APbarPe12 V3 _ 3 y2 US -+ 98560APc13 "";3 _ 3 y2 U 5 -+ 
5 1 84 Pbarl l16 -14290 Pbar2 Pel n 6 -+ 13028 Pbar pe1 2 U 6 _ 3922 pel3 U 6 + 
2784 A2 Pell U 6 -2184 A2 Pel l y2 U 6 _ 20928APbarPe12 V3 _ 3 y2 U 6 -+ 
20928 A pell "";3 3 v 2 111 6 -+- 1920 Pbar] #1' - 4 854 Pbar2 Pe1 U 7 + 394 8 Pbar Pe12 11' -
1014 Pel3 #1 7 _ 6624 A2 Pe13 117 -+ 6624 A2 Pel3 y2 U 7 -1920APbar Pel2 V3 _ 3 y2 U 7 -+ 
1920 A Pcll V3 _ 3 y2 1117 + 216 Pbar3 U 9 -+ 189 Pbar2 Pcl U 8 _ 1026 Pbar Pe1 2 U B -+ 
621 pel]lI1B _ 672A2 Pcl l ll1 B + 672A2 Pel] y2 111 8 _ 64 A Pbar Pe12 ..../3 _ 3 y2 #1 B + 
64 A Pc 1] V3 - 3 y2 ne -+ 8 Pbarl 111 9 + 223 Pbar2 Pelll1 9 _ 4 70 Pbar pel2 n 9 + 
239 Pc 1) 119 - 96A2 Pel3 #1 9 + 96A2 pe13 y2 #19 + 27 Pbar2 Pel 1110 _ 
54 Pbar pel2 1110 -+ 27 pell 1110 -+ Pbar2 pelllll - 2 Pbar pe12 1 111 + pel] #1 11 &, 9]}, 
{Y-+ VRoot [-5832 Pbarl + 24057 Pbar2 Pel - 30618 Phar Pe12 -+ 12393 Pc 1) -
1944 Pbar] 111 + 8019 Pbar2 Pcl 111 - 10206 Pbar Pel2 U + 4131 Pcl3 111 -+ 
11280 Pbar) :JIl2 _ 107001 Pbar2 Pel n 2 -+ 1621 62 Pbar Pe12 1112 _ 72441 Pell U 2 _ 
35424 A2 Pcll nl + 35424 A2 Pel) y2 U 2 _ 4 6656A Pbar pe12 ..../3 _ 3 y2 1112-+ 
46656APel3 -./3 - 3 y2 U 2 -+ 582 4 Pbar3 11l -+ 57381 Pbar2 PelUl _ 
132234 Pbar pe12 n) -+- 69029 pell 11] -+- 128352 A2 Pell n) -128352 A2 pc1 3 y2 11l_ 
155520APbarPe12 "";3 3y2 U l -+155520APel)"";3 3y2 nl_ 
16848 Pbar) 114 -+ 31482 Pbar2 pelll· -12420 Pbar Pe12 114 _ 2214 Pc 1) U 4 _ 
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163296 A2 Pell U 4 + 163296 A2 Pcll y2 1114 _ 188352 A Pbar Pell ..)3 _ 3 y2 1114 + 
188352 A Pell ..)3 _ 3 y2 III t _ 5808 Pbar3 11 ~ + 4766 Pbar2 pelll1 5 • 
7892 Pbar Pcl2 111 5 - 6650 Pel l 1115 + H976 A2 Pcll U 5 _ 74976 A2 pcl) y2 111 5 _ 
98560 A Pbar PC12 ..)3 3 y2 111 5 + 98S60APcll ..)3 3 y2 115 +5184 Pbar) 116 _ 
14290 Pbar2 Pel ftl6 + 13026 Pbar Pel2 U 6 _ 3922 Pcll U 6 + 2784 A2 Pcll U 6 _ 
2784 A2 pc1 l y 2 111 6 _ 20928 A Pbar Pc12 ..)3 _ 3 y2 111 6 .20928 A Pell ..)3 _ 3 y2 111 6 + 
1920 Pbarl 111 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pcl n'. 3948 Pbar pc12 U? -1014 Pc1 l #1 7 _ 
6624 A2 Pel l 'I? ... 6624 A2 Pel] y2 '17 -1920A Pbar Pe12 ..)3 3 y2 In' + 
1920 A Pel] ..)3 - 3 y2 U 7 + 216 Pbarl In 8 + 189 Pbar2 Pelll1s _ 1026 Pbar Pel2 n a + 
621 pcll U 8 _ 672 A2 Pcll 111& + 672 A2 pell y2 111 8 _ 64 A Pbar Pe12 V3 _ 3 y2 U 8 + 
64 A Pel l ..)3 _ 3 y2 US + 8 Pbarl 119 -+ 223 Pbar2 Pelll19 - 470 Pbar pc12 119 + 
239 Pell U 9 _ 96A2 pcll U 9 + 96A2 pcll y2 U 9 ... 27 Pbar2 pelll1 l0 _ 
5 4 Pbar Pel2 #1 10 + 27 Pel l 11110 + Pbar2 pclll111 _ 2 Pbar pe1 2 11 11 • Pell Illl &, 9]}, 
{Y -t -..) Root [ - 5832 Pbar] + 24057 Pbar2 Pel - 30618 Pbar Pe12 + 12393 pcll - 1944 Pbar) 81 + 
6019 Pbar2 Pel 111 - 10206 Pbar Pe12 U • 4131 Pcll #1 + 17280 Pbarl 1112 -
107001 Pbar2 Pc1 n 2 + 162162 Pbar Pel2 U 2 _ 72441 Pel l U 2 _ 35424 A2 Pcll 112 + 
35424 A2 Pe1 l y2 n 2 _ 46656A Pbar Pc12 ..)3 _ 3 y2 ftl 2 + 46656A Pel l ..)3 _ 3 y2 U 2 • 
582 4 Pbarl '13 + 57381 Pbar2 Pel II1l -132234 Pbar pe12 IIl l ... 69029 Pel l 111 3 + 
128352 A2 Pel l ftll _ 128352 A2 Pcll y2 11 3 _ 155520 A Pbar Pel2 ..)3 _ 3 y 2 n 3 + 
155520 A pc1) V3 - 3 y2 #1l _ 16848 Pbar) 114 + 31482 Pbar2 Pcl11 4 -
12420 Pbar Pc1 2 n' _ 2214 Pc1] U 4 _ 163296A2 Pcl] In 4 ... 163296 A2 Pell y2 1114 -
186352 A Pbar Pcl2 V3 _ 3 y2 111 4 .188352 A Pcl] V3 _ 3 y2 #1' - 5808 Pbar] 1115. 
4766 Pbar2 Pcl inS + 7892 Pbar Pel2 115 _ 6850 Pcl l 41 5 ... 74976 A2 Pel l 115 _ 
74976A2Pelly2US_98560APbarPcl2..)3 3y2 n S +98560AP.cll V3-3 y 2 U S. 
5184 Pbarl 116 _ 14290 Pbar2 Pel U 6.13028 Pbar Pcl2 111 6 _ 3922 pel3 111 6 + 
2784 A2 Pell U 6 _ 2784 A2 Pcl l y2 116 _ 20928 A Pbar Pcl2 ..)3 3 y2 111 6 + 
20928 A Pel l ..)3 - 3 y2 n 6 • 1920 PbarJ '17 _ 4854 Pbar2 PelU7 +3948 PbarPcl2 117_ 
1014 Pe1 3 1117 _ 6624 A2 pcl l n 7 ... 6624 A2 pcl l y 2 117 -1920 A Pbar Pe12 ..)3 _ 3 y2 1117 + 
1920A Pcll ..)3 _ 3 y2 #17 .216 Pbarl US ... 189 Pbar2 Pel US -102 6 Pbar Pe12 111 & + 
621 pcf~ n& - 672A2 Pel l U 8 • 672 A2 Pe1l y2 II1B - 64 APbar Pe1l V3 3 y2 118 + 
64 A Pel J ..)3 _ 3 y2 1118 .8 Pbar3 U 9 + 223 Pbar2 Pel111 9 - 470 Pbar Pcl2 119 • 
239 Pell 119 _ 96A2 Pel l n 9 • 96A2 Pel l y2 111 9 .27 Pbar2 Pel *110 _ 
54 Pbar pe12 1110 .27 pell f1 l0 • Pbar2 Pelll111 _ 2 Pbar Pe12 fIll. Pell 1111 .s,10]}, 
{y -+ VRoot [ - 5832 PbarJ + 24057 Pbar2 Pcl - 30618 Pbar Pcl2 ... 12393 pcl l -
1944 Pbarl fIl ... 8019 Pbar2 Pel fl - 10206 Pbar pel2 fIl. 4131 Pe1l n. 
17280 PbarJ *1 2 -107001 Pbar2 pelU2 + 162162 Pbar Pel2 U 2 -72441 Pel] U 2 _ 
35424A2Pel]U2.35424A2Pelly2U2-46656APbarPel2V3 3y2 U 2 • 
46656APe1 l ..)3 3y2 n2 ... S824Pbar3Ul ... 57381Pbar2pclU3-
132234 PbarPel2 U]. 69029 Pell ll1 l + 128352A2 pcl) U l -128352 A2 pel ) y2 I1l_ 
155520 A Pbar Pel l ..)3 _ 3 y2 n 3 + 155520 A pcl) ..)3 _ 3 y2 1I1l _ 
16848 Pbarl Ill' ... )1482 Pbar2 Pel 11 4 _ 12420 Pbar Pe12 U 4 _ 2214 pcl) U 4 -
163296 A2 Pell U· + 163296 A2 pel3 y2 U 4 _ 188352 A Pbar Pe12 "';3 _ 3 y2 U 4. 
188352APell ..)3 _ )y2 U' _ 5808 Pbar3 U 5 • 4766 Pbar2 pelllls + 
7892 PbarPc12 115 _ 6850 pell US +74976A2 Pel J U 5 -7 4976A2 Pcl l y2 U 5 _ 
98560APbarPel2 "';3 - 3 y2 Us. 98560 A Pel3 ..)3 _ 3 y2 U 5 + 
5184 Pbar3 116 _ 14290 Pbar2 Pel U 6 ... 13028 Pbar Pcl2 n 6 _ 3922 Pel l U 6 + 
2784 A2 pe1 3 111 6 _ 2784A2 Pell y2 n 6 _ 20928APbar pcl2 V3 3y2 n 6 + 
20928APel J V3 3y2 n 6 .1920Pbarl ,17 _4854Pbar2 pc1U'. 
3948 Pbar Pel2 U 7 _ 1014 Pel l Ill' _ 6624 A2 pcl] U 7 • 6624 A2 Pcl l y 2 *11 _ 
1920APbarPel2 ..)3-3 y 2 U 7 +l920APell ..)3 3y2 n 7 ... 216Pbar3 111& ... 
189 Pbar2 Pcl '18 -1026 Pbar Pel2 1118 .621 Pc1 l f18 _ 672 A2 Pcll U 8 • 
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672A2 Pel l y2 111 8 _ 64 A Pbar pe12 .J3 3 y2 U 8 + 64 APell .J3 _ 3 y2 U 8 + 
8 Pbarl 1119 + 223 Pbar2 Pel #1 9 - 470 Pbar Pe12 41 9 + 239 Pell #1 9 _ 
96A2 pel l ll1 9 + 96A2 Pe1 l y2 119 + 27 Pbar2 pelll1 10 _ 54 PbarPe12 lI1 10 + 
27 PelJ 1110 + Pbar2 Pel U 11 _ 2 Pbar pe12 UIl + Pel l 11111 &, 10]}, 
{y ~ - .JRoot[ -5832 PbarJ + 24057 Pbar2 Pel- 30618 Pbar pe12 + 12393 Pe1 l - 1944 Pbarl It1 + 
8019 Pbar2 Pe1 U -10206 Pbar pe1 2 #1 + 4131 pell 111 + 17280 Pbar l 1l12 _ 
107001 Pbar2 PelU2 + 162162 Pbar Pel2 n 2 _ 72441 Pel l n 2 _ 35424 A2 pe1l U 2 + 
35424 A2 pell y2 1112 _ 46656 A Pbar pe12 .J3 3 y2 U 2 + 46656A Pel l .J3 -3 y2 U 2 + 
5824 Pbarl II1l + 57381 Pbar2 Pel #1 l -132234 Pbar Pe12 II1l + 69029 Pel J 1I1l + 
128352 A2 Pel l III _ 128352 A2 Pel l y2 II1l _ 155520 A Pbar Pe12 Y3 3 y2 U l + 
155520 A Pell .J3 _ 3 y2 U 1 _ 16848 Pbarl #1 4 + 31482 Pbar2 Pel n t -
12420 Pbar Pel2 111 4 _ 2214 Pcll U 4 _ 163296 A2 pel l 1114 + 163296 A2 pell y2 U 4 _ 
1BB352A Pbar pe12 .J3 - 3y2 ut + 1B8352APell .J3 _ 3 y2 U 4 - 5808 Pbarl 1l15 + 
4766 Pbar2 Pellll s + 7892 Pbar pel2 1115 - 6850 Pell ll1 s + 74976A2 Pell U s _ 
74976A2Pclly2U5_98560APbarPe12.J3 3y2 U 5 +98560APc13 .J3 3y2111s+ 
5184 Pbarl U 6 -14290 Pbar2 pelll16 + 13028 Pbar Pel2 11 6 _ 3922 pel l 111 6 + 
2784A2pellU6_2784A2pelly2U6_20928APbarpel2v3 3y2 116 + 
20928 A Pel l --/3 - 3 y2 111 6 + 1920 Pbarl U 7 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pellll? .... 3948 Pbar Pe12 U 1 _ 
1014 Pel l 1111 _ 6624 A2 Pel] 1111 + 6624 A2 Pe l ] y2 U? -1920A Pbar Pel2 v3 - 3 y2 Ill? + 
1920A pel l --/3 _ 3 y2 U 7 + 216 Pbarl U 8 + 189 Pbar2 Pel U 8 _ 1026 Pbar Pel2 U 8 .... 
621 Pel l 118 _ 672A2 Pel l ne + 672A2 Pell y 2 1118 _ 64 A PbarPe12 ...)3 _ 3 y2 111 8 + 
64 A Pel l v3 3 y2 lI1 8 + 8 Pbarl ll1 9 + 223 Pbar2 Pel lI1 9 - 470 Pbar Pel2 119 + 
239 Pc1 l u 9 _ 96 A2 Pell u 9 + 96A2 Pell y2 119 + 27 Pbar2 Pcl lI1 10 _ 
54 Pbar Pel2 IH10 + 27 Pell ll1 10 + Pbar2 Pellnll _ 2 Pbar Pel2 #111.+ pell 11111 &, 11]}, 
{Y ~ vRoot[ -5832 Pbar3 + 24057 Pbar2 Pel- 30618 Pbar Pel2 + 12393 Pel l _ 
1944 Pbarl III + 8019 Pbar2 Pellll - 10206 Pbar Pel2 111 + 4131 Pel l U + 
17280 Pbar3 112 _ 107001 Pbar2 Pel .12 + 162162 Pbar Pel2 412 _ 72441 pel l U 2 -
35424 A2 Pel l i12 + 35424A2 Pel l y2 U 2 _ 46656APbarPel2 --/3 _ 3 y2 U 2 + 
46656 A pell V3 _ 3 y2 U 2 + 5824 Pbarl nl + 57381 Pbar2 Pel ill 1 -
13223 4 Pba r pel2 U 1 + 69029 Pcl l II1l + 128352 A2 Pel l IIll _ 128352 A2 Pell y2 111]-
155520 A Pbar Pel2 ..)3 - 3 y2 nl + 155520A Pcl l --/3 _ 3 y2 U l _ 
16848 Pbarl 1114 + 31482 Pbar2 Pelll14 -12 420 Pbar Pel2 U 4 _ 2214 pell l14_ 
163296 A2 pel l 1114 + 163296 A2 Pcl l y2 n 4 _ 188352 A Pbar Pel2 --./3 _ 3 y2 ut + 
188352 A Pel l --./3 _ 3 y2 U 4 _ 5808 Pbar3 US + 4766 Pbar2 pelU!> + 
7892 PbarPcl2 illS _ 6850 Pell US +74976A2 Pel l U 5 -74976A2 Pell y2 U 5 _ 
98560A Pbar Pel2 v3 - 3 y2 US + 98560A pe1 l V3 _ 3 y2 US + 
518 4 Pbarl 111 6 -14290 Pbar2 pel116 + 13028 Pbar pe12 111 6 - 3922 pel l l16 + 
2784 A2 Pe1l n 6 _ 2784A2 pel l y2 1l 6 _ 20928APbar pel2 --./3 -3 y2 U 6 + 
20928 A Pel l --./3 _ 3 y2 U 6 + 1920 Pbarl U 7 _ 4854 Pbar2 Pel U 7 + 
3948 Pbar pe12 U 1 -1014 pell U 7 _ 662 4 A2 Pcl3 111 + 6624 A2 pel l y2 U'-
1920 A Pbar Pel2 --./3 - 3 y2 iIl7 + 1920A Pel l --./3 _ 3 y2 U' + 216 Pbar3 1118 + 
189 Pbar2 pe1U8 _ 1026 Pbar Pe l 2 111 8 + 621 Pell 111 a _ 672 A2 Pel l U 8 + 
672 A2 Pell y2 111 8 _ 64 A Pbar pe12 --./3 _ 3 y2 '111 8 + 64 APel) --./3 _ 3 y2 111 8 + 
8 Pbarl 119 + 223 Pbar2 pelU9 _ 470 Pbar Pe12 119 + 239 Pcll #1 9 -
96 A2 Pell U 9 + 96 A2 pel l y2 119 + 27 Pbar2 Pel 11110 _ 54 Pbar pel2 11110 + 
27 Pell 11110 + pbar2 Pe1 n 11 _ 2 Pbar pel2 n 11 "" Fell i11L &, llJ}} 
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